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Abstract

This dissertation is devoted to a social-media-mining problem named the activity-prediction

problem. In this problem one aims to predict the number of user-generated-contents that

will be created about a topic in the near future. The user-generated-contents that belong

to a topic are not necessary related to each other.

In order to study the activity-prediction problem without referring directly to a par-

ticular social-media, a generic framework is proposed. This generic framework allows to

describe various social-media in a unified way. With this generic framework the activity-

prediction problem is defined independently of an actual social-media. Three examples

are provided to illustrate how this generic framework describes social-media. Three defi-

nitions of the activity-prediction problem are proposed. Firstly the magnitude prediction

problem defines the activity-prediction as a regression problem. With this definition one

aims to predict the exact activity of a topic. Secondly, the buzz classification problem

defines the activity-prediction as a binary classification problem. With this definition

one aims to predict if a topic will have an activity burst of a predefined amplitude.

Thirdly the rank prediction problem defines the activity-prediction as a learning-to-rank

problem. With this definition one aims to rank the topics accordingly to theirs future

activity-levels. These three definitions of the activity prediction problem are tackled with

state-of-the-art machine learning approaches applied to generic features. Indeed, these

features are defined with the help of the generic framework. Therefore these features are

easily adaptable to various social-media. There are two types of features. Firstly the

features which describe a single topic. Secondly the features which describe the interplay

between two topics.

Our ability to predict the activity is tested against an industrial-size multilingual

dataset. The data has been collected during 51 weeks. Two sources of data were used:

Twitter and a bulletin-board-system. The collected data contains three languages: En-

glish, French and German. More than five hundred millions user-generated-contents were

captured. Most of these user-generated-contents are related to computer hardware, video

games, and mobile telephony. The data collection necessitated the implementation of a

daily routine. The data was prepared so that commercial-contents and technical failure

are not sources of noise. A cross-validation method that takes into account the time of



observations is used. In addition an unsupervised method to extract buzz candidates is

proposed. Indeed the training-sets are very ill-balanced for the buzz classification prob-

lem, and it is necessary to preselect buzz candidates. The activity-prediction problems

are studied within two different experimental settings. The first experimental setting

includes data from Twitter and the bulletin-board-system, on a long time-scale, and with

three different languages. The second experimental setting is dedicated specifically to

Twitter. This second experiment aims to increase the reproducibility of experiments as

much as possible. Hence, this experimental setting includes user-generated-contents col-

lected with respect to a list of unambiguous English terms. In addition the observation

are restricted to ten consecutive weeks. Hence the risk of unannounced change in the

public API of Twitter is minimized.
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Résumé

Cette étude est dédiée à un problème d’exploration de données dans les médias sociaux:

la prédiction d’activité. Dans ce problème nous essayons de prédire l’activité associée

à une thématique pour un horizon temporel restreint. Dans ce problème des contenus

générés par différents utilisateurs, n’ayant pas de lien entre eux, contribuent à l’activité

d’une même thématique.

Afin de pouvoir définir et étudier la prédiction d’activité sans référence explicite à un

réseau social existant, nous définissons un cadre d’analyse générique qui permet de décrire

de nombreux médias sociaux. Trois définitions de la prédiction d’activité sont proposées.

Premièrement la prédiction de la magnitude d’activité, un problème de régression qui

vise à prédire l’activité exacte d’une thématique. Secondement, la prédiction de Buzz,

un problème de classification binaire qui vise à prédire quelles thématiques subiront une

augmentation soudaine d’activité. Enfin la prédiction du rang d’activité, un problème

de learning-to-rank qui vise à prédire l’importance relative de chacune des thématiques.

Ces trois problèmes sont étudiés avec les méthodes de l’état de l’art en apprentissage

automatique. Les descripteurs proposés pour ces études sont définis en utilisant le cadre

d’analyse générique. Ainsi il est facile d’adapter ces descripteurs à différent média sociaux.

Notre capacité à prédire l’activité des thématiques est testée à l’aide d’un ensemble de

données multilingue: Français, Anglais et Allemand. Les données ont été collecté durant

51 semaines sur Twitter et un forum de discussion. Plus de 500 millions de contenus

générés par les utilisateurs ont été capturé. Une méthode de validation croisée est pro-

posée afin de ne pas introduire de biais expérimental lié au temps. De plus, une méthode

d’extraction non-supervisée des candidats au buzz est proposée. En effet, les changements

abrupts de popularité sont rares et l’ensemble d’entrâınement est très déséquilibré. Les

problèmes de prédiction de l’activité sont étudiés dans deux configurations expérimentales

différentes. La première configuration expérimentale porte sur l’ensemble des données

collectées dans les deux médias sociaux, et sur les trois langues observées. La seconde

configuration expérimentale porte exclusivement sur Twitter. Cette seconde configura-

tion expérimentale vise à améliorer la reproductibilité de nos expériences. Pour ce faire,

nous nous concentrons sur un sous-ensemble des thématiques non ambiguës en Anglais.



En outre, nous limitons la durée des observations à dix semaines consécutives afin de

limiter les risques de changement structurel dans les données observées.
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Introduction

Internet grew dramatically in the past decade and is about to become pervasive. There

are now 2.9 Billions Internet users, whereas they were only 900 Millions in 2004. A

direct consequence of this growth is that Internet became widely used to daily human

interactions. At the same time, the amount of data that flows through Internet grows

quickly. A significant part of these data are automatically recorded and stored in expec-

tation of their future value. This new gold-rush is motivated by the expected capacity of

algorithms to extract actionable patterns from the collected data, and theirs subsequent

incomes. This is particularly true for the social-media. As presented in Section 1.1,

the term social-media is an umbrella term that designates Internet-based services that

allows to exchange content such as: pictures, movies, songs, writings. These contents

are frequently referred to as user-generated-contents. The data that is expected to have

financial worth is divided in three categories. Firstly the user-generated-contents them-

selves (eg. messages, pictures). Secondly, the user-interactions (eg. who is friend with

whom; who shared who’s content). Thirdly, the implicit user-activity (eg. as query logs

in a search engine).

Data mining is defined as the extraction of actionable patterns from data. As such,

data mining is the research area that would produce the expected value out of social-

media data. Data mining is made possible at a large scale by statistical methods that

allow automated extraction of decision rules from data. The research effort dedicated to

these statistical methods is known as machine learning. The data collected in social-media

have specificities. Firstly, most of the data is unstructured. Secondly the user-generated-

contents follow few stylistic constraints. Thirdly, specific conventions are used in some

user-communities. Lastly the quantity of data to be processed is tremendous and therefore

requires to use highly scalable approaches. Due to these specific challenges, data min-

ing applied to social-media might be referred specifically as social-media-mining . This

dissertation is devoted to a social-media-mining problem named the activity-prediction

1



problem. Broadly, in the activity prediction problem one aims to predict the number of

user-generated-contents that will be created about a topic in the near future. Section 1.2

presents social-media-mining from a practitioner point of view. Firstly, Section 1.2.1

presents the characteristics of graphs of users that are defined in social-media. Secondly,

Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 presents two problems related to activity-prediction: the com-

munity detection and the information diffusion problems. The collection of data from

social-media is discussed in Section 1.2.4. Afterwards, key concepts of machine learning

are presented in Section 1.2.5.

Activity-prediction is an open question and draws an important amount of work, as

presented in Section 1.3. Firstly, Section 1.3.1 takes an inventory of concepts that are the

most often used in these studies. Afterwards three approaches for the activity-prediction

are distinguished. The taxonomies of the spikes of collective attention are presented in

Section 1.3.2. These studies aim to understand and classify the spikes of collective atten-

tion. A spike of collective attention is observed when a topic (eg. Christmas) becomes one

of the top most popular topic in a whole social-media. The spikes of collective attention

affect few (eg. dozens) topics at a time, are highly dynamic, and mostly news related.

Secondly, Section 1.3.3 presents the studies dedicated to predict the activity of a topic.

In order to measure the activity of a topic one assigns each user-generated-content to

one topic. Then he-or-she uses a activity measure that takes into account all the user-

generated-contents that were assigned to a topic. Hence, the user-generated-contents

that are considered for a topic are not necessary related to each other. On the contrary,

Section 1.3.4 presents user-generated-content activity-prediction. The task is then to

predict the quantity of reactions that a particular user-generated-content will trigger on

a specific social-media. In this case all the user-generated-contents that are considered

are explicitly related.

The three activity-prediction problems studied in this dissertation aim to predict the

activity of the topics. In order to study these problems without referring directly to a par-

ticular social-media, a generic framework is proposed in Section 2.1. This generic frame-

work allows to describe various social-media in a unified way. With this generic frame-

work the activity-prediction problems are defined independently of an actual social-media.

Three examples are provided to illustrate how this generic framework describes social-

media. The first example, presented in Section 2.1.2, illustrates how Twitter is described

with this generic framework. The second example, presented in Section 2.1.3, illustrates

2



how Facebook is described with this generic framework. The last example, presented in

Section 2.1.4, illustrates how a bulletin-board-system is described with this generic frame-

work. The activity-prediction problems are formally presented in Section 2.2. These three

problem address distinct applicative needs. Firstly the magnitude prediction problem,

presented in Section 2.2.1, formalizes the activity-prediction as a regression problem.

With this formalization one aims to predict the exact activity of a topic. Secondly, the

buzz classification problem, presented in Section 2.2.2, formalizes the activity-prediction

as a binary classification problem. With this formalization one aims to predict if a topic

will have an activity burst of a predefined amplitude. Thirdly the rank prediction prob-

lem, presented in Section 2.2.3, formalizes the activity-prediction as a learning-to-rank

problem. With this formalization one aims to rank the topics accordingly to theirs future

activity-levels. These three problems are tackled with state-of-the-art machine learning

approaches. Section 2.3 presents the features used to tackle the three activity-prediction

problems. These features are defined thanks to the generic framework. Therefore these

features are easily adaptable to various social-media. There are two types of features.

Firstly the features which describe a single topic, as presented in Section 2.3.1. Secondly

the features which describe the interplay between two topics, as presented in Section 2.3.2.

Our ability to predict the activity within each of the three activity-prediction problem

is tested against an industrial-size multilingual dataset. The data was collected during

51 weeks on Twitter and a bulletin-board-system run by the company Purch. This com-

pany funded and supported this study. Purch granted us access to privileged data. The

collected data contains three languages: English, French and German. More than five

hundred millions user-generated-contents were captured during the data collection. Most

of these user-generated-contents are related to computer hardware, video games, and

mobile telephony, as described in Section 3.1. The collection of this amount of data ne-

cessitated the conception of a daily routine. In addition the data was prepared so that

commercial-contents and technical failure are not sources of noise. A cross-validation

method that takes into account the time of observations is defined in Section 3.2. Indeed,

the activity-prediction problems are time dependent and classical cross-validation meth-

ods might induce experimental noise. In addition an unsupervised method to extract

buzz candidates is proposed. Indeed the training-set is very ill-balanced for the buzz

classification problem, and it is necessary to preselect buzz candidates. The activity-

prediction problems are studied within two different experimental settings. The first

experimental setting includes data from Twitter and the bulletin-board-system, on a

3



long time-scale, and with three different languages. The second experimental setting is

dedicated specifically to Twitter. This second experiment aims to increase the repro-

ducibility of experiments as much as possible. Hence, this experimental setting includes

user-generated-contents collected with respect to a list of unambiguous English terms.

In addition the observation are restricted to ten consecutive weeks. Hence the risk of

unannounced change in the public api of Twitter is minimized. Section 3.3 presents

the experiments related to the buzz classification problem for each of these experimental

settings. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 present the counterparts experiments for the magnitude

prediction and the rank prediction, respectively.
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Introduction

This study fits into the research area of online-social-media mining. This research area,

also named social-media-mining , is a fast growing interdisciplinary domain dedicated to

the study of human interactions on the Internet. The definition of social-media has not
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yet reach a general consensus, thus this chapter reviews two definition attempts. Without

being exhaustive, this chapter gives a general overview of challenges that are addressed

by computer scientists in the social-media mining area.

For the last decade the general public have widely adopted the Internet. In 2004 the

United Nations counted 900 Millions Internet users, there are now 2.9 Billions Internet

users. One consequence of this broad adoption, is the growth of human communication

mediated by Internet. Surveys confirm the widespread usage of Internet for this com-

municational purposes. For instance, the Pew research institute, a private u.s. research

group, estimates that 73% of the u.s. adults use at least one social media [49]. Moreover,

quantcast, a company that ranks websites according to their traffic, estimates that social

media sites such as: Facebook1, Twitter2, and Linkedin3 are all among the fifteen most

visited web site, for June 2014, in the u.s. [133].

A significant part of these computer mediated communication are automatically recorded.

These records of computer mediated communication constitute an unprecedented source

of human interactions to be studied. The study of these records are tackled through

social sciences and computer science. These records are threefold, they contain: (a) the

content created by the users (eg. messages, photos); (b) the traces of theirs interaction

(eg. who is friend with whom; who shared who’s content); and (c) implicit traces of user-

activity (eg. as query logs in a search engine) which are generally not made available by

their owner. The content created by the users is commonly referred to as user-generated-

content. The best known definition of the user-generated-content is the one from Vickery

and Wunsch-Vincent [154] proposed on the behalf of the Organisation for Economic

Cooperation and Development. As per Vickery and Wunsch-Vincent, a user-generated-

content: is (a) “made publicly available over the Internet”; (b) is “created outside of

professional routines and practices”; (c) shows a “certain amount of creative effort”. A

user-generated-content can include text, videos, images, songs, and so on. For instance,

a photo published on a social-media or a note in a weblog are user-generated-contents.

The user-generated-contents are unstructured, they have few stylistic constraints as they

are created outside professional practices, and they are produced at a fast-paced rhythm

[128, 122].

1Ressource available at http://www.facebook.com
2Ressource available at http://www.twitter.com
3Ressource available at http://www.linkedin.com
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The social-media-mining research area can be thought of as a special form of data

mining. As such the social-media-mining would be defined as the extraction of useful,

and novel, knowledge from the social-media data. In regard to the aforementioned social-

media characteristics, the extraction of useful and novel knowledge from social-media

should be: (a) efficient and scalable in order to cope with the unprecedented, yet growing,

amount of user-generated-contents; (b) resilient to the unstructured and noisy nature of

user-generated-contents; (c) able to combine user-generated-contents and the traces of

interactions between users (eg. who is friend with whom). This chapter outlines social-

media-mining from a practitioner point of view, and is structured as follows. The first

section presents several definitions of a social-media and describes the recent social-media

evolutions. The second section of this chapter presents the networks of users observed in

social-media, and how to apply machine learning to social-media. The third section of

this chapter present the research areas devoted to the popularity prediction problem in

social-media.

1.1 Definition of a social-media

As per Boyd, “social-media” is an umbrella term, synonym of computer-mediated commu-

nication, that designates the “tools, services, and applications that allow people to inter-

act with others using network technologies” [30]. As such, social-media ranges from short

messages scripted to social-network-site, and covers indistinctly private, semi-public, and

public communications. Nonetheless, up to now, social-media-mining is devoted to web-

based social-media. Those web-based social-media are applications that pertain to web

2.0. The web 2.0, a term first coined in 1999, is defined by Easley and Kleinberg [47] as

a set of technologies that allows to:

• collectively create and maintain shared content;

• shift personal data from personal computer to online services (eg. videos, photos);

• link peoples in the same way that documents are linked in the web.

As an illustration of the web 2.0, one can consider a social-media such as Flickr4. Indeed,

this social-media allows people to share photographies and to comment them. As such,

4Ressource available at http://www.flickr.com
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Flickr shifts contents from one’s personal computer to the Internet, and allows to share

that contents. Numerous web-based social-media have redundant purposes. Therefore,

Kaplan proposes to classify social-media into six groups defined with respect to their

purpose [85]. Four of those groups describe web-based social-media, they are presented

below.

• The collaborative projects, that allow to create and maintain contents collabora-

tively. In this case users are not necessarily identified. The best-known collabora-

tive project is Wikipedia5, a collaborative encyclopedia. The “question & answer”

platforms such as Yahoo Answers6, and the forums such as StackOverflow7 are col-

laborative projects where the content creation is driven by the need of a solution

to a specific problem.

• The blogs and microblogs, that allow to create and share contents. Contrary to the

collaborative projects, the authorship is promoted in blog and microblogs. Indeed,

each author is explicitly associated to a time ordered list of user-generated-contents.

The contents shared through blog and microblogs vary from one author to other.

For instance, a blog might be used as personal diary, or as a technical notepad.

• The content communities, that allow to share one specific content type including:

videos, images, songs, or slides. For instance, Flickr is a content community that

is dedicated to photographies. On the contrary YouTube or Vimeo8 are content

communities dedicated to videos. Kaplan, notes that the these communities aren’t

focused on users. Instead, these communities are focused on the contents: “Users

[...] are not required to create a personal profile page; if they do, these pages usually

only contain basic information”.

• The social-networking-sites, that allow users to “connect [to each others] by creating

personal information profiles, inviting friends and colleagues to have access to those

profiles”. This description is completed per Ellison and Boyd [29]. They define the

early stage social-network-site as web-based applications that “allow individuals to

(1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate

a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse

their list of connections and those made by others within the system.”.

5Ressource available at http://www.wikipedia.org
6Ressource available at http://answers.yahoo.com
7Ressource available at http://www.stackoverflow.com
8Ressource available at http://www.vimeo.com
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Kaplan compares these four social-media classes with respect to their media richness

and their self-disclosure level. The media richness refers to the possible complexity of the

interaction. For instance, text based interaction (eg. as in blogs) is considered as simpler

than multimedia based interaction (ie. text combined with photo, video, and so on). The

self-disclosure level, refers to the ownership level on the contents that one shares. This

comparison, is presented in Table 1.1.

Media richness

Low Medium

Self-disclosure
High blogs Social networking sites

Low Collaborative projects Content communities

Table 1.1: Classification of web-based social-media as proposed by Kaplan. The original

classification has two additional type of social-media. These two social-media types are

based on video-games, thus they are not represented in this Table.

The classification proposed by Kaplan provides a snapshot of the social-media history.

The social-media continuously evolve since then. As an example of this evolution consider

how the broad adoption of smartphones influenced social-media. The smartphones that

locates users through gps enabled the creation of dedicated social-media. In addition

social-media that existed before the generalization of smartphones started to leverage gps

location to enrich their users experience. An example of a social-media dedicated to gps

usage is Foursquare9 which allows one to locate his-or-her nearby friends. On the contrary,

Facebook is an example of social-media that was not originally devoted to use gps, but

which evolved in order to use gps coordinates. Social-media are continuously evolving in

order to fulfill the users-expectations, and to steer them to new usages. A consequence

of this evolution is that today the blogs, the microblogs, the content communities, and

the social-network-siteare no longer clearly distinguishable. More precisely:

• The social-network-sites shifted progressively to a network of user-generated-content

streams as noted Ellison and Boyd [52]. As such social-network-sites became in-

creasingly content-centric. Thus social-network-sites became closer to the content

communities.

9Ressource available at http://www.foursquare.com
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• The content communities, which had a poor user representation, now have a richer

user representation. For instance, their users can now subscribe to each others, have

favorites contents and so one. Thus content communities tend to social-network-

sites.

• The Microblog platform, such as Twitter, eased the sharing of richer media such as

photo or video. Such an evolution bring microblog closer to content communities.

Another change is that some blog platform, such as Tumblr10, shifted towards a net-

work of user-generated-content streams and thus are now closer to social-network-

sites with additional features dedicated to the production of textual content, as for

instance source code formatting.

As a consequence of this evolution, Ellison and Boyd defined the social-network-site in

a unified way. Their definition fits all the web-based social-media exception made of

the collaborative projects. Therefore, in the remainder of this dissertation, the social-

media are considered as web-based services, that are either collaborative projects (eg.

Wikipedia, StackOverflow), or services that fits in the definition proposed per Ellison

and Boyd. This definition is as follows: A social-network-site is system such that: (a)

“users have uniquely identifiable profiles that consist of user-supplied content provided

by other users, and/or system-provided data”; (b) “users can consume, produce, and/or

interact with streams of user-generated content provided by their connections on the site”;

(c) “users can publicly articulate connections that can be viewed and traversed by others”

[52].

1.2 General considerations

As per Zafarani et al., the social-media-mining mining is the “process of representing,

analyzing, and extracting actionable patterns from social media data” [167]. As defined

in Section 1.1, a social-media might be a collaborative project, or consists of users that

are organized in a user-network and exchange user-generated-contents. This section is

divided in two parts. The first part provides general information about the user-networks

observed in social-media. The second part presents machine learning and how it applies in

social-media-mining . This section, by no means intends to outline the theoretical bases

of the field related to social-media-mining , as for instance : machine learning, graph

mining, data mining or natural language processing. Indeed, numerous reference work

10Ressource available at http://www.tumblr.com
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provide a comprehensive outline of the aforementioned theoretical bases. Therefore the

readers interested in:

• Graph-mining, are referred to the work of Aggarwal [10, 11], Cook and Holder [42],

Wasserman [156] or Nettleton [120] for a work devoted to social networks;

• Machine learning, are referred to the work of Barber [18], Bishop [24], Mohri [115],

Murphy [117] for a work devoted to generative approaches, or Hastie et al. [77];

• Data mining, are referred to the work of Witten and Frank [159] for a general

purpose introduction, Jurafsky [83] or Mannning and Schütze [110] for natural

language processing questions. Note that in the social-media specific methods are

necessary as outlined by Han and Baldwin [76].

1.2.1 Characteristics of the user-network in social-media

The graph framework is used since the 16th century with the famous Euler’s problem of

the “Seven Bridges of Königsberg”. The research on graphs led to the formalization of

various problems such as: the graph coloring problem, the route problems, the covering

problems, the network flow problems, or the subgraph matching problem. These problems

are formally defined in several introductory books [27, 150, 158], therefore they aren’t

presented is this section. However the graph-mining is closely related to social-media-

mining , thus key concepts of graph theory are presented in this section. Afterwards, a

general picture of the users network observed in social-media is outlined. Finally, prac-

tical problems such as the collection of the user network from a social-media are discussed.

Key concepts of the graph theory

A graph is convenient framework to study problems from various domains, including, but

not limited to, social science, biology, and computer science. Knuth defines an undirected

graph as “a set of points (called vertices) together with a set of lines (call edges) joining

certain pairs of distinct vertices. There is at most one edge joining any pair of vertices”

[90]. Two vertices are called “adjacent” when it exists one edge between them. A sequence

of vertices [v1, . . . , vn−1, vn] ∈ V n is called a path when each pair (vi, vi+1) is adjacent.

Consider u, v ∈ V 2, a path such that v1 = u and vn = v is a path of length n that connects

u and v. It might exists several distinct paths between u and v, their lengths may vary.
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There are two additional types of graph: the weighted graph, and the directed graph. In

a weighted graph, every edge is associated to a weight in R. In a directed graph, every

edge has a direction, therefore a vertex u is adjacent to a vertex v if it exist an edge that

goes from u to v. Contrary to the undirected graph, in the directed graph there are a

most two edges joining any pair of vertices. Figure 1.1a presents a directed graph with

three vertices and four edges. A graph can be described through the adjacency of its

Ioannis

Clément

Cédric

vertex

edge

(a)

v3

v2

v1

e3

e2

e4

e1

(b)

Figure 1.1: This Figure, illustrates, on its left part, a user-network with three users

(ie. vertices): Clément, Ioannis and Cédric. This user-network has both symmetric and

asymmetric relations (ie. edges). The relation of Clément and Ioannis is symmetric, but

the relation of Ioannis and Cédric is asymmetric. The right part of this Figure shows

the same graph with additional names in order to illustrate the Adjacency and Incidence

matrices.

vertices, or through the association of its edges to its vertices. These two representations

can be encoded in matrices or lists. Consider for instance a directed graph named G,

which edges set is E, and vertices set is V with |V | = n. Usually, n is referred to as the

order of G. The adjacency matrix of such a graph, named A, is of dimension n× n. The

cell Ai,j is 1 if it exists an edge between the ith and jth vertices. The adjacency matrix of

the graph G = (V,E), is defined as follows:

A(G)i,j =

{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E
0 else.

In the case of an undirected graph, the matrix A is symmetric. The incidence matrix of

G, indicates which edges starts (resp. ends) from (resp. at) a vertex. Consider that the

set of edges contains m elements such as E = {e1, . . . , em}. Usually, m is referred to as

the size of G. In this case, the incidence matrix, named C, is of dimension n ×m. The

value of Ci,j is 1 if the edge ej starts from vertex i, −1 if the edge ej ends at vertex i,
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and 0 otherwise. The incidence matrix is defined as follows:

C(G)i,j =


1 if ∃k ∈ V s.t. ej = (i, k)

−1 if ∃k ∈ V s.t. ej = (k, i)

0 else.

The degree of a vertex vi ∈ V is the number of edges that are incident to it. The

degree is equal to the sum of the ith row of the adjacency matrix, and defined as follow:

degree(vi) =
∑n

j=1 A(G)i,j. The in-degree of a vertex is defined only in a directed graph.

The in-degree of the vertex of vi ∈ V is the number of edges that ends at vi, it is defined

as follows:

in degree(vi) =
n∑
j=1

1 [C(G)i,j < 0]

Where 1 is the indicator function. The out-degree of a vertex is defined only in a directed

graph. The out-degree of the vertex of vi ∈ V is the number of edges that starts from vi,

it is defined as follows:

out degree(vi) =
n∑
j=1

1 [C(G)i,j > 0]

As an illustration, consider the graph presented in Figure 1.1b, the degree values for the

vertex v1 are as follows: degree(v1) = 2, in degree(v1) = 0 and out degree(v1) = 2.

The adjacency and incidence matrices for the graph presented in Figure 1.1b are:

A(G) =


v1 v2 v3

v1 0 1 1

v2 0 0 1

v3 0 1 0

 C(G) =


e1 e2 e3 e4

v1 1 1 0 0

v2 −1 0 −1 1

v3 0 −1 1 −1


The adjacency and incidence matrices might be significantly sparse, therefore one should

consider an appropriate memory representation for these matrices. It exists other rep-

resentations that are tailored for more specific questions, as for instance the Lapacian

matrix. This matrix is equal the difference of the degree matrix and the adjacency ma-

trix, where the degree matrix is a diagonal matrix defined as Di,i = degree(vi).

A direct application of the graph theory is the graph-mining. The graph-mining

received a great deal of attention, indeed its has various application domains including,

but not limited to: biology, chemistry and computer science. As per Cook and Holder,

the graph-mining, or graph-based data mining, is “the [automated] extraction of novel
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and useful knowledge from a graph representation of data.” [42]. Graph-mining is a form

a data-mining closely related to social-media-mining , indeed social-media users can be

represented within a graph. In this user-network, the vertices represent users, and the

edges represent relations among them. Figure 1.1a presents a toy example for such a

graph, it has three users (ie. vertices): Clément, Cédric, and Ioannis. In “real world”

user-networks symmetric and asymmetric relations are observed. For instance Facebook

relies on a symmetric relation: the “friendship”. On the contrary Twitter proposes

an asymmetric relation. The section outlines the principal characteristics of the graphs

observed in social-media and the web. Afterward three questions related to Graph mining

and social-media are presented. Firstly, how to extract user communities from the social-

media? Secondly, how to model the information diffusion among users of a social-media?

Thirdly, how to capture the graph of users from the social-media ?

Characteristics of the user-network in a social-media

Aggrawal [10] notes that, in order to propose efficient solutions to graph-mining problems,

one has to consider the characteristics of the data to be processed. Indeed, the structure

of a graph may vary with respect to the considered data. For instance, compare a graph

that represents chemical compounds, with a graph that represent the web. In the former,

each vertex represents a chemical element (eg. Hydrogen, Oxygen, and so forth). There

are few different chemical elements, therefore it is likely to observe numerous vertices

with the same attributes. In such a case, to apply pattern mining is sensible [42, 10]. On

the contrary, in the web-graph, a vertex represents a unique resource (eg. a web page),

and an edge represents a hyperlink between two of such resources. Therefore, in this

situation, to apply pattern mining is not straightforward. More generally, there are three

important research threads that are related to the specificities of the data to be processed:

(a) The definition of efficient graph representation (eg. as the usage of sparse data struc-

ture, or compression methods). The efficiency is a key problem in graph-mining, indeed

numerous problems are NP-Hard and requires the usage of an heuristic. (b) The control

of the sampling bias. This question is non trivial, indeed to obtain the complete graph

or even just a random sample is not always possible. In such a situation, it is hard to

decide if a sample is representative of the whole user-network. This question is studied by

Guillaume and Latapy [73] and da Fontoura Costa and Travieso [65]. (c) The definition

of graphs generator. These generators are used to produce synthetic graph under specific

characteristic. Goldenberg et al. propose a survey of these generative models for the
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web-graph [67].

The main measures for the characterization of a graph are based on its size, its degree

distribution, and its paths. There are numerous studies on the web-graph characteristics

[54, 33, 58, 104, 144, 39]. Some insightful observations about the web-graph are sum-

marized below. However, the body of search devoted to complex network is beyond the

scope of this dissertation. It is noteworthy that in this research area, a vertex is often

referred to as “a node”, and an edge is referred to as “a link”.

• As per Broder, et al. [33], the web graph is divided into: a strongly connected

component (ie. a set of nodes where it exists a path between each pair of nodes

in the set) and two other sets of nodes sets. The first set contains the nodes that

are reachable from the strongly connected component. The second set contains the

nodes from which the strongly connected component can be reached.

• As per Faloutsos et al. [54] the degree distribution of the web graph follows a

power law distribution. Clauset et al. [39] note that a better approximation is

obtained with a power law with exponential cutoff. In a graph whose in degree

distribution follows a power law, the probability for a node to have a degree equal

to k is proportional to k−γ with γ > 1. This probability is k−γeβk for a graph that

follows a power law with exponential cutoff.

• As per Leskovec et al. [104], the average path length decrease over time (ie. as

the order of the graph increase), and the number of links increase faster than the

number of nodes.

In the same way, the characteristics of the user-networks observed in social-media have

been extensively studied [93, 13, 114, 65, 94]. It is noteworthy that some characteristics

of the user-network observed in social-media were first devised in social science about

social-graph (ie. a graph of human beings where links represent a form of relationship).

For instance, Milgram [112] formulated the famous small-world phenomenon in the 1960s

after having measured empirically the average path length between two u.s. peoples. The

structure of the social-graph was also investigated, for instance Granovetter [72] argues

that there are “weak” and “strong” links in a social-graph, such that strong links have an

higher clustering coefficient. However, it is harder to draw general conclusions about the

user-networks observed in the social-media. Indeed, each social-media has specific usage
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patterns that may influence the user-network structure. For instance, in Twitter11, until

2009, a user could not follow (ie. to be connected to) more than two thousand users. In

addition in Twitter users are invited to follow at least 20 celebrities when they create their

account. In 2010 the degree distribution was reflecting this limitation [94]. The studies of

the user-networks characteristics for: Flickr, Twitter and LiveJournal, are now presented.

Kumar et al. [93] study Flickr and Yahoo! 360◦ a discontinued social-media. In

Flickr, they observe that the majority of the nodes are either: disconnected (ie. their

degeree is equal to zero), or belongs to a “giant component” that is strongly connected.

Authors furthermore note that the nodes outside the “giant component” are organized

in star shaped groups. Their definition of star shaped group is as follows: “it has one

or two nodes (centers) that have an edge to most of the other nodes in the component

and it contains a relatively large number of nodes that have an edge solely to one of these

centers”. The diameter of the giant component is also studied. The diameter is defined

as maximum length for all the shortest paths. As the diameter is error-prone, authors

use two related measures: the average diameter and the effective diameter. The former

is defined as the average path length between two randomly chosen nodes. The effective

diameter is the 90th percentile of the shortest paths lengths distribution, this measure is

defined in [104]. Authors report that giant component observed in Flickr has an average

diameter of 6.01, and an effective diameter of 7.61. In addition, when one removes the

nodes with a degree equal to 1 from the giant component, the average diameter decreases

to 4.45. In Flickr, the ratio of symmetric relationship out of asymmetric ones, named

“reciprocity level”, has a value of 68%. Finally, Flickr is observed over time, the main

conclusion is that the densification phenomenon, as described per Leskovec [104] for the

web-graph, is also observed in Flickr.

Kwak et al. [94] found comparable results for the Twitter user-network. The in-degree

distribution of the user-network follows a power law of exponent 2.276 with a cutoff at

105. The nodes with more than 105 in links (ie. followers) are more numerous than it

would be predicted by the power-law. This situation might be related to the one observed

in Cyworld12. Yong-Yeol et al. [13] studied Cyworld, and described a two scales in-degree

distribution that is shaped as power-law, but has an heavy-tail. Authors posit that this

situation is due to celebrities that readily communicate with their public. It is note-

11Section 2.1.2 illustrates the key mechanisms in Twitter, as for instance the “follow” relationship.
12Ressource available at http://cyworld.co.kr
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worthy that in the case of Cyworld author had access to the whole user-network, a rare

opportunity. Several abnormalities are observed in the Twitter in-degree distribution.

Authors explain that these abnormalities are due to features such as the proposal, for a

new user, of 20 popular account to follow. The reciprocity level in Twitter is significantly

lower than in Flickr, with a value of 22%. Authors report that giant component observed

in Twitter has a diameter of 18, but an effective diameter of 4.8. The link formation

in the user-network is also investigated with respect to the geospatial distance between

users. The distance between two users is estimated through time zones as it is the most

reliable information. Authors concludes that, except for celebrities, a user tends to be

connected to users from a single location.

Mislove et al. propose a study on four different social-media: Youtube, Flickr, a blog-

ging service named Livejournal13, and a discontinued social-network-site named Orkut. A

particular attention is payed to the quality of the studied sample, and an estimation of the

graph sample size is reported for each social-media. Authors note that, contrary to earlier

work, their samples might be considered as representative, excepted for Youtube. Indeed,

they were not able to estimate the number of Youtube users. In the four social-media,

the reciprocity levels are consistent with the previously reported results. For instance,

Flickr and LiveJournal have a reciprocity level of 62% and 73.5%, respectively. A power

law distribution is fitted to node in-degree and out-degree distributions. The parameter

of the power law is fitted by a maximum likelihood estimation. The results are then

evaluated with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit metric, as proposed by Clauset

et al. [39]. The power-law coefficients for Flickr are 1.74 and 1.78 for the in-degree and

the out-degree, respectively. The power-law coefficients for Livejournal are 1.59 and 1.65.

These values reveal a significant difference with the web-graph. The diameters reported

in this study are comparable to the previously reported results, for Flickr and Livejournal

the average diameters are 5.67 and 5.88 respectively.

Besides these specific observations, Mislove et al. propose a general view of the char-

acteristic of user-networks observed in social-media. This general view is summarized as

follows. The node degree distribution follows a power-law. The average diameter is lower

than 6, which is significantly lower than the value observed for the web. Indeed, Broder

et al. [33] report an average diameter of 16.12 for their observation of the web. The user-

network has tightly linked users groups constituted of low-degree nodes. Inversely, the

13Ressource available at http://www.livejournal.com
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high-degree nodes belong to several users groups. The clustering coefficient is therefore

“inversely proportional to the node degree”. The low average diameter is explained by

the existence of an highly correlated core, which contains about 10% of the nodes, and

connects the different users groups.

1.2.2 Community detection and social-media

The structure of the user-network observed in the social-media, is often considered to in-

fluence the spread of the information and its subsequent activity. Therefore, the research

area devoted to the detection of communities in graph is now outlined. This research area

is originated in graph clustering, and led to a tremendous research effort. Therefore, this

section by no means intends to list exhaustively the works related to community detec-

tion. Instead this section presents the latest lines of inquiry for the community detection.

For a broader discussion on this problem, the readers are referred: to Furtunato [57],

Schaeffer [143], or Aggrawal [11]; to Xie et al. [161] for a survey dedicated to overlapping

community detection; and to Malliaros and Vazirgiannis [109] for a survey dedicated to

community detection in directed graphs. The first part of this section introduces the

three definition of community. Afterward the current lines of inquiry are presented.

a

b

c

d

e f

g

h

Figure 1.2: This Figure illustrates a user-network that might be divided in three commu-

nities which are illustrated with different colors.

The community detection problem is intuitive, indeed, the human brain is designed

to clusters visual inputs seamlessly. For instance, the detection the communities is quite

instinctive for the toy example presented in Figure 1.2. However, the definition of a

community has three formulations: the disjoint community, the overlapping community,

and the ego-community.

In the disjoint definition, a community is a densely connected subset of nodes. In this
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subset, nodes are more likely to be connected to each others than to the remaining of the

graph. This definition entails that a vertex belongs to one single community. In such a

case, the community detection amounts to a partition of the set of nodes. This line of

inquiry have received a great deal of attention, as described in the survey by Fortunato

[57]. A substantial part of these work rely on the measures of betweenness and modular-

ity. The betweenness estimates how often an edge is located between two communities.

The modularity gives the quality of a partition by comparing it to a random graph. The

seminal work for these measures is from Grivan and Newman [64]. Numerous variations

based on these measures were proposed.

In the overlapping definition, a vertex might belong to several communities. This

definition is more realistic and copes better with the social-media. For instance, a user

might belong to: a family, one or several groups of friends, and hobbies related groups.

More precisely, the overlapping community detection is either fuzzy or non-fuzzy. With

the fuzzy community detection, the membership of a user in each community is weighted.

For illustration purpose, consider a sport club, the involvement level (ie. the weight) of

the oldest members in this community is higher than the one of a newcomer. On the con-

trary, in the non-fuzzy case, the membership is binary. Hence a user is either in or out a

community. According to Xie et al. [161] the majority of the work proposed solution are

non-fuzzy. One of the most popular method, in this line of inquiry, is the one proposed

by Palla et al. [124].

In the ego based definition, one considers the communities with respect to a single

user, based on a local knowledge of the user’s neighborhood. This definition is proposed

to study overlapping communities with a limited computational cost. This definition

fits well to the social-media with partially known user-networks. This situation is usual,

as discussed in Section 1.2.4. This approach is adopted, among other, by Clauset [38].

Clauset adapts the modularity measure to the local knowledge situation, and build a

community “around” the node of interest, that is named the ego. The community is built

by maintaining several sets that represent: the ego community; the boundary of the ego

community; and the remaining of the other nodes that are known so far. The observed

nodes are merged in the community such that the local modularity measure is maximized

in a greedy way. Several updates of this approach were proposed, for instance by Bagrow

et al. [17] or Chen et al. [36].
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The growth of social media highlighted several problems in this research area. For in-

stance, how to scale algorithms to gigantic user-network. Indeed, a typical social-media

might have several millions nodes, and the most popular social-media count hundreds

millions nodes and billions of edges. On one hand, ego based community detection tack-

les this problem by focusing on local sub-graphs. On the other hand, methods have been

proposed to scale overlapping and disjoint community detection methods. Examples of

the latest work in ego community formalization are: Ngonmang et al. [121], Danish et al.

[46] or Zhou et al. [171]. Danish et al. rather than optimizing a quality measure, define

a similarity measure that is based on the spread, from the ego, of an “opinion” that can

be though of as a level of membership to the ego community. They study the decrease

of this measure to determine the limits of the community. They furthermore propose to

study communities defined with respect to multiple ego. Zhou and coauthors propose

a generative model that has similarities with the latent dirchilet allocation [25]. This

model takes into account the network and the content that each user produces, in order

to produce content-based ego communities. The latest work in the overlapping commu-

nity formalization are proposed by Yang and Leskovec [164], and Cosica et al. [43]. Yang

and Leskovec observe that the overlap of communities are densely connected (eg. the

more hobbies one shares with someone the more likely they are to be friends). Authors

use a non-negative matrix factorization [100] that takes into account this observation.

Their method is named BigCLAM. Several overlapping community detection methods

are based on a non-negative matrix factorization [155, 170]. On the contrary, Coscia

et al. use ego communities and label propagation [134] in a greedy optimization ap-

proach where the members of an ego communities “vote” for the communities attributed

to the ego. Although using ego communities, this approach is based on the knowledge

of the whole network. Therefore this approach complies to the overlapping community

formalization. The latest work in the disjoint community formalization is proposed by

Prat-Pérez et al. [132]. They use a quality measure based on triangles of nodes that

they defined earlier [131]. They provide a large comparison to several state-of-the art

methods, both in disjoint and overlapping formalizations: BigCLAM, Louvain [26], and

OSLOM [99]. Authors report quality improvement with respect to the normalized mutual

information [98] and more scalable results than the previous studies. Their test includes

several samples from social-media such as: Youtube, Ortkut, LiveJournal, and Friend-

ster the larger one. The evaluation is made with respect to ground-truth communities

that are observed in social-media. Such ground truth communities are for instance: an

alumni group, or a co-worker group. These groups are explicitly created and joined by
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social-media users.

Another problem is to take into account how communities evolve through time. This

line of inquiry is reviewed in the book chapter by Ayanaud et al. [16].

1.2.3 Information diffusion and social-media

The study of the spread of a user-generated-content or more generally of an information,

might be done with an information diffusion model. Such models aim at define how an

information circulates through the user-network, from a user to another. These models

are used in various problems. For instance, the problem of the selection of the most in-

fluential users. In this problem one has to choose the user-group which will maximize the

diffusion of an information. Among others, the information diffusion models can be used

to infer the global outcome of a diffusion. This inference is a form a activity-prediction.

This section outlines two broad lines of study of information diffusion in complex net-

work: contagion models, and linear threshold model.

The Linear threshold models, hereafter abbreviated LT, are now presented. This class

of models was devised in sociology, with the seminal work of Granovetter [71]. Before

presenting the LT models, specific vocabulary is introduced. During the diffusion of an

information, a user of a social-media is referred to as active when he-or-she participates

in the diffusion (eg. emits a tweet about an ongoing sport event). On the contrary when

this user does not participate to the diffusion, he-or-she is referred to as inactive. In

LT models, a user becomes active when a sufficient quantity of his-or-her neighbor is

already active. This mechanism is proposed to represent the “social pressure” that steers

users to conform to what they perceive as the majority behavior, for instance, to relay an

information. Formally, in most of the LT models, a user u has an activation threshold θu,

and another user v influences u with strength su,v. The activation function of the user u

is named A(u) and is binary thus A(u) ∈ {0, 1}. The activation function is defined with

respect to the set of its neighbors that is referred to as Γ(u). The activation function is

defined as follows:

A(u) =

 ∑
v∈Γ(u)

A(v) ∗ sv,u

 ≥ θu

As the output of the activation function depends on the activation of the other users,

the activation values might be updated until the reach of a stable situation, or stopped
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before. Thus, the activation function could be defined with an additional parameter that

represent the current step of the diffusion. It is noteworthy that the LT models, under

specific conditions, may result in the activation of each and any user. Such a situation is

named a endemic diffusion.

The contagion models constitute another class of information diffusion models, which

was originally devised in the epidemiology research-area. The readers interested in a com-

plete description of these models are referred to the book by Brauer and Castillo-Chavez

[31]. We focus here one particular contagion model: the independent cascade model [68],

hereafter abbreviated IC model. This model is frequently considered in the studies of

the information diffusion applied to social-media. The IC model is based on a simple

principle. Informally, each node might be activated by one of its neighbors. When a node

u becomes active, it tries to activate each of its non-active neighbors. Consider that user

u tries to activate it neighbor v, if the attempt fails the link between u and v is deemed

closed for the remainder of the diffusion. That is to say, the information will not pass

through this link during this diffusion episode. However others neighbor of v might try

to activate v afterwards. Typically, in this problem the links are associated to weights

that represent the probability for the activation attempt to succeed. Figure 1.3 illustrate

this process on a toy-example situation.
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c c

the social-network Instigators = {a} 1st time-step

2sd time-step 3sd time-step Corresponding cascade
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attempt

succeed
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Figure 1.3: This Figure illustrates the successive steps of an information diffusion modeled

as an independent cascade process over a network with three users. The edge-weight wx,y

is the probability for user x to activate the user y when x becomes active.
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Numerous updates for the IC model were proposed, some of them are presented be-

low. Saito et al. [141] proposed an asynchronous version of the IC model named ASIC.

The ASIC is a continuous-time model that allows a delay between the activation of a

node and its attempts to activate its neighbors. In the same vein, Gomez-Rodriguez et

al. [70] models the delay before the activation attempt with several probability distri-

butions. Finally, a generalization for the IC models is proposed by Kempe et al. [88].

In this generalization, the activation function takes into account the previous activations

attempts that failed. The objective is here to represent the social pressure: the more of

one’s neighbors tried to activate it, the more he-or-she is likely to be activate. Thus, ac-

tivation function should be increasing with respect to the number of activation attempts.

Moreover, it is supposed that the activation function is independent of the order of the

activation attempts. Kempe et al. propose furthermore a generalization of the LT mod-

els, and show equivalences between these two generalizations.

The latest research effort in the prediction of the information diffusion are follows:

Lagnier et al. [95, 96] leverage the match between the interest of the users and the content

to be spread, and also take into other specific user characteristics such as their individual

willingness to spread information. Another line of inquiry, proposed by Bourigault et al.

[28] is to learn a latent space that is the best possible surrogate for a user-network which

can not be entirely observed, this task is referred to as “network embedding learning”.

1.2.4 Data collection from social-media

To collect social-media data is a non negligible part of the research effort in social-media-

mining . Indeed, a large majority of these data are privately held. The most efficient

way to collect data from a social-media is to use an application programming interface,

which is usually referred to as an api. The api is provided by the organization that op-

erates the social-media, thus it might be unavailable for some social-media. Each api has

rules, these rules prevent malicious usages (eg. Spammers), enforce privacy preferences

and enable companies to monetize the data. Another way to collect data from a social-

media is to query directly the social-media through the web by issuing http requests.

Nonetheless this approach is much less efficient than the use of the api. Moreover, most

of the programming languages have dedicated libraries that overlay the api and ease

their usage. Consider for instance, the python programming language [138]. There are
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python-libraries for any of the best-known social-media: Twitter with twitter14 library,

Facebook with facebook-sdk15 library, and LinkedIn with python-linkedin16 library.

Readers interested in further technical information are referred to the book by Rusell

[140]. This book presents extensively the application programming interfaces and the

libraries for Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+. The rules enforced by the api

prevent one from arbitrarily sampling the social-media. To bypass these rules might be

feasible, but is not always functional. For instance, Gabielkov proposes a method to

get the complete user-network from Twitter [60]. This method based on a distributed

crawler, took four months to complete the data collection. In our industrial situation to

rely on such a solution is not acceptable as it is not perennial.

In most of the popular social-media, the user-network cannot be fully observed. Hence,

numerous studies dedicated to popular social-media are based on samples of their user-

network. An important matter is then the control of the sampling quality. Few studies

address this matter for popular social-media. For instance, Yong-Yeol et al. [13], use

the fully observed user-network of Cyworld to evaluate the quality of the “snowball-

sampling”. This well known sampling method is dedicated to graphs. A “snowball-

sampling” amounts to select a random node and retrieves its neighbors, and then their

neighbors, and so on, and so forth. This breadth-first search stops when the desired sam-

ple size is reached. Yong-Yeol et al. compare the fully observed user-network and snowball

samples of itself. They show that, in the samples, the distributions of node in-degree are

also approximated by power-laws distributions. However, the coefficients of these power-

laws are lower than those computed for the whole user-network. Hence, they confirm the

earlier results of Lee et al. [101]. They furthermore give minimal sampling levels that

ensure to match the full user-network characteristics. A comparable study devoted to

Facebook is proposed by Gjoka et al. [66]. However in this study the user-network was

not fully observed. Instead authors achieved a rejection sampling on user-identifiers [62].

This sample is not biased by the structure of the user-network. Gjoka et al. use this

sample to propose several sampling methods with low bias. These sampling methods are

based on adjusted random walks. To perform a rejection sampling isn’t possible anymore.

Some of the essential notions and applications related to the graph theory were pre-

14Ressource available at http://goo.gl/6iRa2p
15Ressource available at http://goo.gl/pzk3Yf
16Ressource available at http://goo.gl/a2MzGR
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sented. Moreover, it was shown that the user-networks are not generated by a random

process. Instead, the general structure of the user-networks would generally involve: a

core of “popular users” that constitute a “glue” for numerous users groups of moderate

size. Moreover, the pitfalls related to the sampling and the collection of the user-networks

were discussed. The next section introduces machine learning and presents how it can be

used in social-media.

1.2.5 Applications of machine learning to social-media

machine learning is dedicated to automatically (ie. without human action) induce new

knowledge from experiences. In other words, machine learning is devoted to the study,

and the proposal, of computational methods that are able to improve their performance

(eg. to decrease the forecasting error) as they are fed with new examples. The tremen-

dous research effort in this domain is partially motivated by the “data deluge” observed

for the past decade. Indeed, the data is now inexpensive to capture, store, or exchange.

Thus, various stakeholders started to systematically capture data in the hope to leverage

value from it. These stakeholders are for instance: companies (eg. transactions history,

usage logs), or public authorities (eg. taxi gps locations, public transport usage levels).

Now, even the individuals became massive data producer. Typically, individuals produce

user-generated-contents and share them through social-media. This section presents ma-

chine learning research area from a practitioner point of view. The first two parts of

this section introduce the general framework for supervised and unsupervised machine

learning, respectively. Finally, a supervised algorithm is presented. This presention illus-

trates several pitfalls encountered with social-media data. Several reference work provide

a comprehensive introduction to the concepts mentioned in this section [24, 77, 117, 115].

For the remainder of this section the examples are assumed to be independently and

identically distributed, as for instance the outcomes of several dice rolls. Murat et al.

[50] present machine learning outside of this postulate.

Supervised machine learning.

The supervised machine learning has count-less applications to social-media data. Con-

sider for instance Twitter, this social-media is used to share political information. How-

ever, in Twitter, one has not any standardized way to declare his-or-her political stance.

It has been shown experimentally [126, 40] that is possible, yet not easy, to use su-

pervised machine learning in order to infer one’s political stance based on the contents
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that he-or-she produces. Undoubtedly, a politician could leverage such an information

to spread positive views of its political program. Vocabulary dedicated to supervised

machine learning is now defined.

A textbook example of supervised machine learning problem is as follows. Knowing

the weights, heights, and genders of thousands of individuals, estimate the gender of an

individual that weights 85 kilos and is 1.85M tall. Figure 1.4 illustrates this problem. To

answer this question, one induces a relation that relates weight and height to the gen-

der. In other words, one is provided with sample observations of a function inputs and

their subsequent outputs. One has then to propose a model that best approximates the

function that was sampled. Therefore, supervised machine learning deals with structured

data. Typically, the data is presented as pairs which are named instances. Each instance

contains a vector of numerical or categorical values, which is referred to as feature vector

(ie. the input of the function to be approximated). The second element of an instance

is a label (ie. the output of the function to be approximated). The feature vectors are

defined in the feature space, it is referred to as X . The labels are elements of the label set,

it is referred to as Y . Therefore, the function to be approximated is of form f : X 7→ Y .

When labels are drawn from a finite set of values, the associated problem is referred to

as a classification problem. More precisely, when there is exactly two labels, the problem

is referred to as a binary classification problem. In a binary classification problem the

function to be approximated is a decision function. The gender estimation problem, as

presented earlier, is a binary classification problem. On the contrary, if there are more

than two classes (eg. male, female, and undisclosed), then the problem is referred to as

a multi-class classification problem. Figures 1.4 and 1.5 present both of these problems,

in a feature space that has two dimensions (eg. the weights, and the heights).

When the labels are continuous, the problem is referred to as a regression problem.

An example of a regression problem is to predict the blood pressure, in Millimeter of mer-

cury, of an individual while knowing the individual’s height and weight. This problem is

illustrated in Figure 1.6.

Supervised machine learning, may it be as a classification or a regression problem,

can be considered in several application context. Such a context is referred to as a task,

the best-known tasks are as follows.
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• In batch learning, one receives n instances {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)}. This set of

instances is usually referred to as the training-set. These instances are used to

define (ie. fit the parameters) the function f̂ : X 7→ Y which approximate f . This

step is usually referred to as the training. Recall that f is a function that relates

xi to yi. Thereafter, the function f̂ can be applied on a, yet unseen, set of feature

vectors {x′1, . . . ,x′m} in order to approximate the corresponding unknown labels

{y′1, . . . ,y′m} with {f̂(x′1), . . . , f̂(x′m)}. The set of feature vector whose label is

unknown is usually referred to the test-set. To apply the function f̂ is usually

referred to as the labeling. It exists numerous measures that estimate the quality of

the function f̂ . These measures are based on a comparison of f̂(x′i) and y′i. These

measures depends on the considered problem. For instance, in binary classification

problem one might use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

In a regression problem, a standard measure is the root mean square error [24, 18].
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Illustration of the supervised machine learning
in a binary classification task

Gender 1
Gender 2

Figure 1.4: This illustration present a binary classification that is performed on two

features. The features are here represented as the two dimensions of the plan. These

features could be the weight and the height of individuals, for instance. Therefore each

point in the plan represents the weight and the height of an individual. In addition, the

color of each point represents the individual’s gender (ie. the label).
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• In online learning, one first receives a feature vector: xi ∈ X and then proposes a

corresponding label, referred to as f̂(xi) = ŷi. Later on, the true label, which is

referred to as yi, is received. The true label is used to update the function f̂ in order

to reduce the difference between the approximated label: ŷi, and the true label: yi.

This pattern is repeated for each new feature vector that is presented. Typically,

at the time of the first prediction, the function f̂ is either random or reflects a prior

knowledge about Y . The online learning is also known as incremental learning.

• In semi-supervised learning, one receives n feature vectors X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, and

the subsequent labels {y1, . . . ,yn}. In addition, m others feature vectors are avail-

able X′ = {xn+1, . . . ,xm} but the subsequent labels are unknown in this case.

Supervised machine learning methods are applied to features vectors in X, and

unsupervised machine learning methods, as for instance clustering, are applied to

features vectors in X′. More precisely, when one aims at predict only the labels

associated to X′ the task amounts to transduction [61].
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Illustration of the supervised machine learning
in a multiclass classification task

Disease no. 1
Disease no. 2
Disease no. 3
Disease no. 4

Figure 1.5: The multi-class classification, a supervised machine learning task, is here

presented on synthetic data. This multi-class classification is performed with respect to

two features that are represented as the two dimensions of the plan. The color of each

point represents the label value, here a disease to be diagnosed.
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Illustration of the supervised machine learning
in a regression task
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Values to be predicted

Figure 1.6: The regression, a supervised machine learning task, is here presented on syn-

thetic data. This regression is performed with respect to two features that are represented

here as the two dimensions of the plan. The color of each point represents the label value

in R.

It is noteworthy that the supervised machine learning is here presented in its discrimi-

native approach. Indeed, this approach designates all the methods which directly model

the posterior probability of the label, knowing the feature vector. The discriminative

approach is opposed to the generative one. In the generative approach, the distribution

of the feature space is first modeled, then posterior probabilities of each label, knowing

a feature vector, are used to choose a label.

Unsupervised machine learning.

In a unsupervised machine learning task, one receives the features vectors {x1, . . . ,xn},
but contrary to the supervised machine learning, the labels are never observed. There-

fore, the goal is here to represent the observations in a way that ease the reasoning and

the formulation of new knowledge.

The best known task in unsupervised learning is the clustering. The clustering meth-

ods are extensively described in several works [81, 23]. In this task one has to propose a
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partition of the feature space. In this partition, the elements that are the most similar to

each others, should belong to the same part. Each part is named a cluster. As an illus-

tration consider a feature space that describe mammals. An acceptable clustering is as

follows: marine mammals, land-based mammals, and finally flying mammals. However,

the key difficulty in clustering is that it may exists multiple, equally interesting, parti-

tions of a single feature space. In the same example, an equally interesting partition is as

follows: carnivores, omnivorous and herbivores. This situation emphasize the importance

of the distance function used to compare the objects. The definition of a distance is as

follows.

Definition 1 Distance function. ∀ xi, xj, xk, the function d is a distance function if it

verifies four properties:

1. Symmetry: d(xi, xj) = d(xj, xi)

2. Non negativity: 0 ≤ d(xi, xj)

3. Coincidence axiom: xi = xj ⇔ d(xj, xi) = 0

4. Triangle inequality: d(xi, xk) ≤ d(xi, xj) + d(xj, xk)

For instance, the Euclidean distance is the most intuitive distance in our everyday life

experience. This distance belong to the family of the Minkowski distances and has pa-

rameter p = 2. In a space of dimensionality n, the Euclidean distance is defined as:

d(x,x′) =

(
n∑
i=1

|xi − x′i|2
)1/2

The important research effort devoted to clustering testify of the importance and the

complexity of this question. When one processes social-media data, the clustering is

generally used to group user-generated-contents into several topics (eg. sports, science,

politics, and so on). The clustering might also be applied directly to users, but it in most

of the case a user is described, at least partially, by his-or-her contents.

Usage of the supervised machine learning.

In order to apply machine learning to a practical situation, one has to avoid several

pitfalls which are presented below. For illustration purpose, consider a binary classifi-

cation problem in a batch learning task. The problem is as follows: in Twitter, label
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each tweet with the gender of his-or-her author. Assume that this problem is tackled

with the k-nearest neighbors algorithm, from now on abbreviated k-nn [56]. k-nn is a

supervised learning algorithm suitable for classification or regression problems, it is now

presented. k-nn takes as input n instances {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)}. The objective is then

to approximate the label y′ ∈ {−1,+1} associated to x′ a yet unseen feature vector. The

k-nn classifier consists of two steps:

1. To compute the distance (eg. the Euclidean distance), between x′ and every feature

vector in the training-set, that is to say {d(x′,x1), . . . , d(x′,xn)}.

2. To output y′ so that it is equal to the majority label among the k closest neighbors.

Figure 1.7 illustrates a k-nn output. This algorithm can be updated to weight the

contribution of each neighbor. Typically, the weighting function is based on the distance

to the neighbor and may reflect a specific knowledge about the application domain. If

the labels are continuous (ie. a regression problem), the majority function is replaced

by a weighted average. It is noteworthy that k-nn has no parameter to tune, therefore

it has not any training step, and all the computational cost lies in the labeling. On the

contrary, in most of others algorithms the computational cost lies in the training step. In

order to propose a solution for the considered problem, a general pattern is as follows:

1. One defines precisely the properties of the domain of interest. In this situation,

identify which information can be leveraged from the tweet. For instance, the

content of the tweet, the user name, or the user picture.

2. One defines the features with respect to the information that were identified pre-

viously. The features represent all the actionable knowledge for machine learning

algorithm. Therefore, they have to be defined cautiously. The features can be used

to encode a prior knowledge about the domain of application. In this situation, a

prior knowledge is that some first names are typically masculine, or feminine, or

both (eg. Taylor, Jordan). Hence, one may use the data from the national statistics

office and compute the distribution of gender per first name. With this information,

one may define a new feature. This new feature might replace, or enrich, the “raw”

user first name.

3. One builds the training-set, that is to say collect the feature vectors and the subse-

quent labels. This step might be time consuming, and has to be done meticulously.

If the labels are not available one has to produce them, for instance with human
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Illustration of the k-neighbors classifier
in a binary classification task

Gender 1
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True decision
function

Figure 1.7: In this illustration a circle represents a correctly classified point, and an

hexagon represents a misclassified point. The red dotted line represent the decision

function that is unknown and has to be approximated. Moreover, the background color

represents the approximated decision function. This instances of the train-set are not

displayed in this Figure.

annotators. This substantial burden might be distributed through a crowdsourcing

marketplace, as for instance amazon mechanical turk17 [125].

4. One studies the collected data, and the domain of interest, in order to choose a

proper machine learning algorithm. In this situation, one expect to have large

training and testing sets, with respectively n and m elements, for instance. There-

fore k-nn, whose complexity is in O(nm) for the labeling step, would not be the

better choice. Note that it exists several speed-up methods for k-nn, as for instance

the ones based on a ball-tree partition of the feature space [105]. In such a situation

one could prefer an algorithm whose computational cost lies in the training rather

than in the labeling, as for instance one based on ensemble methods [172]. In ad-

dition, one has to consider the types (ie. continuous or discrete) and characteristic

of each feature (ie. variance, median, and so on). Indeed some algorithm need for

17Ressource available at http://www.mturk.com
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the features to share the same scale. For instance, the k-neighbors algorithm, when

used with unscaled features and the Euclidean distance, would mostly take into

account the feature with the largest variance.

5. One selects the model that has the better performances. That is to say, to tune the

meta-parameters in order to obtain the best approximation of the labels. This task

is usually referred to as model selection. In this situation, k-nn has three meta-

parameters: the number of neighbors to be considered k, the distance function,

and the weighting function. Generally, a part of the training-set-labels are deemed

unobserved, and the corresponding feature vectors are used as test-set. This test-set

is used to evaluate several combination of the meta-parameters. The selection of

the meta-parameters has to be done with respect to the properties of the considered

algorithm. For instance with k-nn, the selection of the meta-parameter k implies

different bias-variance trade-off. Indeed, to consider few neighbors may lead to an

high variance (ie. unstable approximation). On the contrary, to consider a large

number of neighbors may lead to a biased model (ie. with poor results on unseen

data) [63].

This iterative process might be repeated several times for a given problem. Indeed, one

acquires new knowledge during the process. These new knowledge might be used to im-

prove the performances of the proposed solution.

The general framework for machine learning was presented along with a detailed

application example. This example illustrated several pitfalls encountered in the use of

supervised machine learning methods with social-media data. The previous sub-sections

described social-media and key questions related to activity predicition in social-media.

The next section structures the considerable research effort devoted to the prediction of

the activity in social-media. To this end, key concepts are presented. Afterwards, selected

studies are discussed.

1.3 Activity-prediction and related questions

The broad usage of social-media produced an unprecedented amount of data. These

data might be leveraged to tackle numerous problems, as for instance: to predict the

life expectancy of an online community [84]; to predict the purchases behaviors [169];

to predict companies merges and acquisitions [160]; to predict venues of interest [19];
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to predict box-office revenue [14]; or to predict influenza like illness rates [45]. Another

problem, that can be tackled within any social-media, is to predict the activity of a topic

or thematic. We refer to this problem as the activity-prediction problem. To propose

a solution to this problem has numerous industrial usages. For instance, the company

which funded this thesis, plans to predict the activity for each product of its product

database (eg. iphone, ipad, google glass), in order to drive the content production of the

editors, and to prepare deals with online retailers. The activity-prediction remains an

open question, as can be seen from the recent publications conference devoted to the data-

mining and the web, as for instance: WWW, ICWSM, WSDM, KDD. The presentation

of this still-growing research area, is structured as follows. Firstly the concepts that are

the most frequently used are presented. Secondly several taxonomies for the spikes of

collective attention are reviewed. Afterwards the two lines of inquiry that are the most

germane to our work are presented.

1.3.1 Notions related to activity prediction

Several concepts are frequently used in the publications related to the activity-prediction

problem in social media. These concepts are summarized and formally defined in this

section. This summarization structures the work effort dedicated to activity-prediction.

The recurrent concepts are related to: the user-generated-contents, the topics, and the

activity measures. According to the presentation of a social-media in Section 1.1, one who

observe a social-media collects user-generated-contents through time. The set of collected

user-generated-contents is named C = {γ1, . . . , γk}. It is common to use a discrete

time representation. When one uses a discrete time representation, the observations are

grouped in several time-periods, that are defined as follows.

Definition 2 Time-period. When the time is discretized, one considers that the obser-

vations are distributed in a sequences of contiguous time-periods named T = {t1, . . . , tmax}.
A time-period ti begins at the time bi and ends at the time ei. Therefore, every user-

generated-content that is produced after bi (inclusive), and before ei (exclusive), belongs

to ti. The time-periods are contiguous, thus bi = ei−1 and ei = bi+1. For the sake of

concision the subscript might be dropped, then a time-period is simply named t.

The topic is a key concept related to activity-prediction in social-media. The definition of

a topic varies from a study to another. There are three definitions for the topic concept.

These three definition are considered interchangeable, as suggested by Guille et al. [75].

These three definitions are presented below.
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Definition 3 Topic. Consider a user-generated-content that has a textual content. That

content is divided in a sequence of tokens. In this situation, a topic is either a: (a) token;

(b) sequence of tokens; (c) probability distribution over the tokens of a known vocabulary.

A user-generated-content refers to a topic z, if it contains the topical token(s) of z, or

if its tokens are distributed according to the topic z. The set of topics is named Z, it

contains all the topics {z1, . . . , zm}. For the sake of concision the subscript might be

dropped, then a topic is simply named z.

A token that defines a topic is associated to a single thematic. For instance the token

“iPhone” is associated to the “apple smartphone” thematic. On the contrary tokens such

as: “a”,“of” or “then” aren’t associated to any specific thematic. These irrelevant tokens

are usually ignored. New tokens are frequently created, indeed user-generated-contents

contains misspelled words as well as new spellings. Moreover, in some popular social-

media such as: Twitter and Instagram, a widespread convention is to prefix with # the

tokens that carry a specific thematic. For instance, during the “Occupy Wall Street”

protest, the token #OWS, was used to refer to the protest. These tokens are named

“hashtags”. An hashtag might be created from a concatenation of tokens. For instance,

#MusicMonday is used to publicize a song on Monday. The user-generated-contents can

be grouped with respect to the topics in order to define the Content-activity.

Definition 4 Content-activity The set of user-generated-contents that are observed in

the social-media is divided in subsets with respect to the topics. Each subset describes one

single topic and contains every user-generated-content that refers to this topic. Consider

a topic named z, the set of user-generated-contents that refers to z is defined as Cz. When

the time is discretized in time-periods, the set of user-generated-contents which refer to a

topic named z that are observed during the time-period t is defined as Cz(t). The amount

of user-generated-content is defined with | · | the set-cardinal operator. The amount of

user-generated-content is |Cz(t)|. This amount is named the content-activity of topic z

for the time period t. When the time is not discretized, the content-activity of topic z is

|Cz|.

When the content-activity of a topic increases significantly during several consecutive

time-periods and then falls back to usual values, the topic is said to “burst”. An informal

definition of a activity-burst is as follows.

Definition 5 activity-burst. Consider the time-series that describe the content-activity

of the topic z, that is defined as follows: Xz,i = |Cz(i)|. Consider in addition, two
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thresholds: σ and θ. In such a situation, a topic z is said to have a activity-burst from

time-period t to time period t′, when τ 6∈ [t, t′]⇒ Xz,τ < σ and τ ∈ [t, t′]⇒ Xz,τ > σ ∗ θ.

A topic that bursts and which content-activity is among the top-n in the whole social-

media, is said to be the object of a spike of collective attention. A spike of collective

attention is also referred to as a “trending topic” in Twitter, or more generally to a viral

diffusion.

In the remaining of this section two lines of inquiry for the activity-prediction are

presented. Firstly the prediction of the activity of one single user-generated-content.

As an illustration consider Twitter where a user-generated-content is a Tweet. In such

a case, to predict the activity of one single user-generated-content amount to predict

of the number of re-tweets, or replies, that one Tweet will get. On the contrary, the

second line of inquiry, is devoted to predict the topic-activity. The activity of a topic

named z is based on the set of user-generated-contents Cz at the time of interest. When

the time is discretized in time-periods, the activity measure is generally based on Cz(t)
with t ∈ T the time-period for which the prediction is done. In order to illustrate the

difference between these two inquiry lines, consider the situation that follows: a breaking

news topic named z ∈ Z spreads across a social-media. An influential user emits one

user-generated-content, that refer to z. This user-generated-content gets relayed by m

other users. In the meantime, n other users produce spontaneously (ie. without relay-

ing) one user-generated-content each. These n user-generated-contents refer also to z

the breaking news topic. The prediction of user-generated-content activity amounts

to approximate a function f such that f(c) ≈ m. On the contrary the topic-activity

prediction amounts to approximate a function f ′(z) ≈ 1 + n+m. For the sake of clarity

the temporal questions are not mentioned in the above example. However the func-

tions f and f ′ are most of the time considered to be time-dependent. These two lines

of inquiry are are complementary as illustrated by Yang et al. [165]. Authors pointed

out the differences between the prediction of a spontaneous user-generated-content and

the prediction of sharing user-generated-content that already exist. In addition, empiri-

cal studies [94, 165] observed that an important share of the user-generated-content are

spontaneous. To describe accurately the social-media the spontaneous creation of user-

generated-content has to be taken into account.

Despite these two lines of inquiry, the study of activity in social-media is often sum-

marized to the study of the spikes of collective attention, although by definition theses
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spikes affect few topics. Moreover, the spikes of collective attention do not represent of the

whole activity in the social-media. The study of the spikes of collective attention received

a great deal of attention. For instance, several empirical studies [94, 163, 102] reveal that

spikes of collective attention have specific characteristics. These studies are now reviewed.

1.3.2 Taxonomy of the spikes of collective attention

The study of “spikes of collective attention” received a great deal of efforts. Indeed to

leverage these phenomenons has numerous applications including viral marketing. Twit-

ter provides a list of “trending-topic” which are the current spikes of collective attention.

Although often studied in Twitter, these spikes occurs in any social-media. For instance,

Leskovec et al. [103] studied attention spikes and their respective effects on broadcast

media such as CNN and weblogs. As we shall illustrate, several studies devoted to

social-media, and especially Twitter, conclude that the spikes of collective attention can

be described with a limited number life-cycle-patterns. Therefore, a taxonomy of these

spikes of attention can be devised.

In their work Kwak et al. [94] study 4226 unique trending-topics (hereafter abbrevi-

ated ttp), and use time-periods that cover one day. They note that 20% of the users

participated in at least one ttp during their observation. Authors compared the ttp to

the trends reported in Google and to the headlines of CNN. It appears that the trends

are more versatile in Google. In addition the ttp that match a CNN headline were, more

than half time, reported first in CNN. The news that first appear in Twitter are generally

related to live broadcast event (eg. sports), these results are confirmed by Petrovic et al.

[128]. Another interesting point to consider, is the way that users participate in a ttp.

More precisely, which are the proportions of: re-tweet; reply; mention (ie. a mention

is a tweet directed to a user); and simple tweet (ie. none of the aforementioned cases),

observed during a ttp. Authors report that most a third of the user-generated-contents

during a ttp are re-tweets 18. The majority of the messages exchanged during a ttp

are spontaneously generated tweets. The life cycle of a ttp is also studied. A ttp is

considered inactive when, during one whole time-period, not any tweet refers to the ttp.

The vast majority (73%) of ttp disapear after their first period of inactivity, 15% af-

ter the second period of inactivity, and 5% after the third period of activity. Finally, a

18excepted, according to the authors, a probable bug with 80% of re-tweet observed
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categorization of the ttp is proposed, this categorization is based on a model proposed

by Crane and Sornette [44]. This categorization takes into account two factors: the type

of event that underlies the ttp, and the “ability of individuals to influence others to ac-

tion” which is discretized in two classes: critical (high), and subcritical (low). The type

of event that underlies the ttp is either endogenous or exogenous. An endogenous event

comes from the social-media, as for instance the hashtag #MusicMonday, which is used

to publicize a song on Monday. An exogenous event comes from outside of the social-

media, as for instance an earthquake or the release of a new iphone. The distribution

among these four categories of ttp is reproduced in Table 1.2. Authors have manually

Subcritical Critical

exogenous 31.5% (1,905) 54.3% (3,290)

endogenous 6.9% (419) 7.3% (444)

Table 1.2: This table presents the headcount for each of the four categories of trending-

topics reported by Kwak et al. [94].

inspected the topics, and outline that the exogenous critical topics are mostly breaking

news. On the contrary, endogenous critical topics are “of more lasting nature”. Such top-

ics are associated to recurrent information to share, for instance a brand name. Table 1.2

shows that in twitter the spikes of collective attention are mostly related to breaking news.

Naaman et al. [118] devised a more detailed taxonomy. To this end, they observed the

spikes of attention localized in New-York city. Regarding, the exogenous ttp, Naaman

et al. distinguish those event which are: the “Broadcast-media events” in which the local

and the global broadcast are distinguished; the “Global news events” in which breaking

news event are distinguished from non-breaking news event. A breaking news event in

an unplanned event such as an earthquake. On the contrary, a non-breaking news cor-

responds to planned events, such as a movie release; the “National recurrent events”,

such as Halloween or Christmas; and finally the “Local participatory and physical events”

which are divided in the same way than the global news event. Regarding the endogenous

ttp, Naaman et al. distinguish: Internet memes such as #MusicMonday; Popular users

that are re-tweeted in mass by their followers; and Fan community.

In their work Lehmann et al. [102] confirm the observation of Kwak et al., and propose
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a more general taxonomy than the one devised by Namaan et al.. This study is based

on a five months observation of Twitter. Within this observation period authors counted

that 402 topics were subject to a spike of collective attention. In their study the time is

discretized per day. For a topic named z, the spike of attention is divided in three parts:

(a) the two weeks that predate the day of maximum attention; (b) the day of maximum

attention defined as d = argmaxt(|Cz(t)|); and (c) the two weeks that postdate the day of

maximum attention. A generic taxonomy is obtained by normalizing the content-activity

of each part by the sum of the content-activity observed. Authors used the Expectation

Maximization [117] to learn an optimal Gaussian mixture model [117] and fixed the num-

ber of component of the mixture model using the Bayesian Information Criterion. They

obtain four clusters. The first contains the spikes of attention that are mostly active

before the peak, which corresponds the anticipation of a planned event, as for instance

Christmas. The second cluster contains the spikes of attention with a symmetric activity

before and after the peak. Authors associate these peaks with “endogenous propagation

over the social network”, as for instance the release of a movie that sparks reactions

even after its release. The third cluster contains the spikes of attention with most of the

attention after the peak. Authors associate these peaks with unexpected events such as

the “breaking news” described by Namaan et al.. The fourth cluster contains the spikes

of attention with most of the attention concentrated on the day of the peak itself, these

ephemerals, as per Kwak et al., corresponds the exogenous subcritical topics.

Other studies are devoted to this phenomenons. For instance: Yang and Leskovec [163]

propose to cluster the pattern of exogenous spikes of attention, with a time resolution

of one hour; Romero [136] studied, among other, the importance of topical category (eg.

political, sports) for the adoption a popular hashtag; Sitaram et al. [15] conclude that the

trending topics are mostly supported by re-tweets, contrary to the observation of Kwak et

al.. This difference might related to the differences in their sampling methods. Globally,

The results presented above, confirm the existence of few patterns of life-cycle for a spike

of collective attention in Twitter. In addition, these patterns depend on the event-type

to which they are related. These results are promising in term of the predictability

for certain types of spike. Mainly, the spikes related to a scheduled event, may it be:

recurrent such a Christmas, or punctual such as the release of a new iphone. However, it

is noteworthy that most of the topics does not become the object of a spike of collective

attention, as mentioned by Kong et al. [91]. For instance, some topics alternate growths

and decays as the public interest varies without ever being salient. In such a case, the
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patterns of life-cycle, observed for the spikes of collective attention might not generalize

well.

1.3.3 Predicting topic activity

The studies related to the topic-activity problem are now presented, to this end, the

definitions presented in Section 1.3.1 are used. In these studies, the activity of a topic

is defined in two different ways: (a) as a quantity of user-generated-content, or (b) as

a quantity of users. The quantity of user-generated-content for a topic named z during

a time-period t is the cardinal of the set of user-generated-content that were created

during t and that refer to z, as per Definition 4 this set is Cz(t). The quantity of users

that produced these user-generated-content is the number of distinct users that produced

Cz(t). This quantity of users is referred to as Uz(t) for the time-period t and Uz when

the time is not discretized into time-periods. Both of these measures are defined for one

topic and a time-period. The informal definition of the topic-activity prediction problem

is as follows.

Definition 6 Topic-activity prediction. The topic-activity might be predicted for:

(a) the next time-period(s); (b) until the topic ceases to be active, that is to say when

the topic stops to be referred by any new user-generated-content, or (c) until the end of

the observation. The prediction of the activity for a topic named z is based on the past

observations of user-generated-contents that refers to z as well as other informations.

In this research area, the state-of-art work are based on four types of information: the

user-network topology; the content of the topic; the characteristics of the time-series that

describe the temporal evolution of the topic; and the characteristics of the users that

discuss the topic. A frequent approach is to use these information as features of a su-

pervised machine learning problem, as presented in Section 1.2.5. Another approach is

to define an information diffusion model as presented in Section 1.2.1, and to use these

information to devise the probability of activation for each node. A third approach, is to

model directly a quantity that is used to predict the activity, as for instance the influence

of a node on the rate of diffusion [162].

It is important to stress-out that the topic-activity is not equivalent to the user-

generated-content-popularity. Indeed, as shown earlier, the topic-activity prediction takes

into account any user-generated-contents that refers to the topic of interest. On the
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contrary, in the user-generated-content-popularity, one tries to predict how many user-

generated-content will be observed in reaction to one single user-generated-content. In

this prediction problem, the spontaneous content (ie. without any reference to an existing

user-generated-content) are ignored. We now review the latest and most notable work

devoted to the topic-activity prediction. In this review, the work are grouped with respect

to the prediction setting that is tackled. There are several prediction settings. Consider

a topic z which activity has to be predicted. This prediction might be based on: (a) the

latest observed user-generated-contents about z; (b) the few first observed user-generated-

contents about z. The studies that fit in these two settings are now presented. Afterwards

a third setting, which is specific to the prediction of spikes of collective attention will be

presented.

Topic-activity based on the latest topic-activity.

When the prediction is based on latest observed topic-activity, one considers the last few

observations before the present time and tries to predict the upcoming activity. The

studies that base the activity-prediction on the latest stages of the topic-activity are re-

viewed below.

In their work Zhang et al. [168] study the topic-activity prediction in a machine

learning framework. Authors consider the two activity measures presented above: the

number of user-generated-contents, and number of users that produce them. In this

work devoted to Twitter, a topic is considered to be represented by an hashtag and a

time-period covers one day. More precisely, this study is based on the 366 most popular

hashtags related to the “Arab spring” [106], each of these hashtags was used at least

5000 times. This study bears similarities with the work by Romero et al. and Yang et

al. which are presented below. However, in this study authors compare the importance

of three types of information: the user-network topology; the content of the topic; and

the characteristics of the users that spread the topic. More precisely, the user-network is

observed with respect to one hashtag of interest, hereafter named z. This user-network

represents the result of the diffusion of z. Indeed, the considered user-network contains

only the adopters of z (ie. users that produced a user-generated-content which refers

to z) and their followers which are the “border” of the topic-spread. The user-network,

observed for the hashtag z, is divided in order to distinguish the spontaneous adopters

from the adopters that re-tweeted a message of the earlier adopters of z. Regarding the
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features based on the user-network topology, authors use the density and the reciprocity

of the subgraphs of the user-network (as presented in Section 1.2.1). Another feature is

defined as the share of adopters which belong to the “border”. Several features based

on the content of the topic are used. For instance, the portion of tweets that refer to z

and contain a url. This feature was firstly proposed by Bongwon et al. [145]. Another

content based feature is the proportion of the spontaneous adopters out of the whole

adopters. Finally, the features based on the adopters-characteristics, rely on measures

defined for a single user that are averaged over the whole set of adopters. These features

aim to take into account the will of the users to spread the hashtags, their general level of

activity, and so on. The importance of each feature is determined by the random forest

algorithm as proposed by Breiman [32]. This supervised machine learning algorithm,

which belongs to the ensemble methods, uses a set of decision trees. Therefore the feature

importance, which is computed in each tree, is averaged over the whole set of decision

trees. The importance of a feature, in a specific tree, corresponds to the improvement in

the split-criterion observed for this feature. Readers interested in more details about the

random forest are referred to the book by Hastie et al. [77]. The random forest is trained

with the five latest time-periods, and the forecast horizon is equal to one time-period.

That is to say, one observes five days to predict the activity for the next day. In this

situation, authors compare the importance of each set of feature, and compare them with a

prediction based solely on the past activity observations. The conclusions are as follows.

The prediction results are improved by the proposed features. The most important

features are the ones that describe the adopters-characteristics. This observation holds

for the two activity measures described earlier: (a) the number of adopters; and (b)

number of user-generated-contents. Nonetheless the combination of the three feature

sets achieve better results than any single feature set. Finally authors compare several

prediction models, and note a substantial improvement with respect to two baselines.

More precisely, these baselines are: (a) to predict the mean of the previous activity values,

and (b) to predict the activity for the latest time-period of observation. The best results

are obtained by a feed-forward neural network, the random forest obtain comparable,

yet less stable, results. The prediction error are reported with the mean-squared-error

measure. It is noteworthy that the prediction are done on the base-10 logarithm of the

activity measures. The use of base-10 logarithm is a way to emphasize the prediction

error made on the weakly popular topics, and de-emphasize the prediction error made on

the most popular topics. Base-10 logarithm is also used by Tsur and Rappoport [151].
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Prediction based on early stages of the topic-activity.

When one predicts the topic-activity with respect to theirs early-stage activity, it implies

to discard the topics which are already active at the beginning of the observation. For

instance as of 2014 the topic “Iphone” is already active as users refer to it frequently.

Therefore, the activity of the topic “iphone” is not studied in this experimental setting.

Topic that are usable in this prediction setting can be: (a) topics which has a cyclic

activity, and (b) newly defined topic. For instance, the topic “Christmas” is likely to

be active for few months in a year, and start over each year after a period of inactivity.

On the contrary a topic that refers to a particular event, for instance the “Occupy Wall

Street” protests begins to be used as the protests starts, and is less likely to have such a

cyclic behavior. The studies that do activity-prediction based on the early stages of the

topic-activity are reviewed below.

The work of Romero et al. [137] aims at study the interplay between to user-network

and the adoption of a topic. This work is evaluated on Twitter, therefore, as in many

other studies, a topic is here considered to be represented by an hashtag. The predictions

are done with respect to the end of the observations. Romero et al. propose to predict:

the link formation based on the topics that users spread, and the number of users that

discuss an hashtag, hereafter named adopters. We review here the second task, where the

activity to predict is the cardinal of the set of users that produced user-generated-contents

which refer to topic z, namely Cz. Authors define two user-networks: (a) The mention

graph, based on the “mentions” mechanism, that is proper to Twitter. In Twitter a user

named u can direct a message to user named v by adding “@u” to the message. In this

graph, an edge is created from user u to user v, when the user u has “mentioned” the

user v at least k times. (b) The full graph, based on the “follow” relationship. This rela-

tion is asymmetric, thus this graph is directed. It is noteworthy, that the mention-graph

definition is frequently used in other work related to the activity prediction. Indeed, it

is inexpensive to build, and might carry a different meaning than the network based on

the follow relationship. However, several thresholds for the value k have to be tested.

In this study, an hashtag that does not reach 1000 adopters is discarded. The activity-

prediction is based on the user-networks that are made from the 1000 first adopters.

Here, the activity-predivalction is considered as a binary-classification task. An hashtag

whose adopters-quantity double is labeled as positive, otherwise it is labeled as negative.

Authors tested the prediction with respect to three quantity of initial adopters: 1000,
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2000, and 4000 adopters, and tested each definition of the user-network. Authors com-

pared their approach to majority-vote base line, which label positive every hashtag if the

majority of the hashtag observed in the training-set are positive. The baseline has an

accuracy of 0.53. A logistic regression based on the user-networks characteristics achieve

an accuracy around 0.67 when one considers the follower network. The accuracy varies

with respect to the initial quantity of adopters. Authors note that none feature performs

better than the combination of all the features. Finally authors conclude that the activity

of the hashtag is highest when the density of the graph of initial adopters, is either very

low or very high.

Another study of the topic-activity prediction is the one of Weng et al. [157]. In this

study devoted to Twitter, an hashtag is considered as a topic. The topic-activity of a topic

named z is measured as: the number of users |Uz|, and the number of tweet they produced:

|Cz| before the end of the observation. In this study the observation last for two months,

and a topic that had more than 20 tweets during the month before the beginning of the

observation is discarded. Authors tackle the activity-prediction with a multi-class clas-

sification problem as presented in Section 1.2.5. The features are computed with respect

to the set of the n-first tweets, with n that varies in {25, 50, 100}. This novel approach

allow to compute the features with respect to an unbounded time period. On the contrary

other authors, as Zhang et al. [168] for instance, choose an ad-hoc time period length to

compute the feature (eg. 5 days in the Zhang et al. study). Weng et al. notice that it

takes approximatively 7 days to observe the 100-first tweets. Two types of information

are considered to define features: the user-network topology, and the characteristics of

the time-series that describe the temporal evolution of the topic. The user-network that

is observed has 400 000 users and 10 millions links which represent a symmetric follow

relationship, as studied by Romero et al.. In addition, communities are extracted from

this user-network with the infomap [139] and the LinkClustering algorithms [12]. The

infomap algorithm detects disjoint communities, whereas LinkClustering is an overlap-

ping community detection method, as presented in Section 1.2.2. Features based on the

user-network topology includes, but are not limited to: The number of communities in

which the hashtag is used; The surface-size, that is to say the number of adopters of the

hashtag plus their followers up to k steps away, the surface-size is also used by Zhang et

al. [168]; The average step distance in the network of the n-first adopters. The time-series

that describe the temporal evolution of the topic, are used to define several additional

features. As for instance the “growth rate” that is the average time delta between two
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tweets among the n-first tweets. These features are used in classical a machine learning

framework, and evaluated against three baselines. The most advanced baseline relies on

a linear regression. As in several other work, the prediction task is tested on the base-10

logarithm of the topic-activity measures. Authors conclude the models based on linear

regression, which performs well in the user-generated-content-popularity prediction, are

not usable to predict the topic-activity. In addition, authors note that their network-

based approach outperforms the baselines for predicting the most viral hashtags (ie. the

hashtags that were used in more than 10000 tweets) and the unused hashtags (ie. the

hashtags that were adopted by 10 users at most). In addition a comprehensive analysis

of the feature importance is provided.

In the previous studies, the topic-activity is predicted for the whole “lifetime” of the

topic. That is to say, the topic-activity of a topic named z is equal to the number of

user-generated-contents: |Cz| that are produced until the topic ceases to be active, or

monitored. On the contrary, Ma et al. [108] or Tsur and Rappoport [151] propose to

predict the activity for a one or several time-period(s). In this setting the activity of the

topic named z during the time-period t is |Cz(t)|.

Tsur and Rappoport [151] study the activity of a topic as a number of user-generated-

contents. Their study is also based on Twitter, and the topic is equal to an hashtag. In

this study, the time is discretized into time-periods that last one week. The topic-activity

prediction is tackled as a regression problem. More precisely, for a topic named z, the

quantity to be predicted is the base-10 logarithm of number of tweets that refers to z

during several time-periods:
∑k

i=0 |Cz(ti)|, with k that varies in {10, 15, 20, 25}. This

quantity is furthermore normalized in order to cope better with the variations of the

total amount of tweet observed per time-period. Author discard hashtags that were al-

ready “popular” at the beginning of the observation, or were used less than 100 times. A

“popular” hashtag named z is such that |Cz(t1)| is greater than 10% of its highest activ-

ity for any time-period. The proposed features are based on three types of information:

the user-network topology; the content of the topic; the characteristics of the time-series

that describe the temporal evolution of the topic. Every feature is binary, therefore the

continuous values are binned. The greatest attention is devoted to the features based on

the content of the topic. These features includes, but are not limited to: The number

of words in a hashtag (eg. #MusicMonday has two words); The length of the hashtag;

The presence of lexical items which are matched against Wikipedia, and lists of holidays,
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country names, celebrity names; The cognitive dimension such as positive or negative

sentiments which are based on the LIWC project [147]; The features based on the user-

network topology are straightforward, as for instance, the average and maximum number

of followers. The features based on time-series that describe the temporal evolution of

the topic reports the relative change of the topic-activity during the weeks 1, 2, 3 and 6

after that the topic became active. The results includes an analysis of the feature impor-

tance, and a comparison to a baseline which is a regression. As explained earlier, four

forecast-horizons are considered: 10 weeks, 15 weeks, 20 weeks and 25 weeks. The regres-

sion based on the temporal features solely achieves the best results when one considers

each feature sets separately and 10 or 15 weeks as forecast-horizon. On the contrary the

regression based on the network solely achieves the best results when one consider each

feature sets separately and 20 or 25 weeks as forecast-horizon. The “hybrid” regression,

which relies on every feature, achieves the best results. The “hybrid” solution achieves a

noticeable improvement with respect to the baseline. Indeed, the mean-squared-error of

the “hybrid” solution is approximatively two times lower than the one obtained by the

baseline. The computation of the features limits the use-cases for this solution. Indeed,

one needs first to observe a fresh hashtag for six weeks, before being able to predict its

activity.

Ma et al. [108] propose a study on the activity of a topic as a number of users that

produce user-generated-contents that refer to this topic. In this study devoted to Twitter,

a topic is represented by an hashtag. Their results are based those of the hashtags that

were adopted by at least 25 users in one time-period. The forecast-horizon is equal to

one time-period. A time period is equal to one day. This study outlines that the most

effective feature is the number of users that already adopted the hashtag. Other features

comparable to the ones proposed by Tsur and Rappoport are also tested.

All the previously presented studies relies straightforwardly on the machine learning

framework presented in Section 1.2.5. However other approaches are proposed. For in-

stance Guille et al. [74] adapt the independent cascade diffusion model which is presented

in Section 1.2.3. Their model is first tuned to compute the probabilities of infection in

the user-network. Afterwards, the forecast of the number of users that adopt a topic is

obtained by a simulation of the diffusion for a topic of interest. The work of Yang and

Leskovec [162] proposes another alternative method to predict the number of users that

will adopt an hashtag. Indeed, they model directly the influence of each user that adopt
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the hashtag of interest, on the diffusion rate of the hashtag.

Prediction of spikes of collective attention.

When the prediction is specifically devoted to spikes of collective attention, one considers

time-periods that are noticeably shorter. Indeed, it is shown that social-media react in

a fast-paced way as presented in Section 1.3.2. For instance Kwak et al. [94] observe

that almost 31% of the trending topics last one day, and only 7% last more than 10 days.

Although the prediction of spikes of collective attention are naturally based on the latest

observations, they target a specific topic-activity evolution and can be distinguished from

other studies that consider the latest observations for the topic-activity prediction.

The latest work of Kong et al. [92] aims at predict in real time the spikes of collective

attention. The evaluation of this work is done in Twitter, therefore, as previously, a topic

is considered to be represented by an hashtag. The time is discretized in time-periods

that last one minute. This has to be compared with day and weeks, that are usually used

other studies on the topic-activity prediction. Authors propose three sub-task for the

prediction of spikes of collective attention. Firstly, a binary classification task that aims

at decide if the hashtag will be the object of a spike of collective attention. Secondly, a

regression task that aims at predict the number of time-period(s) (ie. minute(s)) before

that the burst occurs. Thirdly, a regression task that aims at predict the number of time-

periods that the spike will last. The features are based on three types of informations,

as presented earlier. Some feature are inherited from the user-generated-content activity,

as for instance the ratio of tweet that refers to the topic of interest and contains an

url, which was proposed by Suh et al. [145]. Features based on the user-network are

considered. The user-network is built with respect to the user-mentions, as proposed by

Romero et al., and the re-tweet actions. The features based on the user-network includes

the average degree, the density of the graph, and the order of the graph as presented

in Section 1.2.1. Features based on the users behaviors are also considered as proposed

by Zhang et al.. Authors also devoted a great deal of effort on the features based on

times-series that describe the evolution of the topic. Author reports that these features

are the most important ones for the prediction of the spikes of collective attention.
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1.3.4 Predicting user-generated-content activity

The studies related to the user-generated-content activity problem are now presented. To

this end, the definition previously presented in Section 1.4.1 are used. In these studies,

the activity of a user-generated-content varies with respect to the social-media that is

considered. For instance, in Twitter, the activity measure most frequently considered

as the number of re-tweet that one tweet gets. Another activity measure in Twitter,

is the number of replies that a tweet gets. In other social media, such as Vimeo or

Youtube, the number of views is considered as the activity. In addition most of the

social-media allows users to up-vote and down-vote each user-generated-content, the vote

balance is also used as a activity measure. The activity of a user-generated-content has

much more distinct definition than the topic-activity. It is important to stress out the

difference between topic-activity and user-generated-content activity. Indeed to predict

user-generated-content activity allows one to obtain a lower-bound of the topic-activity.

The difference between these two tasks is widely acknowledged.

Most of the studies devoted to predict the user-generated-content activity are for-

mulated in as supervised machine learning problem, as presented in Section 1.2.5. A

multi-class classification might be considered, in such a case the activity value is binned.

Another approach is to define the problem as a regression, in such a case the exact activity

is predicted. The user-generated-content activity prediction is based on three types of in-

formation: (a) the characteristics of the user that produced the user-generated-content of

interest, as for instance, the number of its followers; (b) the content of the user-generated-

content, for instance the number of url that it contains; (c) the characteristics of the

time-series that represents the spread of the user-generated-content of interest. The ma-

jority of the propositions in this line of inquiry are tested in Twitter. Indeed in this

social-media, almost all user-generated-content (ie. tweets) are publicly available. The

most noticeable studies devoted to Twitter are proposed by: Petrovic et al. [127]; Naveed

et al. [119]; Suh et al. [145]; Luo et al. [107] and Morchid et al. [116]. Other social-media

are also studied, for instance Youtube, Vimeo, Digg or Reddit are studied by Szabo and

Huberman [146], Figueiredo [55], Pinto et al. [129], and Lakkaraju et al. [97], respectively.

The prediction of user-generated-content activity drew a tremendous amount of work.

However, this type of activity prediction does not directly to fulfill our industrial require-

ments. Therefore, rather than review each approach proposed for the user-generated-
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content activity, we propose to review the study of Morchid et al. [116]. Indeed, this

study is germane to topic-activity prediction because authors leverage topics that are dis-

cussed in the user-generated-content in order to predict the activity of the user-generated-

content. In this study devoted to Twitter, the activity measure is the number of times

a tweet gets re-tweeted. In order to define a binary-classification problem, this activity

measure is compared to a threshold named θ. Hence, a tweet that gets more than θ

re-tweets is a positive example, otherwise the tweet is a negative example. The threshold

θ varies in from 10 to 90 with an increment of 10. The time is not discretized in this

study, thus the re-tweets are counted as they appear before the end of the observations.

The proposed approach is as follows. Firstly the keywords are extracted from the tweet

for which activity has to be predicted. This task is a substantial burden. Indeed, as

explained in Section 1.1, the user-generated-content are unconstrained and misspelling

or new forms or spelling are frequently observed. Secondly, based on these extracted

keywords, the features are computed. Some of these features relies on the activity of the

topics that are associated to the keywords in the tweet. Thirdly, a classical supervised

machine learning schema is applied, as presented in Section 1.2.5. The proposed approach

is now presented in details.

Authors compare two methods for the extraction of the keywords in tweet. The

first keyword-extraction method is based on the TF-IDF-RP measure as proposed by

Salton [142]. This measure can be though of as a TF-IDF, where the score of a token

named w is weighted by the number of token(s) in the tweet divided by the position of

the first occurrence of w. In this keyword-extraction method the tokens that have the

10 highest TF-IDF-RP scores are selected as the keywords of the tweet. The second

keyword-extraction method is based on the latent Dirichlet allocation as proposed by

Blei et al. [25]. This generative topic-model defines topics as probability distributions

over the tokens of a predefined vocabulary. The latent Dirichlet allocation, is applied on

a corpus which has 1 billion tokens and includes Wikipedia and news articles. Authors

define a semantic space of 5000 topics, each topic is truncated to keep only its 50 most

likely tokens. In this keyword-extraction method the tokens of the tweet are scored with

a measure that takes into account: (a) the similarity of a topic and the tweet in which

the token are observed, and (b) the importance of the tokens within the topic of interest.

The highest ranked tokens are selected to be the keywords of the tweet.

There are three features proposed in this study. The first one describe the activity

of the tweet-keywords. This activity is based on several news feeds (ie. Real Simple

Syndication feeds), observed before the creation of the tweet. The activity of a keyword
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equals to its frequency in the whole news feeds weighted by its frequency in each news

items which contains this keyword. The activity feature for a tweet, is the maximum

of the activity for the tweet-keywords. The second feature is named “singularity”. This

feature captures the probability for the topics of a tweet to be associated. Solely, the

two most likely topics are considered in this feature. In order to lower the computational

cost of this features authors use a graph representation of the topical space and compare

the topics with the symmetric Kullback-Liever divergence. The third feature stems from

the valence measure. The valence of a token is based on the probability to observe a

token in a positive context. In this study, a token observed near to a positive emoticon,

such as instance “:)”, is considered to be observed in a positive context. Rather than

to differentiate positive and negative token, authors measure if a word is associated to a

sensitive context. This measure is applied to each keyword of the tweet, the maximum

of these scores defines the third feature.

Authors report results on a set of 4500 tweets. The train-set contains 90% of these

tweets, and the test-set contains the remaining tweets. Authors compare the result of

neural networks classifiers for the two keyword-extraction methods. The latent Dirichlet

allocation allows to obtain the best performances. Authors also study the influence of

the threshold θ, which is used to define the positive examples of the binary-classification

task. For the majority of the threshold value the best predictor relies solely on the

activity feature. The results of this predictor are stable when θ varies from 10 to 90. It

is noteworthy that the combination of all the feature is generally outperformed by this

single feature.

Conclusion

This chapter introduces the social-media-mining from a practitioner point of view, and

presents extensively the prediction of the activity in social-media. In order to introduce

the social-media-mining, the social-media are defined and the studies of their properties

are presented. In addition, research questions that are related to social-media-mining are

discussed. Moreover, practical questions such as data retrieval from social media, are

addressed.

Ellison and Boyd [52] consider that social-media are web-based services that enable

their users to: (a) have a uniquely identified profile, (b) produce, consume, and interact

with stream of user-generated-contents, (c) connect publicly to other users. This defini-
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tion emphasizes the interplay between user-generated-contents and the user-network that

structures their diffusion among users. The user-networks are studied as graphs. As pre-

sented in Section 1.2.1, the characteristics of these graphs, although slightly varying from

one social-media to another, are mostly comparable for any social-media. The typical

user-network of a social-media has a node degree distribution that follows a power-law,

with an average diameter lower than 6. This graph has tight clusters of low-degree nodes.

These nodes correspond with regular peoples that are not broadly popular. The clusters

of such nodes are linked together by high-degree nodes which correspond with broadly

popular peoples.

Several questions that pertains to graph analysis applies to social-media-mining. Two

of these questions are discussed in this chapter as they are closely related to the activity

prediction. Firstly the community detection, secondly the information diffusion mod-

eling. These two questions are now briefly summarized. The communities observed in

the user-network have a role in the spread of user-generated-contents and thus in their

activity. As presented in Section 1.2.2, there are several communities definition: disjoint,

overlapping, and ego-based. For each of these definitions, several detection methods are

proposed. The tremendous size of social-media makes necessary for these methods to

be highly scalable. The modeling of information diffusion aims at describe how a user-

generated-content flows through the user-network, it is presented in Section 1.2.3. There

are several proposals to model the information diffusion. Most of these models are based

on contagion models as the independent cascade model. The activity prediction can

be considered as a byproduct of such models that describe how the information spread

across the users of a network. The latest information diffusion models take into account

the characteristics of each user, such as their acquaintance with the information to be

spread.

As per Zafarani et al., the social-media-mining is the “process of representing, an-

alyzing, and extracting actionable patterns from social media data”. According to this

definition, the social-media-mining bears from the machine learning. Indeed, as described

in Section 1.2.5, the machine learning aims at extract knowledge from data, and the social-

media are dedicated to the creation of data by their users. Hence, that user-generated

data can be collected and automatically exploited with machine learning methods. As

such, the prediction of the activity in social-media is a social-media-mining problem that

can be tackled with machine learning. This general problem can be casted in more spe-
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cific problems as the activity has several definitions. For instance, the activity might

be considered per thematic (eg. a brand, a product, a news item) or for a single user-

generated-content. Moreover, the forecast horizon of the activity prediction varies from

hours to months. Hence, the activity prediction might target burst of activity as well as

seasonal trend. These various settings drew a substantial amount of work. The studies

dedicated to the activity prediction are presented in Section 1.3, and summarized below.

The most well known activity prediction setting is the prediction of the spikes of

collective attention presented in Section 1.3.2. This setting is often studied with data

collected on Twitter. Indeed, the majority of the user-generated-contents are public in

Twitter, and the spikes of collective attention (ie. the most popular topics) are reported

in real time. The studies of spikes of collective attention concluded in the existence of few

types of spikes. These spikes can be categorized with respect to the type of event that

triggered them, and to the distribution of their activity through time. These spikes are

mostly supported by user-generated-content that are produced independently (ie. with-

out referring explicitly any other user-generated-content). For this setting, the forecast

horizon is narrow. Another prediction setting is to predict the activity of a single user-

generated-content as presented in Section 1.3.4. Then, only the user-generated-contents

that refer explicitly (eg. to re-tweet, to like, to share, etc.) to the user-generated-content

of interest are considered in the activity measurement. A third setting is to predict the

activity for a whole thematic, as for instance “smartphones”. A thematic groups a great

quantity of user-generated-contents that are not explicitly related. Section 1.3.3 presents

studies dedicated to this setting. Most of these studies bears on the machine learning

framework, and make use of features that describe: (a) the content of the topic, (b) the

network of active user for the topic, and (c) the variations through time of the topic ac-

tivity. Most of these studies are made with respect to one single ad-hoc social-media and

feature set. Some of the proposed approaches might not be suitable for actual day to day

prediction. For instance, to compute the average step-distance in the adopters-network

requires an up to date knowledge of the user-network which is not practical with respect

to the constraints presented in Section 3.1.

To forecast the activity of a thematic, as a routine industrialized task, hasn’t been

studied yet, although, it requires to match specific constraints. The remainder of this

dissertation is dedicated to study of the industrialization of the activity prediction. To

this end, a generic framework that describes most of the social-media is defined. A set of
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easily computable features is proposed. A scalable data collection system is implemented.

Numerous experiences are done to validate the results of this approach, and to test the

activity prediction as a routine industrialized task. From now on, the prediction of the

topic activity is referred to as the “activity prediction problem”.
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Chapter 2

Generic framework for activity

prediction
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Introduction

This chapter presents a generic framework that allows to define a social-media-mining

problem independently of an actual social-media. Three examples are provided to illus-

trate how the generic framework allows to describe actual social-media. These examples

cover two popular social-media: Twitter and Facebook, and the widely used, yet less

trendy, bulletin-board-system. That framework is used to study the activity prediction

problem under practical constraints. These constraints aims at be able to predict the

activity in a daily industrialized routine.

The first section of this chapter presents the generic framework. This framework re-

lies solely on public information. Indeed, privileged access to non public data is usually

impossible or to expensive fees and administrative burden. The generic framework de-

scribe a social-media such that the user-generated-contents carry textual information and

the interactions among users entail for involved user-generated-contents to be explicitly

grouped together.

The second section of this chapter defines the activity prediction problem with the

generic framework. The activity prediction is formalized independently of an actual

social-media. More precisely three different definition proposals are made. Each of these

proposition aims a particular applicative scenario. The first definition is suitable for one

whose aims at predict the activity of topics that exhibit brief cycles of activity burst and

decrease. The second definition is suitable for one that aims at predict the activity of

topics with seasonal activity patterns. The third definition is suitable for one that aims

at predict the relative importance of each topic among a group of topic.

The last section of this chapter presents the features used to predict the activity in a

supervised machine learning setting. These features are defined within the generic frame-

work. Therefore the feature are easily adapted to various social-media. These features

are divided in two groups. The first group of feature is defined for a single topic. The

second group of feature is defined for a pair of topic and aims at measure interaction

between topics.
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2.1 Generic framework

The generic framework allows to describe several social media. Hence, one can use the

generic framework to define a social-media-mining problem, and study this problem with

data collected in several different social-media. To apply this framework to a social-media

is straightforward. Roughly, the framework can be used to describe any social-media

where user-generated-contents come along with text. More precisely, this framework

might be used on any social-media that fulfills the following requirements:

1. the user-generated-contents have to be: (a) uniquely identified; (b) provided with

a unique user identifier and a time stamp; (c) associated to a textual content;

2. two user-generated messages, that result from an interaction among users, have to

be explicitly grouped. For instance, a pair of messages that contains a question

form a user and the answer provided by another user, is the result of an interaction

among users, and must be identifiable as such.

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the relations among users of a social-media define a user-

network. This network provides plenty informations, for instance it is used to extract

communities or to model information spread, as presented in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3,

respectively. However, the generic framework does not describe the user-network. Indeed

to capture and keep up-to-date such networks is not practical for most social-media.

Consider for instance Twitter, it has a user-network that counts 225 millions active

users [80]. Therefore, to retrieve the whole user-network requires to bypass the Twitter

application programming interface. In order to get a complete snapshot of the user-

network of Twitter, Gabielkov [60] had to use a distributed system. It took four months

for this distributed system to capture the whole user-network of Twitter. One might

then consider to sample the user-network, however it requires to be able to control the

sampling bias, a non trivial task, as presented in Section 1.2.4. Moreover, even with a

ready to use snapshot of the user-network, it might be necessary to take into account the

evolutions of the user-network (eg. a user of Facebook might add and removes friends).

To keep up-to-date a snapshot of the user-network remains a costly burden. In addition

to these concerns about the data collection, the meaning of user network vary significantly

from a social-media to another. For instance, in Facebook, the predominant relation is

symmetric and denotes the friendship. Conversely, in Twitter, the predominant relation

is asymmetric and denotes the interest of one user to another. Therefore, in order to
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match our industrial requirements, the generic framework does not take into account the

user network available in social-media.

2.1.1 Definition

The generic framework has five components:

(a) The set of messages, that are exchanged in the social media, referred to as M;

(b) The set of users, that exchange messages in the social media, referred to as U ;

(c) The set of topics, which vary with respect to the aggregation function, referred to as

Z. The aggregation function is defined as ∇ :M 7→ Z, it maps a textual content to

one or several topics in Z;

(d) The set of time-stamps, which are observed within the social media, referred to as

S. The time resolution varies form one social-media to another. For instance, in

Twitter, each tweet has a time stamp that is precise up to the second;

(e) The set of time-periods, which allow vary the time resolution of the time stamp,

referred to as T . The time resolution of a time-period is fixed prior to the study. The

time-periods allows one to study several social-media in a unified time resolution.

The time-periods are defined as a surjective function from the time stamp to the

time-periods Φ : S 7→ T .

The generic framework has two entities: the content, it models the user-generated-

content with a text, and the discussion, it models groups of user-generated messages.

For instance a discussion could be a question and each subsequent answer it got. The

ways to group several contents vary from a social media to another. Therefore the

semantic of a discussion varies, but it constantly represent groups of content which are

created as users interact.

Definition 7 content. A user u ∈ U , that generates a message m ∈M, at time s ∈ S,

is modeled in the generic framework as a content which is a quadruplet:

〈m,∇(m), u,Φ(s)〉 ∈ M× P (Z)× U × T

The set of topics associated to the message, named ∇(m), varies with respect to ∇ the ag-

gregation function. The set of any existing contents is referred to as C. P(Z) designates

the partition the set of topics Z.
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The set of discussions is referred to as D, a discussion di ∈ D is defined as a sequence

of temporally ordered contents. This sequence may evolve according to the user interac-

tions thus the definition of a discussion takes into account the time of the observation.

Definition 8 discussion. A discussion di observed at time-period τ has |di,τ | contents
and is defined as follows:

di,τ =
{
〈m1

i , z
1
i , u

1
i , t

1〉 . . . 〈m|di,τ |i , z
|di,τ |
i , u

|di,τ |
i , t|di,τ |〉

}
∈ C|di,τ |

with t|di,τ | ≤ τ

Consequently, in the discussion di, the jth message is mj
i from the author uji at time-period

tj; the topics associated to this message are zji .

Definition 9 (discuss function) This function groups contents into discussions, its

domain is as follows, discuss : C × C 7→ D, and its definition is:

discuss(ci, cj) =


dk ∪ cj if ∃ dk ∈ D : ci ∈ dk

{ci, cj} else.

Definition 10 (users, messages, topics, and activity functions) These four func-

tions provide informations about the contents and discussions. These informations

are used to defined the features presented in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. In these four

definitions, P(X) designates the partition of a set X.

1. users : Z × T 7→ P(U) that provides the subset of users using a topic z at time-

period t: users(z, t) = {u | 〈m, ẑ, u, t〉 ∈ C ∧ z ∈ ẑ}. We abbreviate it with Ut,z;

2. messages : D 7→Mm that yields a set of message exchanged within di,t:

messages(di,t) = {m ∈M | ∃〈m, z, a, t′〉 ∈ di,t};

3. topics : D 7→ Zm that yields a set of topics used within di,t:

topics(di,t) = {z ∈ Z | ∃〈m, z, a, t′〉 ∈ di,t};

4. activity : Z × T 7→ N+ that provides the activity observed for a topic z at the

time-period t: activity(z, t) = | {〈m, ẑ, u, t〉 ∈ C | z ∈ ẑ} |.
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During a time-period the activity of a topic is the number of contents related to this

topic that are published. However, the activity of a topic during a time-period might

be defined in several other ways. Consider a probabilistic aggregation function which

maps a message to a distribution of topics. In such a case, the activity function would

be weighted with respect to the probability distribution.

The generic framework can describe various social-media. Three different social-media

are presented below: Twitter, Facebook, and the bulletin board systems. We show how

to describe each of these social-media with the generic framework.

2.1.2 Illustration with Twitter

In this social media the communications are performed using size-bounded text messages

called “tweets”. Such messages can be the subject of a reply, or a “re-tweet”, the latter

amounts to repeat the tweet and to quote the original author. In this social media, users

have a “timeline” that list their tweets. Users can furthermore “follow” each others to

be notified of every new tweets from a followed user.

Twitter can be described in the generic framework. As presented below, the entities

and functions of the generic framework allows to described the way Twitter works. The

content entity corresponds to a tweet and a discussion is to a sequence of tweets that

are related to each others. Such a sequence is obtained in twitter when users re-tweet

or reply to existing tweets. Therefore the discuss function is mapped to both the reply

and the re-tweet actions, indistinctly. As a consequence, a discussion is a temporally

ordered sequence of tweets, in which any tweets, except the oldest one, is either a reply

or a re-tweet of a previous tweet that belongs to this discussion. Finally the functions

users, messages, topics and activity don’t need to be defined, as they are defined

with respect to the content and discussion entities. Figure 2.1 illustrate how the generic

framework describes Twiter. It might exist tweets without any textual information.

These tweets are simply ignored, indeed they cannot be associtated to any topic.

2.1.3 Illustration with Facebook

Facebook offers several privacy settings and allows to share informations of various type,

for instance, text, image, video, event, application, and so on. In the remainder, solely
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Figure 2.1: Twitter described with the generic framework. The top part of this illus-

tration presents the tweets grouped with respect to the timeline of each user, and the

corresponding entities from the generic framework. The first line of this figure presents

an interaction involving four users. This example is as follows: James published a “map

of beer consumption in USA”; Then Aurelia shared this visualization with the users who

follow her. Afterward Angela replied to Aurelia with a “map of vine consumption in

France”. Finally William shared the vine map to users not represented in this illustra-

tion. The lower part of this illustration describes the network of users that is not captured

by the generic framework.

the retrievable publications associated to at least one text message, are considered (eg.

an image that has a caption). In order consider user-generated-contents without textual

information (eg. images, videos, and so on), one has to propose specific methods. For

instance one could propose an image classifier that labels images with respect to the items

that are recognizable in the image, a non trivial burden. In Facebook, each publication
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can be discussed. In such a case, comments, that are themselves publications, can be dis-

cussed as well. The “like button” is another way to interact with a content. This button

allows to declare one’s interest for a content. The use of the “like button” implies not

any content creation. Howecer, the user of the “like button” declares explicity his-or-her

interest for the liked content. The usage of the “like button” is similar to the re-tweet in

Twitter. Therefore, the “like button” is mapped in the generic framework, to a content.

This content is produced by the user of the “like button”, and has the same textual

information than the original content that were “liked”.

The generic framework can describe Facebook in the same way that it describes Twit-

ter. Indeed, the content entity represents any publication that has one text message or

more. As such, the generic framework does not take into the type of the user-generated-

content that is describe with a content. The discuss function describes the actions used

to comment or like any existing content. Hence a discussion groups a publication along

with any comment(s) it got. Like in Twitter, the functions users, messages, topics

and activity don’t need to be defined. Indeed, these functions are defined with respect

to the content and discussion entities.

In addition to Facebook and Twitter, the generic framework describes the “bulletin

board systems” also known as “message board” or “forums”. The recent growth of

numerous social-media outshines the forums, yet the forums remains widespread, and

worthy of study.

2.1.4 Illustration with a message board

In a message board the users publish messages that are named “posts”. Each post is

organized as it would be by pinning it on cork pinboard. In a message bord, a sequence

of related messages is named a “thread”. A message board has multiple boards to publish

in. Each board is dedicated to a specific topic (eg. smartphones, laptops, holidays). It is

mendatory for a user to choose the right board to publish his-or-her message. The user

chooses the board in accordance with the topic of the message he-or-she wants to publish.

This collaborative organization allows a reader to explore the contents in accordance of a

topic. In other social media, as for instance Facebook, the contents aren’t grouped with

respect to their topic, as presented in Section 2.1.3 and defined in Section 1.1.
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The generic framework describes a message board. Indeed, the content describes

a post and the discussion describes a thread. Hence the discuss function describes

the reply action, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In this social media it might exist posts

without any textual information, these one are ignored, as in Facebook or Twitter. Like

in Facebook the functions users, messages, topics and activity don’t need to be

defined, as they are defined with respect to the content and discussion entities.

Figure 2.2: A bulletin board system described with the generic framework. The top part

of this illustration presents a bulletin board system with two boards. The corresponding

entities of the generic framework are also presented in the top part of the illustration.

In the first board, the posts are related to cars. The second board contains posts about

bicycles. A post example from the second board is “which is the best bicycle for commuting

by a rainy day?”. The lower part of this illustration shows which is the author for each

post in the bulletin board system.
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2.1.5 Aggregation of the user generated contents

The generic framework defined in Section 2.1.1 is usable for the study of several social-

media-mining problems. To predict the activity it is necessary to aggregate the user-

generated-contents into topics, or domains of interest. In order to illustrate the purpose

of this aggregation consider these tweets: “The new samsung galaxy s5 is out, I need

one”; “Galaxy s5 is waterproof, it’s awesome” and “Damn! the xperia Z2 is over the

top”. These tweets belongs to the “high-end smartphones” topics because “galaxy s5”

and “xperia Z2” are high-end smartphone models from samsung and sony respectively.

Nonetheless these tweets could have been grouped differently and topics could be “sam-

sung” and “sony”. To aggregate user-generated-contents into topics is not a trivial task.

Indeed new spellings, and domain specific expressions, and polysemy are usual in user-

generated-contents.

Formally this aggregation of user-generated-contents is a dimensionality reduction

from an high dimensional space defined by the words used in the user-generated-contents

to lower-dimensional space defined by topics. In the lower dimensional step groups of

words are interpreted as topics. This aggregation step is often referred to as a topic

model. Numerous topic models were proposed, some of them are specifically designed to

be used in social-media. One can use the generic framework with an arbitrary topic-model

as long as this topic model relies solely on the text carried within the user-generated-

contents. For instance the latent Dirichlet allocation proposed by Blei et al. [25] can be

used in generic framework. On the contrary, one can not use a topic-model that is based

on the location of the users such as the one proposed per Hong et al. [79]. Two families

of topic models are now briefly presented.

The latent semantic analysis (lsa), also known as latent semantic indexing, is pro-

posed per Deerwester et al. [59]. The latent semantic analysis is a dimensionality reduc-

tion method designed for textual content. However the dimensions of the lower dimen-

sional space are not directly interpretable as topics. The lsa, just as most topic models,

is based on the bag-of-word representation. Hence the order of words in a user-generated-

content is discarded. With this representation, the corpus of user-generated-contents is

described by a word-document-matrix named X. The scalar Xi,j describes the usage of

the ith token of the vocabulary in the jth user-generated-content. The lsa uses singular

values and singular vectors of the word-document-matrix to reduce it. The singular val-
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ues of X can be computed by the mean of the singular-value decomposition, this matrix

factorization method splits the word-document matrix in three matrices: X = UΣV T .

Where the matrix U describes the words with respect to the left singular vectors. The

matrix V describes the documents with respect to the right singular vectors. Finally Σ

is a diagonal matrix that contains the singular values associated to the left and right

singular vectors. A complete description of the singular-value decomposition is proposed

in [69]. The lsa makes use of this decomposition to approximate X in a lower dimen-

sional space. This problem is referred to as the low-rank approximation problem. It has

been proven that this problem admits a solution when the quality of the approximation

is measured with the Frobenius norm [51]. This solution is as follows.

X̂ = ÛΣkV̂
T

Where Σk is the approximation of Σ that contains only the k largest singular values

from Σ, and Û and K̂ contain the corresponding singular vectors from U and V . The

lsa is based on the approximation X̂ which describes each user-generated-content as a

vector of dimensionality k. On the contrary, the latent Dirichlet allocation is a generative

probabilistic topic model proposed by Blei et al. [25]. A topic corresponds to a probability

distribution of word occurrence. This topic model is also based on the “bags-of-words”

assumption. The generative process of lda is controlled by two parameters: θ that is

a per-document topic proportions, and β that is a per-corpus topic distribution. The

generative process is used for each an any document of the corpus, it can be summarized

as follows:

1. From Poisson law, choose the document length named Nd;

2. From the Dirichlet distribution, choose the multinomial topic distribution named

θd that is specific to the current document named d;

3. Repeat Nd times:

(a) Choose a topic named zn from Multinomial(θd)

(b) Choose a word from p(wi|zn, β) a multinomial probability conditioned on the

topic zn

The observations are here documents d = (w1, . . . , wNd) as per the bag-of-words assump-

tion. Inversely: per-word topic assignment, per-document topic proportions, and per-
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corpus topic distribution are latent variables. The probability associated to an observa-

tion is as follows:

p(d) = p(θ|α)

Nd∏
n=1

p(zn|θd) ∗ p(wn|zn, β)

This equation reflects the generative process. First a topic distribution is drawn from the

Dirichlet distribution (p(θ|α)), then according to this distribution, for each word-token of

the document, a topic is chosen p(zn|θ). Having chosen the topic (zn) associated to the

nth word-token the β distribution (which maps topics to words) can be used to draw the

nth word using p(zn|θd)∗p(wn|zn, β). To learn topics from a corpus amounts to maximize

the log-likelihood of topic model to produce the observed documents. Since the quantity

p(di|α, β) cannot be computed tractably, multiples approximations methods have been

proposed. Such methods are for instance: the collapsed Gibbs sampling as proposed by

Porteous et al. [130]; the collapsed variational inference as proposed by Teh et al. [148];

the expectation propagation as proposed by Minka and Lafferty [113]. In order to learn

topics from a corpus with lda, one has first to set the number of topics. Ramage et al.

[135] applied this family of topic model to user-generated-contents from Twitter.

The aggregation of user-generated-contents depends on the envisaged application.

In our industrial context the aggregation is straightforward, it groups user-generated-

contents with respect to a list of products names. With this aggregation method, all the

user-generated-contents that mention the same product-name are grouped in one topic

that is named after the product. These product names are made of one or several tokens

as for instance “Nvidia GeForce” which refers to a nvidia product line.

This section introduced the generic framework, and presented how it can be used to

describe Twitter, Facebook, and the messages boards. The generic framework relies solely

on public data. The generic framework is used to study social-media-mining problems

such as the activity prediction that is presented in the next section.

2.2 Activity prediction problems

This section presents three formal definitions of the activity prediction problem. Each

of these definition is tailored for specific applicative requirements. As presented in Sec-

tion 1.3 the activity prediction problem drew a considerable amount of work. The studies

presented in Section 1.3 are generally devoted to one particular applicative need, as for
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instance: activity burst prediction, or seasonal trend prediction. Without being exhaus-

tive, the objective of this section is to cover a broad share of the possible applications of

the activity prediction problem. To this end three definitions of the activity prediction

problem are proposed and the generic framework is used so that the proposed definitions

are not tie with a particular social-media. The first definition proposal is the magnitude

prediction, it aims at predict the activity volume change on a seasonal basis. The second

definition proposal is the buzz classification, it aims at predict which topics will undergo

an activity burst in the near future. The third definition is the rank prediction, it aims

at predict the relative importance of each topic from a group of topics.

2.2.1 Magnitude prediction

The magnitude prediction problem is defined with respect to the generic framework. For

each topic z in the set of topics Z at each time-period t, we observe an m-dimensional

vector X(z, t) the features of which are described in Section 2.3. For the time interval

[t−α; t], these observations are summarized into an m-variate time series X(z, [t−α; t])

and the problem we face is the one of predicting the value of a target variable Y (z, ]t; t+δ]).

Y is a univariate time series that indicates the activity of z during the time interval

]t; t+ δ]. The activity of z can be defined in several ways. For instance, one may consider

the feature named act and defined in Section 2.3.1. In many practical situations, the

values of the variable Y can be observed during the time interval [t − α; t], then it

corresponds to one dimension of the vectors X and one wants to predict its future values

knowing its past values and the past values of the other (m − 1) variables. The above

problem corresponds to a regression problem as presented in Section 1.2.5. The goal of

this regression is to find a function f , in a family F , that relates the target variable to

the observed ones with respect to Ω the set of parameters used by f .

Y (z, ]t, t+ δ]) ≈ f(X(z, [t− α; t]),Ω) (2.1)

In equation 2.1, the value of δ controls the forecast horizon and the value of α controls the

history size. Defined as such, the activity prediction problem is used to forecast seasonal

activity growth and decay. Several studies are devoted to this formulation of the activity

problem, as for instance the one from Tsur and Rappoport [151] or Ma et al. [108].
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2.2.2 Buzz classification

In the buzz classification one does not want to predict the actual activity values, that is

to say Y (z, ]t, t + δ]). Instead, the objective is to predict if a topic z will have a burst

of activity in the near future. With buzz classification, the values of Y are mapped to

{−1,+1} by a labeling function. Hence, this problem is a binary classification problem,

as presented in Section 1.2.5. Three labeling functions are proposed to match distinct

applications, as described below.

relative label(z) =


+1 if

µ(Y (z, ]t; t+ δ]))
µ(Y (z, [t− α; t]))

≥ σ

−1 else

(2.2)

In this labeling function µ stands for the mean, and the threshold σ controls the minimum

level of burst that is deemed valuable. For instance, a topic whose activity double is

labeled positive when then threshold is σ = 2. More precisely, the activity of the topic

during the time-periods that span from t to t + δ have to be at least the double of the

activity previously observed during the time-periods that span from t0 to t. A second

labeling function is proposed, indeed specific applications, as those that imply costly

actions as human processing, may require an absolute threshold. In this case a threshold

σ is fixed, and a keyword is labeled positive when its activity is above the threshold σ.

This labeling function is described below.

absolute label(z) =

{
+1 if µ(Y (z, ]t; t+ δ])) > σ

−1 else
(2.3)

The threshold named σ is identical for every keyword. Hence, an highly active topic that

stays active, and a topic that goes from feebly active to highly active might be labeled

identically. With this labeling function, the most active topics are likely to produce

positive instances only. On the contrary the less active topics are likely to produce

negative instances only. In order to obtain efficient models this labeling should be used

with topics of comparable activity. Several studies are devoted to this formulation of

the activity problem, as for instance the one from Romero et al. [137]. Finally, if one

is interested in the absolute activity-growth the absolute label function is updated as

follows:

growth label(z) =

{
+1 if µ(Y (z, ]t; t+ δ]))− µ(Y (z, [t− α; t])) > σ

−1 else
(2.4)

With this function, the positive examples are topics which activity between t and t + δ

increased of σ or more, with respect to their past activity between t− α and t.
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2.2.3 Rank prediction

In the rank prediction the activities of several topics are considered. The objective is to

learn a ranking function f that arrange a group of topics with respect to theirs upcoming

levels of activities. The ranking function function is defined with respect to the X(z, t)

the m-dimensional features vector that represents the topic z at each time-period t. In

order to simply the notation, the m-dimensional features matrix that represents the whole

set of topics Z at each time-period from t to t′ is referred to as X(Z, [t, t′]). The ranking

function is defined as follows.

f : X(Z, [t− α; t])→ R(Z, t+ δ) (2.5)

In this ranking function R(Z, t + δ) is a ranking over the topics in Z for the time in-

terval [t; t + δ]. The ranking function f is learned on a training set consisting of vectors

representing topics during the time interval [t − α; t] and associated with their activity

value in the time interval [t; t + δ]. Learning to rank approaches have been applied to

social media in order to enhance user experience by providing the most relevant user-

generated-contents to each user. For instance Duan et al. [48] or Uysal and Croft [152]

ranks tweets with respect to user interest or ongoing events. We address here a different

problem that is to learn to rank keyword with respect to their upcoming activities. The

learning to rank methods can be divided into three main categories: pointwise, listwise

and pairwise approaches.

With the pointwise approaches one assumes that each topic has an ordinal ranking

score. Then, ranking is then formulated as a regression problem on this ordinal score. In

this situation, the ordinal score of a topic is its activity on the time-period at the forecast

horizon. Hence consider listwise approach amounts to solve the magnitude prediction for

each topic to be ranked. According to Chapelle et al. [35], Pointwise approaches do not

consider the interdependency among topics.

In listwise approaches a train instance is made of the whole ranking of every topics

for a given time-period. Listwise techniques aim to directly optimize a ranking measure,

so they generally face a major problem of dealing with non-convex, non-differentiable

and discontinuous functions. Some approaches have been proposed to solve this problem

by using convex surrogate functions for ranking objectives. The interested readers are

referred to the work of Valizadegan et al. [153].
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In pairwise approaches, the ranked list is decomposed into a set of document pairs. In

this setting, ranking amounts to train a binary classifier. The inputs of this classifier are

pairs of topics (z, z′) ∈ Z2. The labeling function is as follows label((z, z′))⇔ rank(z) ≥
rank(z′). SVM is undoubtedly one of the most popular classifiers used to perform binary

classification on the pairs of documents for ranking [82]. Other adaptation of popular

classifiers to pairwise ranking, like RankBoost which minimizes the exponential loss over

document pairs [58], has also attracted attention in the recent past. More recently, some

work considered a smooth approximation to the gradient of the ranking loss instead of

searching for a smooth and convex approximation to the ranking loss itself as proposed

by Burges [34], McAllester et al. [111] considered a direct optimization of the ranking

loss function. The interested readers are referred to the work of Cohen et al., Freund et

al., and Thorsten, [41, 58, 82] for an overview of the pairwise approach.

These three activity prediction problems cover numerous applicative scenario. In

addition, these definitions relies simply on the definition of topics, time-periods, and

activity measure. Therefore, one can consider the activity prediction for various social-

media and applicative needs. The next section introduces features defined with the

generic framework in order to tackle these three activity prediction problems.

2.3 Features for activity prediction

This section defines the features that are proposed to tackle the activity prediction prob-

lems in a supervised machine learning setting. These feature are defined within the

generic framework, as proposed in Section 2.1.1. Therefore the proposed features are

defined once, but can be easily adapted to most of the social-media. The features are

defined with respect to the entities of the generic framework. These entities are: the set

of contributions named C; the set of users named U ; the set of discussions named D; the

set of topics named Z; and the set of time-periods named P . There are two kinds of

feature:

(a) The features that are defined for one topic and at least one time-period. They do not

describe correlations between topics. These features are presented in Section 2.3.1;

(b) The features that are defined for a couple of topics and at least one time-period.

They are used to capture interaction between topics. These features are defined in

Section 2.3.2
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2.3.1 Single topic features

1. Activity (act). This feature gives the quantity of content produced for a topic

z at a time-period t. The definition of this feature, noted act(t, z), is equal to the

activity function defined in Section 2.1.1 – Definition 10. Therefore this feature

is defined as follows.

act(t, z) = | {〈m, ẑ, u, t〉 ∈ C | z ∈ ẑ} |

2. Number of Active Discussions (nad). This features gives the quantity of

discussions that is active during the time-period t, and has at least one user-

generated-content that match the topic z. The definition of this feature noted

nad(t, z), is as follows.

nad(t, z) = |{dt ∈ Dt,z | ∃〈z, a, τ〉 ∈ dt ∧ τ = t}|

3. Number of New Discussions (nnd). This feature gives the number of discussions

that is created during time-period t and that has at least one user-generated-content

that match the topic z. This feature is referred to as nnd and defined as follows.

ncd(t, z) = |Dt,z \ Dt−1,z| ;

4. Number of Users (nu). This feature describes the number of users, that have

produced at least one content, at the time-period t, for a topic z. This feature,

referred to as nu(t, z), is defined as follows.

nu(t, z) = |Ut,z|

This set is computed by the function users, presented in Section 2.1.1;

5. User Engagement Level (uel). This feature gives the number of users which

had never discussed a topic z before the time-period t, and started discussing it at

t. In order to compute that feature for a topic z, and time-period t, one uses all the

content captured for the topic z until the time period t. One furthermore uses the

set-theoretic difference of Ut′,z and Ut′−1,z with t′ that varies from 1 to t. Therefore

the User Engagement Level, that is noted uel(t, z), is defined as follows.

uel(t, z) =

∣∣∣∣∣Ut,z \
t−1⋃
i=0

Ut,z

∣∣∣∣∣
The value of user engagement increases when a topic captures numerous users which

weren’t interested in this topic before.
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6. Normalized Activity (nact). This feature copes with singular events that induce

variations of activity for numerous topics at once. Such events modify the sum of

activities observed at a time-period t. Hence this feature, noted nact(t, z), gives

the activity of a topic z, normalized by the sum of activities observed for other

keywords, at time-period t.

nact(t, z) =
act(t, z)∑

z′∈Z
act(t, z′)

As an illustration of this feature, consider that one monitors a set of topics. With

these topics, one describes a particular domain of interest. During one’s observa-

tion assume that it occurs an event unrelated to this domain of interest. If this

event is sufficiently widespread, then it could capture most of available public at-

tention during a short time period. An illustration is as follows, the domain of

interest is “quantum computing” thus the monitored topics could be {“qubit”,“np-

problem”,“cryptography”}. The event unrelated to “quantum computing” is here

the “super-bowl”. In such a situation, the decrease of activity for the monitored

topics is likely to be uniform. The attention level feature provides, for a domain of

interest, the relative importance of each topics that covers the domain of interest.

This relative importance withstands such transitory event.

7. Normalized Number of Users (nnu). This feature is the counter-part of the

normalized activity when ones considers the number of users given by nu(t, z). It

is noted nnu(t, z) and is defined as follows.

nnu(t, z) =
nu(t, z)∑

z′∈Z
nu(t, z′)

8. Average Discussion Length (adl). This features gives the average length of

discussions that match the topic z. The definition of this feature noted adl(t, z),

is as follows.

adl(t, z) =

∑
d∈Dt,z

|d|

|Dt,z|
The length of disscussion is measured as the number of content that it contains.

9. Activity Change Detection (acd). This feature tests, for a topic z, if it exists a

change in its mean activity. This test is done with respect to the period that spans

from time-period t to time-period t′. There is at most one change point for the
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period that spans from t to t′. The output of this feature, noted acd([t; t′], z), is a

pair (status, tc). Here status belongs to {upward, downward, stable}, the change

time noted tc belongs to ]t; t′[. To compute this pair one uses cusum, as described

by [21], in its off-line statistical version. More precisely, Algorithm 1 describes how

the status value is obtained: once a change point has been identified (by Algorithm

2), one simply compares the mean activity values before and after the change point

to establish the proper status value. The change point, if any, is identified by Algo-

rithm 2. This algorithm makes two alternative hypotheses: it exists a change point

or it doesn’t exist a change point. The likelihood of each hypothesis is computed

through a standard maximum likelihood estimation, abbreviated MLE, procedure.

More precisely, Algorithm 2 compares, for each possible change point tc ∈]t, t′[, the

likelihood of the two hypothesis that follows, and chooses the most likely one. An

illustration of the output of Algorithm 2, when it exists a change, is presented in

Figure 2.3. An illustration of the output of Algorithm 2, when it does not exists a

change, is presented in Figure 2.4.

• If there is no change point, act(t0, z) . . .act(t, z) are consecutive realizations

of a unique random normal variable Xηθ0
that follows a normal distribution

ηθ0 of parameters θ0 = (µ0, σ0);

• If there exists a change at tc, then the realizations are explained by two distinct

random variable Xηθ1
and Xηθ2

such that act(t0, z) . . .act(tc, z) are realiza-

tions of Xηθ1
, normally distributed according to a normal distribution ηθ1 of

parameters θ1 = (µ1, σ1), while act(tc+1, z) . . .act(t, z) are realizations of

Xηθ2
, normally distributed according to a normal distribution ηθ2 of parame-

ters θ2 = (µ2, σ2).

10. Activity Evolution. This feature describes the dynamics of act(t, z) using its

the first order difference. This feature, noted δact(t, z), is defined as follows.

δact(t, z) = act(t, z)− act(t− 1, z)

11. Number of Users Evolution. This feature describes the dynamics of nu(t, z)

using its the first order difference. This feature, noted δnu(t, z), is defined as follows.

δnu(t, z) = nu(t, z)− nu(t− 1, z)
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12. User Engagement Evolution. This feature describes the dynamics of uel(t, z)

using its the first order difference. This feature, noted δuel(t, z), is defined as follows.

δuel(t, z) = uel(t, z)− uel(t− 1, z)

13. Normalized Activity Evolution. This feature describes the dynamics of nact(t, z)

using its the first order difference. This feature, noted δnact(t, z), is defined as fol-

lows.

δnact(t, z) = nact(t, z)− nact(t− 1, z)

14. Normalized Number of Users Evolution. This feature describes the dynamics

of nnu(t, z) using its the first order difference. This feature, noted δnnu(t, z), is

defined as follows.

δnnu(t, z) = nnu(t, z)− nnu(t− 1, z)

2.3.2 Multiple topics features

The features presented in the previous section do not describe the correlation between the

activities of two topics, however such correlations are worthwhile. Consider, for instance,

the topics “Santa” and “Christmas”, their activities increase similarly during Decem-

ber until the 25th and decrease afterwards. To know that the activities of “Santa” and

“Christmas” are increasing can be used to unveil that some other topic, for instance “Bar-

becue”, is not likely to increase. Moreover, the correlations between topics are worthwhile

to study events such as the “Super bowl” or the “State of the Union speech”. Indeed

those events, when they occur, are likely to downsize activities of the topics that aren’t

related to them. In order to measure such correlations we use the temporal correlation,

referred to as cort, introduced in [37], and defined below. This correlation captures the

dependencies between local trends for two time-series, unlike the Pearson correlation.

This correlation is defined for two time-series yz0 and yz1 , that represent the activities

observed for a pair of topics. This temporal correlation has values that varies in [−1, 1]

where 0 means no correlation between the dynamics of topics, 1 means that topics have

the same dynamics, and −1 means that topics have opposite dynamics.

The temporal correlation has a rank parameter r which controls the size of the “mem-

ory” available to the process. For instance, setting r = 7 means that the temporal

correlation is computed with respect to seven consecutives observations. The temporal
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the Algorithm 2 on a synthetic time-series of 20 observations.

The output this algorithm, which is a change time, is illustrated as an orange point. This

algorithm compares two hypothesis: it exists a change, or it does not exist a change. In the

first hypothesis one assumes that observations are drawn from two normal distributions.

Before the change the observations are drawn from ηθ1 = N (µ1, σ1) and after the change

from ηθ2 = N (µ2, σ2). These two distributions are illustrated in blue and green, on the

leftmost part of the graph. In the second hypothesis, one assumes that observations are

drawn from a single normal distribution ηθ0 = N (µ0, σ0), which is illustrated in red. The

abbreviations bc. and ac. mean “before change” and “after change”, respectively.

correlation is defined with respect to the n-order differences of yz0 and yz1 where n varies

from 1 to r. Consequently, the rank parameter has to be set such that n is meaningful for

the studied problem. In order to define the temporal correlation one uses the difference

of activity for a topic zi between time-periods t and t′, noted ∆t
t′(yzi), and defined as

follows.

∆t
t′(zi) = act(t, zi)− act(t′, zi)
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In addition, one uses an indexing function, noted 1t,t′ , that implements the rank param-

eter by bounding the time-series. This function is defined as follows.

1t,t′ =

{
1 if |t′ − t| ≤ r

0 else.

The temporal correlation, for two topics z0 and z1, with these two functions, is defined
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PDF no change
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Mean no change
±σ no change
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Algorithm 2 on a synthetic time-series of 20 observations.

As this time-series does not exhibit a change Algorithm 2 does not output a change point.

Indeed, it is more likely that all observations are drawn from a single normal distribution

ηθ0 = N (µ0, σ0), than from two distinct normal distributions. Here the most likely change

point is the 10th time-step, hence the parameters of the normal distribution ηθ1 = (µ1, σ1)

are fitted on the 10 first observations, and the parameters of ηθ2 = (µ2, σ2) are fitted on

the 10 lasts observations. As in Figure 2.3, the three normal distributions used in the

algorithm are represented on the leftmost part of the graph by the red, green and blue

curves. The abbreviations bmlc. and amlc. mean “before the most likely change point”

and “after the most likely change point”, respectively.
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as follows. The specific details regarding the selection of the parameters r and τ are

provided in Section 3.3.2.

cort(z0, z1) =

∑
t,t′∈T 2 1t,t′ ∗∆t

t′(z0) ∗∆t
t′(z1)√∑

t,t′∈T 2 1t,t′∆t
t′(z0)2

√∑
t,t′∈T 2 1t,t′∆t

t′(z1)2

This correlation measure is used to define a correlation matrix, this matrix is n×n if

one considers a set of n keywords. This matrix, noted C, is symmetric and has its main

diagonal filled with 1. This matrix is as follows: Ci,j = cort(zi, zj), hence its ith row,

or column, describes the correlation of the activity of topic zi with the activity of every

other topic. Figure 2.5 illustrates such a correlation matrices for three time-series and

several values of the rank parameter. One can furthermore weight the matrix C with the

difference of activity observed at a time-period p. The obtained matrix, noted W, can be

used to define features that capture activity correlation between keywords with respect

to the activity evolution. The definition of this matrix, at time-period p, is as follows.

Wp
i,j =

{
0 if i = j

Ci,j ∗∆p−1
p (zj) else.

The main diagonal of W is nulled. Otherwise, the features defined with W would be

biased by the correlation of each topic with itself, that is always equal to 1. In addition

the matrix W is pruned in order to keep only the statistically significant values. Except

for the main diagonal, the values of W are distributed according to a normal distribution.

The empirical mean and standard deviation of this normal distribution are referred to

as: µemp and σemp, respectively. In order to obtain a sparse version of W each temporal

correlation W i,j that verifies |W i,j − µemp| < 2σemp is set to 0, this sparse version is

referred to as S. Five features are defined with respect to the matrix W, they summarize

the distribution of the weighted correlations for each topic. These features correspond

to the minimum, maximum and first three moments (mean, standard deviation and

skewness) of the distribution of weighted correlation for a topic zi at time-period p.

1. Minimum Weighted Correlation (mwc). The minimum value of weighted cor-

relation for the ith is the minimal value of the ith row of S, at the time-period t.

This feature, noted mwc(t, zi), is defined as follows.

mwc(t, zi) = min(Sti,:)
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mwc(t, zi) is usually negative, there are two situations leading mwc(t, zi) to be

negative. Firstly, when the activity of a topic zj has increased, and zj is inversely

correlated to zi (ie. Ci,j < 0). Secondly, when, the activity of topic zj has decreased,
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Illustration of the temporal correlation on synthetic data

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the temporal correlation computed for three synthetic time-

series named ts1, ts2, and ts3. This Figure presents three temporal correlation matrices,

for three different values of the rank parameter: 20, 10 and 1. The second time-series

is roughly the opposite of the first one, hence the temporal correlation are negative and

close to −1 when the rank parameter is high enough. The third time-series is made from

the first one and a normal noise that change once every 7 time-steps. Therefore, when

the rank parameter is greater than 7 the temporal correlation has values higher than 0.5.
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and zj is correlated to zi (ie. Ci,j > 0).

2. Maximum Weighted Correlation (xwc). The maximum value of weighted

correlation for the ith is the maximal value of the ith row of S, at the time-period

t, this feature, noted xwc(t, zi), is defined as follows.

xwc(t, zi) = max(Sti,:)

xwc(t, zi) is usually positive, there are two situations leading xwc(t, zi) to be

positive. Firstly, when the activity of a topic zj has decreased, and zj is inversely

correlated to zi (ie. Ci,j < 0). Secondly, when the activity of topic zj has increased,

and zj is correlated to zi (ie. Ci,j > 0).

3. Average Weighted Correlation (awc). This feature, noted awc(t, zi), is defined

as follows when one considers a set of n topics.

awc(t, zi) =
1

n

n∑
j=0

(Sti,j)

4. Standard Deviation of the Weighted Correlation (stdwc). This feature,

noted stdwc(t, zi), is defined for the topic zi, when ones considers a topic set of

size n, as follows

stdwc(t, zi) =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
j=1

(Sti,: − awc(t, zi))2

5. Skewness of the Weighted Correlation (skewc). This feature, noted skewc(t, zi),

is a measure of the asymmetry of the weighted correlation of the topic zi. This fea-

ture is defined as follows when one consider a set of n topics.

skewc(t, zi) =
1
n

∑n
j=1(Sti,j − awc(t, zi))

3(
1
n

∑n
j=1(Sti,j − awc(t, zi))2

)3/2

The features proposed in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 are defined with respect

to an unspecified topic model. The choice of a topic model depends on the envisaged

application as well as the applicative restrictions. As presented in Section 2.1.5, in our

industrial setting the topic model is a simple lookup in a product-data-base. This look-

up takes has input all the tokens of every user-generated-content. Indeed the envisaged
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application is to forecast the customers activity about a set of products, brands and

products lines. However, as presented in Section 2.1.5, numerous more sophisticated

topic model are usable. In the next section the feature presented above are used to tackle

the different activity prediction problems defined in Section 2.2. The forecast capacities

are studied and several experiments are realized to determine which are the factors that

improve or decrease the results of the activity prediction problems.

Conclusion

This chapter introduces a generic framework that is used to describe various social-media.

With the generic framework one can define social-media-mining problems and features to

tackle these problems. In this chapter three activity prediction problems are proposed.

In addition features based on the generic framework are defined to tackle these three

activity prediction problems.

The generic framework proposed in Section 2.1 can describe various social-media. For

instance, Twitter as presented in Section 2.1.2, Facebook as presented in Section 2.1.3,

and bulletin board system as presented in Section 2.1.4. The generic framework uses

topic-models to group together user-generated-contents that are related to each oth-

ers. The generic framework does not enforce a particular topic model. As presented

in Section 2.1.5, there are numerous of such topic models, and the one used in this

study amounts to a simple look-up in a product-data-base for each token of every user-

generated-content. This simple method is chosen with respect to industrial objectives.

These objectives are to be able to forecast the interest of customers for the items of a

product-data-base. The generic framework is used to define features that are used to

tackle the activity prediction problems. Therefore, these features can be adapted to any

social media that fits in the proposed generic framework. The generic framework is mini-

malistic and describe most of the popular social-media. Indeed, this representation relies

on public retrievable data. Indeed, private data are sold by the companies operating the

social media at unacceptable prices. The user-network associated to a social media, as

presented in Section 1.2.1, is not described in the generic framework. Therefore, features

such as the centrality of a user in the user-network, or similar popularity measures, can

not be defined with the generic framework.

The features proposed in Section 2.3 to tackle the activity prediction problems are
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divided in two groups. Firstly, the features that describe one single topic. Secondly, the

features that are based on the temporal correlation between topics weighted with the

variation of activities for each topic. These features are not comprehensive, and various

other features could have been devised. For instance, features based on the content of

the messages, or features based on users. That said, specific challenges arise with such

features. The features based textual content rely on natural language processing. Thus

in order to use such features one has deal with social-media-related issues such as: lack of

context; presence of misspelled words or domain specific acronyms; detection of sarcasm;

processing of several distinct languages. Despite these issues some features such as the

presence of a url or the arousal (ie. excitement) level have been studied for instance per

Morchid et al. [116].

The next chapter presents the data collection, and several experiments. These exper-

iments aims at evaluate if the proposed features allows to use state-of-the-art machine

learning methods in order to solve the activity prediction problems. In addition, the

next chapter presents the collection and preparation of data from Twitter and a bulletin-

board-system.
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Data: Z
Result: a status {upward, downward, stable} per topic z ∈ Z

forall the z ∈ Z do

observed activity ← {act(t0, z), . . . ,act(t, z)};
change time ← cusum change time(observed activity);

if change time 6= 0 then

Activity before change ← {act(t0, z), . . . ,act(change time, z)};
Activity after change ← {act(change time+ 1, z), . . . ,act(t, z)};
if mean(Activity before change) < mean(Activity after change) then

label z as downward;

else
label z as upward

end

end

if z has no status then
label z as stable

end

end

Algorithm 1: Activity Change Detection Feature: This algorithm classify each

topic in Z with respect to it past activity level. Each topic is classify in exactly one

category: stable, upward or downward. This classification is based on Algorithm 2 that

extract the most likely time-period of change in the mean activity. If Algorithm 2 does

not output a change point for a topic, then this topic is considered as stable. On the

contrary if a change point is found, the topic is label according to the change in its

activity level.
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Data: A = {act(0, z), . . . ,act(n, z)} the activity levels of topic z observed

between the time-period p0 and the time-period pn.

Result: change point a time-period index between 0 and n of the most-likely

change in activity level.

θ0 ← MLE(A);

likelihood no change ←
∏n

τ=0 pθ0(act(τ, z));

likelihood change ← 0;

change point ← 0;

forall the t ∈ [1, n− 1] do

θ1 ← MLE(act(t, z), . . . ,act(n, z));

likelihood change at t ←
∏t

τ=0 pθ0(act(τ, z)) ∗
∏n

τ=t+1 pθ1(act(τ, z));

if likelihood change at t > likelihood change then

likelihood change ← Likelihood change at t;

change point ← t’;

end

end

if likelihood no change ≤ likelihood change then
return change point

else
return 0

end

Algorithm 2: Offline Cusum Algorithm: This algorithm presents the unsuper-

vised change detection referred to as cusum change time. This change detection is

performed with the cusum offline change in mean detection. This algorithm is used in

Algorithm 1 which compute a feature based on the change detection. The standard

maximum likelihood estimation is abbreviated MLE.
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Introduction

This chapter presents several experiments related to the prediction problems presented

in Section 2.2. This chapter also describe how the data used in these experiments is

collected and prepared. The data is collected in two social-media. The first social-media

is Twitter, it is most widely used micro-blogging system. The second social-media is a

bulletin-board-systems operated by a company named Purch. This company operates nu-

merous web-sites and bulletin-board-systems. Most of these bulletin-board-systems are

dedicated to computer hardware, video games, and mobile telephony. The most known

bulletin-board-system operated by Purch is Tom’s hardware [1]. Purch employs editors

to cover news-stories and benchmark products. Purch incomes depends on its ability to

sell advertising space. This study is funded and supported by Pruch. Hence, privileged

data, such as the page-views quantities, were available for the bulletin-board-system.

The first section of this chapter presents the collection of the data for Twitter and

the bulletin-board-system. The data collection is an automated daily routine. The col-

lection of data spans over 51 weeks. The data that is collected matches a list of terms

provided by Purch. This list of terms is based on the user-generated-contents observed on

the bulletin-board-systems operated by Purch. The data collection on Twitter uses the

public api of Twitter and therefore is subject to some restrictions. The data collection is

monitored to correct technical failures. Collected data are filtered to remove commercial

contents (ie. spam). Indeed the social-media are targets for the diffusion of commercial

contents at large scale. A text-based classifier is trained to filter out the user-generated-

contents that prove to be commercial content. Indeed, these commercial contents might

induce noise in the observations.

The second section of this chapter presents how collected data were used to define

training sets for the three activity prediction problems defined in Section 2.2. More pre-

cisely, this section defines a cross-validation method that takes into account the time of

observations. Indeed, the problems that are studied are time dependent and classical

cross-validation methods might not evaluate correctly the predictive capacities. This sec-

tion also presents an unsupervised method to extract buzz candidates that is based on

the activity levels. The buzz candidates are topics which are likely to have an impor-

tant increase of their activity. To extract buzz candidates is necessary to balance the

training-sets of the buzz classification problem. Indeed very few topics are subject to
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an important activity increase, therefore most instances are negative examples for the

buzz classification problem. Some of the terms provided by Purch are ambiguous. The

influence of ambiguity on the activity prediction is an important matter. In order to

study the effects of ambiguity, three lists of terms are defined, each one with a different

ambiguity level. This section presents a method to evaluate the ambiguity level of a term

that is based on wikipedia.

Each of the three remaining section of this chapter is dedicated to the study of one

activity prediction problem. The third and fourth sections present the buzz classification

and the magnitude prediction, respectively. These problems are studied within two dif-

ferent experimental settings. The first experimental setting allows to compare the results

on Twitter and the bulletin-board-system, on a long time-scale, and with three different

languages. On the contrary the second experimental setting is dedicated to Twitter where

the activity proves to be more difficult to predict. This second experimental aims to in-

crease the reproducibility as much as possible. Hence, this experimental setting includes

user-generated-contents collected with respect to a list unambiguous English terms. In

addition the observation are restricted to ten consecutive weeks. Hence the risk of change

in the public api of Twitter is lowered. The last section of this chapter studies the rank

prediction problem solely for the second experimental setting.

3.1 Data collection

In order to evaluate the activity prediction, we collected data from Twitter on a daily

basis. These data are completed with data extracted from a bulletin-board-system. The

data collection lasted for 51 weeks from October 2011 to October 2012. On Twitter, the

data collection is done by the mean of the rest api. The user-generated-contents were

retrieved according to a list of terms. This list is provided by Purch the company that

supported and funded this project. Purch built this list of terms from the user-generated-

content observed in their bulletin-board-system. There are 6671 terms in this list. Some

of these terms contains several words, for instance: “hewlett packard” or “home server”.

There are several types of terms in this list: brand names (eg. Microsoft); technology

names (eg. lcd monitor); product-line names (eg. dell inspiron, ipod nano). All these

terms are related to high technology matters. Indeed the bulletin-board-system from

which the terms were extracted are dedicated to high technology discussions [1]. The

terms comes from three different languages: English, French and German. During the
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data collection, the user-generated-contents that contain at least one item from the list

of terms were retrieved. As discussed in Section 1.2.4, the Twitter rest api has usage

limitations. These limitations cannot be bypassed easily. Therefore some user-generated-

contents can be missing from the dataset. In total 588 millions user-generated-contents

were collected. These user-generated-contents were produced per 48 millions distinct

users. A user-generated-content might be observed multiple times if it contains several

items of the list of terms. The user-generated-contents that were observed more than once

are discarded. It is straightforward to discard a user-generated-content that is observed

multiple times, indeed each user-generated-content is provided with a unique numerical

identifier.

3.1.1 Detection and removal of commercial contents

As pointed out by Kurt et al. [149], Twitter is not spared from commercial contents, or

“spam”. As the creation of commercial content is often automated and large scaled is it

necessary to remove the commercial contents beforehand. Benevenuto et al. [22] studied

the detection of commercial contents in Twitter. In their study the objective is to de-

tect the users that produce commercial contents. Hence, key features are the number of

followers, the age of the account, and features based on the content of tweets. Another

approach is to classify each user-generated-content based on its textual content. Indeed,

a key finding from previous studies is that urls are much more frequent in commercial

content. Similar finding can be expected for some specific tokens such as: “$; discount;

deal; shipping”. There are two frequent patterns of commercial content in the collected

data. The first one aims at spread a promotion for a particular product, as for instance:

“[$] black friday cheap price viewsonic va1906a led 19 inches t widescreen led monitor

〈url〉”. On the contrary, in the second pattern, the commercial content aims at increase

the visibility of the content-producer. In order to manage to do that, the commercial

contents are built as “contests” in which users are invited to forward a message so they

have a chance to win a prize eg. “Follow @WinObs, and RT this for a chance to win a

Xbox 360 Wireless Wheel 〈url〉 #giveaway #contest”.

The detection of commercial content is treated as a binary classification problem

where each user-generated-content is labeled either as commercial content or standard

content. Two binary classifiers are trained. Each classifier is trained with a single pat-
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tern of commercial content. The outputs of these two binary classifiers are merged. A

user-generated-content that is labeled as commercial content by at least one of the two

classifiers, is discarded. In order to propose a scalable solution, the two classifiers are

based solely on the textual content of user-generated-content. The textual contents are

described as “bag-of-words” and each word defines a feature using a one-hot encoding.

The user-generated-content are preprocessed as follows: English stop-words and punc-

tuation are removed, the urls and the user-mentions (eg. @user) are replaced with

dedicated tokens: 〈url〉 and 〈mention〉, respectively. This avoids to consider each url

or user-mention as an extremely rare word. The one-hot encoding is applied to the token

of the user-generated-content. This implies, for a support vector classifier, that a user-

generated-content which has none of the tokens observed in the training-set is labeled

as standard content. Indeed such an user-generated-content is represented as a vector of

zeros. This behavior reduces the risk of wrongly label a standard content as commercial.

Around 2000 user-generated-contents were hand-labeled in order to train the two binary

classifiers. There are 4181 different tokens for the binary classifier that is trained with

the promotions, and 4775 different tokens for the binary classifier that is trained with the

contests. The training sets are balanced with as many positive instances than negative

instances. Performances are evaluated with a 10-folds cross-validation. The classifiers

are support vector machines with a linear kernel. For each fold the train part is used

to fit the hyper-parameters of the support vector machine with a grid search, then the

training itself is done with the best hyper-parameters. The average results of the cross-

validation are reported in Table 3.1. We applied these classifiers to the whole dataset

and 6.1 millions tweets were removed from the dataset, an acceptable result.

3.1.2 Collection failure monitoring

Lastly, the amount of user-generated-content collected per time-period is monitored. In

order to be more resilient to technical failures, the abnormal time-periods are interpolated

with their previous and next time-periods. The detection of abnormal time-periods is

based on the number of terms for which none user-generated-content were captured.

More precisely, the outlier detection is based on the standard score. When an abnormal

time-period is detected the activity is interpolated independently for each term. There

were only two abnormal time-periods over a 51 weeks collection period.
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Promotion Contest

positive negative positive negative

Precision 0.968 0.970 0.948 0.946

Recall 0.993 0.982 0.950 0.948

f1-score 0.980 0.975 0.949 0.946

Table 3.1: Results of the cross-validation for the detection of commercial contents. The

cross-validation is 10 folds. The reported results are average over all the folds. The

left column of this table presents results obtained for the training-set of user-generated-

contents with a promotion on a particular product. The right column of this table presents

results obtained for the training-set of user-generated-contents with an invitation to a

contest.

3.1.3 Overview of the collected data

The bulletin-board-system and Twitter are of different nature. Twitter is a fast-paced

social-media in which the messages are organized with respect to their author as presented

in Figure 2.1.2. On the contrary the bulletin-board-system are slow-paced. Moreover, in

a bulletin-board-system, the messages are archived in a hierarchical structure described

in Figure 2.1.4. The collection of data on these two social-media results in datasets of

different nature. Table 3.2 reports a summary of the collected data for both social-media.

The collected data is used to make different data-sets, some of which were published on

the uci machine learning repository [2].

Nuber of users Number of discussions

fr en de fr en DE

BBS 72·103 0 8·103 50·104 0 1·104

Twitter 24·106 30·106 10·106 232·106 287·106 46·106

Table 3.2: Summary of the collected data on Twitter and the bulletin-board-system

detailed per language. The abbreviations fr, en, and de stand for French, English, and

German, respectively. The abbreviation BBS stands for bulletin-board-system. The left

column of this table report the number of discussions as presented in Definition 8.
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3.2 Creation of the training-sets

The training-sets for the magnitude prediction and the ranking prediction are generated

with respect to a history size and forecast horizon. These two parameters, named α

and δ respectively, are presented in equations 2.1 and 2.5. The training-set for the buzz

classification depends on two additional parameters. These parameters are named σ

and ϕ. The parameter σ controls the labeling function, as presented in equations 2.3

and 2.4. The smoothing parameter ϕ controls the extraction of buzz candidates that

is presented in Section 3.2.2. The partition of the training by a train-test split is now

presented without specifying values for this parameters. A train-test is used to split in

two parts the available data in order to evaluate the prediction. The first part of the

data is considered as known or observed. On the contrary the remaining of the data is

considered unknown or unobserved. The observed data is used to train a model. Once

a model trained, the unobserved data is used to test the model trained previously. The

classical methods to do a train-test split, as for instance leave-one-out, or n-folds, do not

take into account the temporal order of the instance. Hence, the future with respect to a

train instance is known when it belongs to the train part. Such a situation could bias the

evaluation process, and we propose a train-test split that takes into account the time.

3.2.1 Train-test split

In order to get a train-test split that takes time into account, the split is based on the

time-periods that are defined in Section 2.1.1. A time-period ti ∈ T is considered along

with the m+1 time-periods that surround it. More precisely the considered time-periods

are as follows: {ti−m, . . . , ti, ti+1}. The time-periods {ti−m, . . . , ti−1} are the past with

respect to ti. On the contrary the time-period ti+1 is the future with respect to ti. The

time-periods that belong to the past are considered as observed. On the contrary, the

time-period that belongs to the future is considered as unobserved. Every pair of con-

secutive time-periods in the past contributes to the train-set. The pair of time-periods ti

and ti+1 is the test-set. The train and test sets are tuples of form 〈X, Y 〉. In this tuple

X is the matrix of features and Y is a vector of labels. The features in X are presented

in Section 2.3, and X i,j is the value of the jth feature for ith topic during the considered

time-period. The labels are computed according to the problems of interest that are

described in Section 2.2. For instance, one that considers the Buzz classification uses one

of the three labeling functions defined in equations 2.2, 2.3 or 2.4. Figure 3.1 illustrate

the train-test split with four train sets: 〈X train 0, Ytrain 0〉 . . . 〈X train 3, Ytrain 3〉. These
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train sets are such that Ytrain j is made with time-period tj and X train j with time-period

tj−1. The Algorithm 3 presents a pseudo code of this train-test split.

past future

...

time-

period

i− 4

time-

period

i− 3

time-

period

i− 2

time-

period

i− 1

time-

period

i

time-

period

i + 1

...

Xtrain 3 Ytrain 3

Xtrain 2 Ytrain 2

Xtrain 1 Ytrain 1

Xtrain 0 Ytrain 0

Xtest Ytest

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the train-test split that take time in account. The data from the

time-period pi+1 is considered as unknown. The data from time-periods before pi included

are considered are observed and used to compute alternatively features or labels.

The above explanations describe a simplified view of the actual train-test split. Indeed

one might want to consider more or less historical data to build the feature matrix X. In

the same way, one might want to vary the forecast horizon. Hence, in the actual train-test

split, the time periods can be aggregated in order to match the applicative needs.

3.2.2 Extraction of buzz candidates

Most items of the term list are not prone to have an activity burst. Indeed most items are

not widely popular, hence their activity level is feeble and almost constant over time. To

consider all these latent terms produces an highly unbalanced training-set for the buzz

classification problem. An ill-balanced training-set with mostly negative instances result

in a biased, unusable, buzz classifier. It is therefore necessary to filter out these latent

terms in order to focus on those terms that are in the early stages of a dramatic activity

increase. In order to detect the early stages of the activity increase, a change detection

method is used. This change detection is applied to activity levels of the time-period

that predate the prediction. When an activity-change is detected, then the mean activity

before the change and after the change are compared. If this activity level is stable or

decreasing, then it is highly unlikely that the keyword has a dramatic activity increase
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Data: a sequence of time-periods T = [t0, . . . , tmax] and an integer m

Result: a sequence of pairs [(train; test)m, . . . , (train; test)max−1]

forall the ti ∈ [tm, . . . , tmax−1] do

k ← (m+ 1) mod 2;

observations ← [ti−m, . . . , ti];

X train ← features(observed0);

Ytrain ← labels(observed1);

forall the tj ∈ observations1:i−k do

X train ← concatenate(X train, features(tj));

Ytrain ← concatenate(Ytrain, labels(tj+1)) ;

end

train← 〈X train, Ytrain〉;
test← 〈features(ti), labels(ti+1)〉;
Yield (train, test)i

end

Algorithm 3: This algorithm splits the collected data into in a sequence of train and

test sets. The functions features(ti) and labels(ti) provide, for the time-period ti,

the labels that are presented in Section 2.2 and the features that are presented in

Section 2.3. The function concatenate(x, y) stacks the matrices x and y of identical

shape (n,m) into a single matrix of shape (2n,m).

during the time-period of evaluation. As a consequence, the term is discarded for this

time-period. On the contrary, if the activity level shows an upward tendency the term is

added to the set of buzz candidates. This set contains terms that might have a dramatic

activity increase during the time-period of evaluation. The change detection method is

based on CuSum proposed by Page [123]. This unsupervised change detection method is

comprehensively described in the book of Basseville and Nikiforov [20]. This method has

been shown to be effective in different contexts for instance with data from stock markets

[166]. This method is also used to defined the acd feature presented in Section 2.3.1.

Figures 2.3 presents the output of CuSum on synthetic data which a significant change.

On the contrary Figure 2.4 presents the output of CuSum on synthetic data without a

significant change. The selection of buzz candidates is now presented in details.
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For each term z and time-period t we consider the activity level of z during a time-

interval [s, s′] that varies with respect to t. This activity level is Y (z, [s; s′]), as presented

in Section 2.2. The activity level is segmented with CuSum. If none segmentation point

is found, the activity level is deemed constant and the term z is filtered out for the time-

period p. When a segmentation point is identified at time s + β the values of Y for the

two segments are compared:

• If average(Y (z, ]s+ β; s′])) < ϕ× average(Y (z, [s; s+ β])), then we consider that

the term z does not display an upward tendency. Thus, the term z is filtered out

for time-period ti. The smoothing parameter ϕ allows to configure the strength of

the upward tendency needed for a term to be considered as a buzz candidate.

• Otherwise, the term z is added to the set of buzz candidates for the time-period ti.

Despite this filtering, the training-set for the Buzz classification problem is still biased

toward negative examples. Detailed information about the balance of the classes in the

training-set are provided in Section 3.3. Once buzz candidates have been extracted, they

can easily be annotated with one of the labeling functions defined in Equations 2.2, 2.3

and 2.4. Figure 3.2 presents three terms with two buzz candidates and one terms that is

filtered out.

3.2.3 Ambiguity consistent data-sets

In order to evaluate the effect of the ambiguity of terms, three lists of terms with com-

parable ambiguity are created. These three lists are based solely on the English terms.

Each list of term is used to produce a data-set. To evaluate the influence of the ambiguity

is an important question. Indeed, to disambiguate terms used in user-generated-contents

is a difficult task. The key problems for the disambiguation applied to user-generated-

contents are the lack of context and the usage of domain specific expressions or spellings.

DBpedia Spotlight is a reliable ad-hoc disambiguation method based on a semantic version

of wikipedia. We tested DBpedia Spotlight on 250 tweets that were uniformly sampled

from the Twitter-data in English. In total 331 ambiguous terms are labeled manually.

Out of these 331 ambiguous terms 209 (63.1%) are correctly disambiguated by DBpedia

Spotlight. The most ambiguous terms constitute the majority of disambiguation errors.

It confirms that the disambiguation in Twitter has to be addressed by specific methods.
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Figure 3.2: This illustration shows three terms that are submitted to the buzz candidate

filtering. The dashed line illustrates a term without any upward tendency that is filter

out. The two other lines illustrate buzz candidates. Among the buzz candidates, the

one represented with a blue line turns out to be a positive instance. On the contrary

the red line illustrates a buzz candidate that turns out to be a negative instance. The

segmentation point is presented as a square.

In order to evaluate the effect of the ambiguity of terms, three lists of terms with

different ambiguity levels are created. Each list of term is used to produce a data-set.

A simple representation of the ambiguity is used. The ambiguity of a term is equal to

the number of meanings it has in wikipedia. The wikipedia disambiguation pages list all

the possible meanings of a term. The number of entries in the wikipedia disambiguation

pages are counted to measure the number of meanings that has a term. The three lists

of terms are created as follows. Firstly, the low list contains only unambiguous terms

which have one single meaning. Secondly the med list that contains terms with 3 to

19 meanings. Finally the high that contains terms with 20 to 99 meanings. Figure 3.3

presents the distribution of ambiguity level in the med list and the high list. In addition

this figure presents the activity levels for the three lists of terms.

The distribution of the ambiguity level in the list of terms med is very skew, with

almost half of its terms have three possible meanings. On the contrary the list of terms

high is more uniformly distributed. The aggregate activity per week and term varies for

the three lists of terms. The low list contains fewer highly active terms than med and

highwith. Approximately half (50,6%) of the terms in the list low have less than 500

user-generated-contents per week. On the contrary, this quantity drops to 12% for the
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Figure 3.3: This figure presents the distributions of the ambiguity levels based on

wikipedia. The leftmost part of this figure presents an histogram of the ambiguity level

for the terms in the med list. The central part of this figure presents an histogram of the

ambiguity level for the terms in the high list. The rightmost part of this figure presents

three stacked histograms of the activity per list of terms. The activity is measure with

the act feature and aggregated over one week.

list med, and 5% for the list high.

3.3 Buzz classification

The section is devoted to the evaluation the buzz classification problem. This problem

is tackled with state-of-the-art machine learning methods and the features presented in

Section 2.3. Several parameters are required in order to build the training-set. The choice

of these parameters is discussed below and various applicative scenario are tested.

3.3.1 First experimental setting

The buzz classification is made with respect to a measure of the activity per term and

time-period. In this first series of experiment, two of such activity measures are con-

sidered. For twitter, the measure of activity is the number of active discussions. This

measure is abbreviated nad and defined in Section 2.3.1. For the bulletin-board-system,

the measure of activity is the number of page-views per term and time-period. This

measure is abbreviated nd. This measure is rarely available and it is hard to approxi-

mate it. The number of page-views is equal to the number of visits that a web-resource

receives per time-period. For a term z, the number of page-views is aggregated for all the
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web-resources that contains a discussion which match the term z. In this experimental

setting, the list of 6671 terms presented in Section 3.1 is used.

The proposed approach makes use of several parameters which have to be fixed. First

of all, the size of a time-period is fixed to one day, indeed we don’t plan to do work

with a time-resolution finer than a day. For twitter the matrices of features X are based

on seven time-periods, and the label vectors Y are based on two time-periods. In this

situation one aims at predict if a buzz will occur in the following couple days based on

the past week. For the bulletin-board-system the matrices of features are base on sixty

time-periods, and the label vectors are based on fourteen time-periods. This choice is

motivated by the specificities the two social-media. Indeed, the bulletin-board-system

have fewer users than twitter and the number of user-generated-contents created per

day is noticeably lower than in Twitter. The selection of the buzz candidates is based

on the time-periods used as train. Hence, in twitter the time-windows submitted to

CuSum last seven days. In the bulletin-board-system the time-windows last sixty days.

The selection of the buzz candidates has one parameter. This parameter a smoothing

parameter named ϕ, it controls the strength of the upward tendency that is required

for a term to be considered as a buzz candidate. The smoothing parameter ϕ is set to

1.25. Hence, a term is a buzz candidate when its average-activity increases of a quarter

after the segmentation point detected by CuSum. The second parameter to set is the

threshold named σ that controls the labeling functions defined in equations 2.3 and 2.4.

In order to cover various applicative scenarios, several values of σ are tested within the

range [500, 4500]. This range of values is also used by Suh et al. [145]. In total 140,707

buzz candidates were extract from the Twitter-data, and 7,905 form the bulletin-board-

system-data. The classes are strongly unbalanced towards negative example for the two

social-media, regardless of value of the threshold σ. In the worst case scenario, the ratio

negative example out of positive example is higher than 100. Figure 3.4 presents the

balance of the classes for the two social-media and several values of the parameter σ.

It is noteworthy that the relative growth approach, defined in equation 2.4, generates

fewer positive examples. The features that are define in Section 2.3.2 are not used in

this experimental setting, indeed, the features were defined after the completion of these

experiments.

The performance of three state-of-the-art approaches are compared. These approaches

are: random forests, support vector machines (Abbr. SVM) and k-nearest-neighbors

(Abbr. k-NN). The meta-parameters of these approaches are estimated by a grid search
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procedure. A grid search procedure is a sequential test of all the possible combinations

for the chosen values of the parameters. For k-NN, a single parameter is tuned. This

parameter is the number of neighbors to consider. The number of neighbors to consider

varies in {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 17, 19, 100}, and the Euclidean distance is used for all the tests.

For random forests, the number of trees varies from 1 to 100 with a step of 3. The other

meta-parameters are fixed as proposed by Breiman [32]. Hence, parameters such: the

maximum tree depth, or the number of feature to sample, are not tuned. For SVM, a RBF

kernel is used. The class weight is set with the value of the ratio of positive examples out

of negative ones. The parameter C varies in {10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102, 103, 104, 15000, 20000,

50000} and the parameter γ varies in {10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 2, 5}. The readers interested

in a comprehensive description these parameters are referred to the book by Murphy

or Bishop [117, 24]. To select these meta-parameters on the whole collected data has a

great computational cost. Hence, one fifth of the data is uniformly sampled to select the

meta-parameters. This sample has approximately 28,000 examples. Table 3.3 presents

three boradly used measures of the performances a binary classifier. In addition, this

Figure 3.4: This figure illustrates the balance of the classes for several values of the

parameter σ. The left side of this figure shows the number of positive example. The

right side of this figure shows the ratio of positive negative example out of positive ones.

This two plots have a logarithmic scale. The labeling function defined in Equation 2.3

is abbreviated fabs. The labeling function defined in Equation 2.4 is abbreviated frel.

Twitter and the bulletin-board-system are abbreviated tw and bbs, respectively.
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table presents the training runtime, expressed as a factor of the fastest algorithm, which

is here k-NN. Performances are cross-validated and averaged over the values of σ. This

ill-balanced dataset might be the reason of the poor result of SVMs. The random forests

obtains the best performances and a reasonable training time. This ensemble method is

indeed easily parallelized. As a consequence, the SVM and k-NN are not tested further

for this experimental setting.

The results for the buzz classification with a random forest classifier are presented

below. These results are cross-validated, and average results are reported. Table 3.4 the

precision, the recall, and the f-1 of the random forest classifier. Several values of the

threshold σ are tested so that various applicative scenario are covered. The threshold

σ varies in [500; 4500] with step increment of 500. The results are given for two label-

ing functions: growth label and absolute label. Twitter and bulletin-board-system

are tested. According to these results, to predict if a term is going to buzz is practicable

when the forecast horizon is two days for Twitter, and fourteen days in the bulletin-board-

system. More precisely, it is easier when the a buzz is defined with the absolute label

function. In this configuration, the value of the threshold σ as little importance. Indeed,

for Twitter, F-1 score varies from 0.852 to 0.912. For the bulletin-board-system the F-1

score varies from 0.974 to 0.956. Such good results are easily explained by the fact that

highly popular terms are very likely to remain popular when they are buzz candidates.

On the contrary, the results for the growth label function are not as good. Even if

the precision is above 0.82 no matter what is the value of σ, the recall score drops to

0.480 on average for Twitter and 0.763 for the bulletin-board-system. For twitter the

buzz classifier would miss more than half of the buzz in average. The results are better

on the bulletin-board-system than on Twitter. These better results might be due to the

slightly more balanced training-set. Another explanation lies in the difference of activ-

Algorithm Precision Recall F-1 Runtime

RF 0.692± 0.08 0.470± 0.02 0.554± 0.02 ×2.5

SVM 0.354± 0.07 0.622± 0.11 0.437± 0.03 ×16

k-NN 0.675± 0.09 0.392± 0.04 0.492± 0.03 ×1

Table 3.3: Comparison of the performances of three different classifier based on 20% of

the Twitter-data. The labeling function considered is the growth label function.
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Figure 3.5: This figure presents the feature importances for the random forest classifier.

These results are averaged over all the train-test splits. The average importance of the

features that are not presented is named “others”. The error bar represent the standard

deviation. The bulletin-board-system is abbreviated bbs.

ity measure. Indeed, for the bulletin-board-system the activity measure, named nd, is

more robust. This measure is not available in Twitter, for which the number of active

discussions named nad is used. The last line in Table 2.3.1 shows results averaged over

all values of σ, when the single feature provided to the classifier is the activity measure.

The activity measure is nd for the bulletin-board-system and nad for Twitter. As pre-

sented in Table 3.4, this feature is sufficient to achieve very good classification scores on

bulletin-board-system, for both labeling functions. The feature importance are used to

complete this observation. Figure 3.5 presents the most important features according to

the random forest classifier as described in Section 1.2.5. This figure makes clear that the

proposed features are not used to predict the buzz in the bulletin-board-system. How-

ever, in Twitter five of the proposed features are used.
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absolute label growth label

Twitter bulletin-board-system Twitter bulletin-board-system

σ Prec. Reca. F-1 Prec. Reca. F-1 Prec. Reca. F-1 Prec. Reca. F-1

500 0.928 0.898 0.912 0.978 0.972 0.974 0.790 0.426 0.554 0.816 0.802 0.806

1000 0.910 0.872 0.890 0.970 0.960 0.966 0.855 0.535 0.657 0.830 0.780 0.804

1500 0.902 0.854 0.878 0.974 0.966 0.970 0.825 0.475 0.605 0.826 0.780 0.802

2000 0.884 0.830 0.858 0.968 0.968 0.966 0.815 0.455 0.585 0.838 0.798 0.818

2500 0.882 0.820 0.852 0.966 0.960 0.964 0.855 0.520 0.645 0.844 0.812 0.828

3000 0.888 0.818 0.852 0.966 0.952 0.960 0.825 0.485 0.605 0.836 0.762 0.796

3500 0.912 0.846 0.878 0.966 0.952 0.960 0.820 0.445 0.575 0.838 0.740 0.784

4000 0.920 0.870 0.894 0.956 0.958 0.958 0.795 0.465 0.585 0.838 0.716 0.770

4500 0.910 0.860 0.886 0.958 0.956 0.956 0.850 0.540 0.650 0.858 0.684 0.760

Avge 0.907 0.848 0.877 0.967 0.960 0.963 0.823 0.480 0.607 0.836 0.763 0.796

Activity

only
0.893 0.840 0.884 0.969 0.962 0.962 0.704 0.409 0.510 0.858 0.809 0.831

Table 3.4: This table reports the precision, recall and F-1 score for Twitter and the

bulletin-board-system. Two labeling functions are considered: absolute label and

growth label. These labeling functions are test with various values of the threshold

σ that controls the amount of activity in positive example.

3.3.2 Second experimental setting

The buzz classification is now tested on Twitter only, indeed it is the most difficult

dataset. In addition, the French and German keywords are discarded. Indeed the volume

of data collected with the French and German terms is small and less reliable than the

data collected with the English terms. In order order to avoid the effects of ambiguity,

215 unambiguous terms are used. The unambiguous terms are those identified in Sec-

tion 3.2.3 within the low list of terms. In order lower the risk of structural change in

the collected data, 10 weeks of data-collection are used out of the 51 collected weeks.

Indeed, the results of the Twitter rest api might change unexpectedly. Seven time-

periods are used to build the feature matrices X and the label vectors Y . Hence, the

forecast horizon is equal to a week. For this experiment, the activity measure is the fea-

ture act. Indeed, this measure allows a more straightforward interpretation of activity

in social-media. This measure is equal the amount of user-generated-content per term

and time-period. The features presented in Section 2.3.1 are used in this experimental

setting. The computation of the temporal correlation requiers to choose two parameters:
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the rank r of the correlation, and τ the total amount of historical data to consider. The

parameter τ is set to 28, hence the past three weeks of history are used to compute the

temporal correlation. This value is chosen with respect to the amount a available data in

this experimental setting. The rank parameter is set to r = 7. Indeed, Figure 3.6 makes

clear that there exists weekly patterns. With the rank parameter r = 7, the temporal

correlation is provided enough information to take into account the weekly pattern, if

needed. Finally, the selection of buzz candidate, presented in Section 3.2.2, is no longer

used.

days

Figure 3.6: This figure presents the activity per lists of terms: low, med, and high

presented in Section 3.2.3. The large drop around day 30 corresponds in a change of the

Twitter-api. After day 50 a week-long pattern is clearly observable for the three list of

terms. This figure shows also the two days: around day 65 and 225 for which the failure

monitoring was triggered, as presented in Section 3.1.2.

The results of the buzz classification are presented for the relative label labeling

function. In this labeling function, the threshold σ controls the minimal growth factor for

which an example is considered as positive. For instance with σ = 2, a term which activity

doubles is considered as a buzz. Several values for the threshold σ are tested: {2, 3, 4, 5}.
The training-set is ill-balanced for all of these values. There are never more than 1
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positive example out of 10 negative examples, no matter the threshold value. Table 3.5

gives the number of positive and negative example for each value of the threshold σ. In

addition, Figure 3.7 shows that the majority of terms that yield positive buzz example

are feebly active during the week before the buzz. More precisely, most of the terms that

yield a positive example had less than 200 contributions during the week of historical

data. Consequently, the results of this experience might be valid solely for feebly active

terms. In this test a SVM and a random forest are used. A grid search is used to select
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of the activity per term during the week before a Buzz. The

threshold σ that controls the labeling function varies in {2, 3, 4, 5}. The labeling function

is relative label.

.

the meta-parameters of the classifiers. The grid search is identical to the one used in

the previous experimental setting. Table 3.6 presents the detailed results for the two

classifiers. The better prediction are obtained for the highest values of α, when one

considers the F1-score. The F1-score varies from 0.47 (for α = 2) to 0.80 (for α = 5)

with the random forest classifier. In this setting, the highest growths are predicted

with greater confidence. This is a surprising results given the balance of the training-

set. However, an sensible explanation could be that some of the terms already begun

to buzz during the week used to compute the features. The output of random forests

is used to estimate the feature importances. As the importance of a feature varies for

each train-test split we report here the average importance over each split. The most

important feature is the user engagement evolution, abbreviated δuel as presented in
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Section 2.3.1. More precisely, the most important feature is δuel when observed seven days

before the buzz. There are no distinguishable patterns in the other most discriminative

features. Among the features that take into account the correlation between keywords the

Minimum Weighted Correlation and the Maximum Weighted Correlation are the most

discriminative, although, theirs importances are low.

σ #Negative #Positive Ratio

2 1943 207 0.107

3 2026 124 0.061

4 2054 96 0.047

5 2062 88 0.043

Table 3.5: Balance of the classes for the buzz classification with respect to the threshold

parameter σ. The ratio given is number of positive examples out of negative examples.

With σ = 2, the relative label function labels as positive the example whose activity

doubled or more.

α = 2 α = 3 α = 4 α = 5

Prec. Recall. f1 Prec. Recall. f1 Prec. Recall. f1 Prec. Recall. f1

rfc 0.74 0.35 0.47 0.98 0.51 0.67 0.99 0.68 0.80 0.99 0.73 0.83

svc 0.28 0.48 0.33 0.82 0.49 0.55 0.90 0.67 0.76 0.95 0.72 0.81

Table 3.6: Detailed results of the buzz classification for four thresholds α ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}
using a random forest classifier (abbreviated rfc) and a support vector classifier (abbre-

viated svc). The scores: precision (abbreviated Prec.), Recall, and F1 are given only for

the positive class since the number of positive example does not allows to use a weighted

average over positive and negative classes.

The experiments on the buzz classification give several insights. For the bulletin-

board-system, to predict a buzz is feasible. Despite the various features that are pro-

posed, none is more important than the target feature it self. It is hard to assess if this

observation can be generalized to other bulletin-board-system than those observed here.

In Twitter to predict a dramatic increase of activity is more difficult. Three labeling
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functions are tested to qualify the activity increase. However, theirs results cannot be

compared because two different experimental settings were used. For Twitter, it is easy

to predict the terms for which the activity will be greater than a fixed threshold. This

result is not surprising, as popular term are likely to remain popular in the next couple

days. To predict if the activity of a term will increase more than a fixed amount is also

practicable, yet less easy. To predict if the activity of term will double is also a difficult

task. Globally, the precision in these task are acceptable. Hence the outputs of a buzz

classifier on Twitter might be sufficiently reliable. However the recall is globally low, and

numerous buzz would be missed by these classifiers.

3.4 Magnitude prediction

The section is devoted to the evaluation the magnitude prediction problem. This prob-

lem is tackled with state-of-the-art machine learning methods and the features presented

in Section 2.3. In the magnitude prediction the task is to predict, for each term, the

total activity during the labeling. This task corresponds to a regression as proposed by

Kawala et al. [86]. The magnitude prediction problem is studied with the two experimen-

tal settings presented in the previous section. In the first experimental setting, terms are

filtered to keep those with an upward tendency in their activity. On the contrary on the

second experimental setting, terms are filtered to keep those which are the most mean-

ingful. More generally, the second experimental setting aims at have a more controlled

environment and reproducible experiments. The parameters used for the extraction of

examples are identical to those presented in Section 3.3. The activity measures are also

unchanged.

3.4.1 First experimental setting

For Twitter seven time-periods are used to build the matrices of features named X, two

time-periods are used to build the label vectors named Y . For the bulletin-board-system,

the matrices of features are based on sixty time-periods, and the label vectors on fourteen

time-periods. A time-period is equal to one day. The random forest provides efficient

classifiers for the buzz prediction task, hence a random forest-Regressor is also used for

the magnitude prediction task. A grid search is used to select the meta-parameters of the

regressor. The results are cross-validated and the evaluation measures are averaged over

the different train-test splits. The coefficient of determination, or R2 is broadly used to
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measure the performances of a regression. The coefficient of determination measures the

prediction-error and takes into account how scatter the examples are. The highest value

of R2 is 1 when the prediction is prefect. The readers interested in more details about

R2 are referred to the book by Everitt [53]. For the bulletin-board-system, the coefficient

of determination is 0.972, for Twitter it is 0.942. These values suggests that activity can

be accurately predicted within these settings. However, the coefficient of determination

might be too sensitive to very scattered values. The data-collection is made with respect

to terms of heterogeneous popularity, hence an additional analysis is needed. This analy-

sis is based on the normalized prediction error. A term whose activity is Y and prediction

is Ỹ , has a normalized error of |Ỹ −Y |/Y . For instance, when the value to predict is 500

and the predicted value is 750, then the normalized prediction error is 0.5. Figure 3.8

presents the histogram of the normalized error for the examples from Twitter that had

a significant activity increase. This figure shows that 20% of the examples are predicted

with a normalized error lower that 4%, and 74% of the examples are predicted with a

normalized error lower that 23%.

The feature importance for this regressor is studied. Figure 3.9 presents the most

important features. All the most important features, no matter the social-media, are

closely related to the activity measure. For the bulletin-board-system the single most

used feature is the activity measure. For twitter the most important feature is act. This

feature is used as activity measure in the second experimental setting.

3.4.2 Second experimental setting

In this experimental setting the magnitude prediction is tested with the data collected

from Twitter, a restricted set of terms, and the act feature as activity measure. Two

regressors are tested. The first one is based on the support vector machine, abbreviated

svr. The second regressor is based on random forest, abbreviated rfr. A grid search

is used to select the meta-parameters of these regressors. The forecast horizon is set to

seven time-periods. Hence the task is here to predict the activity of a term during the

upcoming week with respect to the past week. The objective is to provide actionable

insights on the magnitude prediction. The mean absolute error, abbreviated mae, is

used for these tests. Indeed the interpretation of the mae is very straightforward. The

mae is equal to the average of the absolute values of the prediction errors. Hence the

mae does not distinguish positive errors from negatives ones. The mae might be less
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Figure 3.8: This figure presents the normalized error binned such that each bin represent

approximatively an increase of 4% in normalized error. The blue dotted curve presents for

each of these bins the cumulative amount of test-examples. Therefore, the sixth leftmost

dot on the blue line indicates that the six first bins contains 74% of the examples. On

the abscissa we read that the highest normalized error is 23% the six first bins. These

are examples from Twitter.

interpretable when the values of the labels are scattered. The popularity of the observed

terms is not uniform, thus their labels are likely to be scattered. Therefore, the activity

levels are discretized in several non-overlapping intervals and the mae is computed for

each of them independently. For instance, the error for a term that has 60 contents

during the period of observation is reported in the interval [0, 64[. On the contrary the

error for a term that has 128 contents is reported in the rank [64, 256[, and so forth. In

Table 3.7 the R2 coefficient indicates that the overall regression is correct, while the mae

on each interval shows that errors in regression are acceptable for terms that are highly

active. On the contrary the error on the feebly active terms is relatively high.

The instability of term is studied in order to gain more insights on the usability of
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Figure 3.9: This figure presents the feature importances for the random forest-Regressor.

The feature importances for Twitter appears on the left side of this figure. On the right

side the feature importances for the bulletin-board-system are presented. These results

are averaged over all the train-test splits. The average importance of the features that

are not presented is named “others”. The error bar represent the standard deviation.

the magnitude prediction. An instable term alternates quickly high activity levels and

low activity levels. The more instable a terms is, the harder it should be to predict its

activity. The instability of a term is the average of ratio between its activity over a week

and its activity over the next week. Hence the lower bound of the instability is 0, and

it has no upper bound. With the observations of this experimental setting, the normal-

ized mean absolute error of rfr is correlated to the instability level of a term. Indeed,

The Pearson correlation coefficient of these two measures is 0.717 when values above the

99th percentile of the mean normalized are discarded. svr produces more outliers. The

Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.598 when values above the 80th percentile of the mean

normalized are discarded. The two-tailed p-value is null for rfr and svr. According to

these observations, our proposal for the magnitude prediction should be used for keywords

that are either highly active or sufficiently stable through time. Figure 3.10 presents the

instability levels with respect to the normalized mean absolute error values obtained with

rfr and svr.

The experiments on the magnitude prediction give several insights. For the bulletin-

board-system, to predict the activity is feasible. The target feature is the only one to

have a real importance for the random forest regressor. Hence, in this case, the proposed

formalization is of no use. In Twitter to predict the activity is harder, no matter the

activity measure. Nonetheless, the proposed approach allows to predict with reasonable

error the activity for different forecast horizons. However, the most instable terms and
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the feebly popular terms are hard to predict. The typical error for those term might

prevent an industrial use of the proposed approach. The future activity of terms that

have more than 4096 contents per week is the most accurately predicted.

Figure 3.10: This figure presents a scatter plot of the instability level with respect to the

normalized mean absolute error. This figure illustrate the correlation between instability

level of the terms and the normalized mean absolute error of a random forest regressor

(abbr. rfr) presented in blue, and a suport vector regressor (abbr. svr) presented in

green. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.716869 and the two tailed p-value is null.

3.5 Rank prediction

This section studies the rank prediction problem. In rank prediction problem one has to

learn a ranking function that sort the terms accordingly to their upcoming activity levels.

This problem is tackled with two standard learning-to-rank approaches: point-wise and

pair-wise, as proposed by Kawala et al. [87]. The point-wise approach is closely related

to the magnitude prediction presented in Section 3.4. Indeed, in this case, the ranking

function to be learned is a regression on the rank of each term, and the rank is defined
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R2
mae

< 64 < 256 < 1024 < 2048 < 4096 ≥ 4096

rfr 0.9669 17.5 69.5 141.6 402.4 569.9 764.0

svr 0.9665 31.2 55.5 136.6 352.5 554.5 764.5

Table 3.7: The coefficient of determination R2 and the mean absolute error (abbreviated

mae) for each regressors: random rorest regressor (abbreviated rfr), and support vector

regressor (abbreviated svr). The activity intervals do not overlap.

by the activities of terms. The pair-wise approach considers each pair of terms in order

to decide which of the two terms will have the higher rank. The term which was ranked

higher the most times obtains the first rank, and so forth. The history and forecast

horizon are based on seven time-periods of one day and the activity measure is the act

feature.

3.5.1 Evaluation measures for learning-to-rank tasks

The performances of the ranking functions are evaluated with two standard measures.

The first measure is the Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient. This coefficient varies

within [−1, 1]. When this coefficient is null, it indicates that the ranking function and

the actual ranking are not correlated. When this coefficient is 1, it indicates that the

ranking function and the actual ranking agreed for the ranking of every pair of terms.

On the contrary when this coefficient is −1, the ranking function and the actual ranking

disagreed for the ranking of every pair of terms. The second measure is the Spearman

coefficient of rank correlation. This coefficient varies within [−1, 1], and takes into account

the difference between the predicted rank and the actual rank. The readers interested in

more details about these two measures are referred to the books by Hollander et al. and

Kendall [78, 89]. An additional coefficient is proposed to evaluate the utility of a ranking

model for industrial applicative constraints. This coefficient measure the capacity of a

ranking model to predict sudden changes in the top-n ranks. Indeed it is highly valuable

to determine which terms that are not yet among the top-n most active terms will belong

to the top-n most active term is the future. Such terms are designated as “newcomers”.

The proposed coefficient is named the surprise coefficient, it is defined as follows. For

a set of topics Z, a ranking r, and an observation Y Z of the topics in Z, we have

topn(r,Z) = {e ∈ Y Z : r(e) < n}. Newcomers are then defined with respect to the
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ranking during observation that is named robs. The definition of the newcomers is as

follows.

newcomers(Z, n) = {e ∈ Y Z : e ∈ topn(rtrue,Z) ∧ e 6∈ topn(robs,Z)}

In this equation rtrue is the actual rank that is observed at evaluation period. This

definition of newcomers and the predicted rank for the evaluation period named rpred

allows to define the n-surprise score as follows:

surprise(Z, n) =
|topn(rpred,Z) ∩ newcomers(Z, n)|

|newcomers(Z, n)|

The surprise takes values in [0, 1], where 0 indicates that the learning model predict

none of the newcomers in the top-n and thus do not cope with sudden changes in the

ranking. On the contrary a surprise score equal to 1 indicates that sudden changes

are perfectly predicted. The parameter n of the surprise score is set with respect to

application needs. Here the parameter n is set to 30, indeed it seems to be a good

compromise for a human operator that would have to perform actions on each term of

the top-n.

3.5.2 Effects of ambiguity and activity

The rank prediction is evaluated with respect to the three lists of terms presented in Sec-

tion 3.2.3. With these three lists, the terms are grouped with respect to their ambiguity.

The rank prediction is tested on each list of term so that it is possible to assess of the

ambiguity effect for the rank prediction. The rank prediction is tested with four different

learning-to-rank methods and a naive baseline. Firstly, a pair-wise approach with svm-

Rank. In this approach a support vector machine classifier is used to ranks the pairs

of terms. Secondly, a point-wise approach that is based on a random forest regressor.

Two other point-wise approaches are tested, one is based on a gradient boosted tree, the

other is based on a support vector regressor. The baseline is straightforward, it consists

in ranking the terms according to their rank at the end of the time-period of observation.

The tests are cross-validated and average results over all train-test splits are reported.

Figure 3.11 shows the mean score per dataset and learning model. The error lines

presents the standard deviation over all the train-test splits. On the top left part,

the Spearman rank correlation coefficient indicates that the pair-wise method performs

equally or better than the three point-wise methods. In addition, the pair-wise has more
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stable results across the different folds. The baseline obtains results almost as good as

the three learning-to-rank methods. However, the baseline is highly unstable as shown by

the error lines. The ambiguity has a direct effect on the capacity of the trained rankers to

predict correctly the future rank. Indeed, the results of all the learning-to-rank methods

get worst and less stable when more ambiguous terms are considered. The top right part

of Figure 3.11 presents comparable results for the Kendall tau rank correlation coeffi-

cient. The bottom part of this figure presents the surprise score. The baseline has a null

surprise score as per the its definition. Indeed the baseline reproduces the last observed

ranking, and the surprise score measure the ability to predict newcomers in the top most

ranks. The point-wise method obtains a mean surprise score of 0.38 while the pair-wise

method obtains 0.40. Hence, in a practical situation these methods would predict less

than half of the terms that will become one of the thirty most active terms. The rank

prediction in not well suited to detect terms that are about to grow enough to be among

the top-30. The ambiguity of the terms has less effect on the surprise score than it has on

the Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.

Discretized heat-maps are used to have more insights on the effects of ambiguity of a

term on its ranking error. In a discretized heat-maps the predicted ranks are presented

on the ordinate axis and the actual ranks are presented on the abscissa axis. The rank

are binned per ten and the lowest ranks are on the rightmost part of the illustration,

hence the prediction error for the top-10 rank is presented on the leftmost column. In

this illustration a prefect ranking is presented a the identity line. Figure 3.12 present

four discretized heat-maps that are colorized with respect to the ambiguity of the terms.

There is not clear pattern that relates the ambiguity to the ranking-error.

Discretized heat-maps are also used in order to have more insights on the effects of

the activity of terms on its ranking error. Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 presents discretized

heat-maps that are colorized with respect to the activity of the terms to be ranked. Fig-

ure 3.13 reveals that ranking error of the baseline is more scattered than for point-wise

or pair-wise methods. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 shows that the ranking error is the lowest

below rank 50 and increases proportionally to the rank. Above rank 200, typical errors

are to high for the ranking to be used. These patterns are reproducible for the two lists

of terms and the two tested methods.

Finally, the stability of the rank prediction is tested with respect to the number of
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Figure 3.11: This figure presents three evaluations of the ranking error for several learning-

to-rank methods. These results are averaged over the different train-test splits, and the

error bars presents the standard deviation. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient is

presented on the top-left side. The Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient is presented

on the top-right side. The surprise score is presented on the bottom line. Three point-

wise methods are tested they are abbreviated rfr for the random forest regressor, svr

for the support vector regressor, and gbt for the gradient boosted tree. One pair-wise

method is tested, it is abbreviated svmRank.
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terms to be ranked. A point-wise method based on the gradient boosted tree is used.

The number of terms to be ranked is iteratively incremented from 100 to 1300 with a

step size of 100 terms. For each iteration a new model is trained and the Spearman

rank correlation coefficient is measured. This experience showed that this approach has

stable results with respect to the number of terms to be ranked. Indeed, the Spearman

rank correlation coefficient is stable, with 0.9737 for 100 terms, 0.9781 for 600 terms, and

0.9765 for 1300 terms.

The experiments on the rank prediction were done with data collected in Twitter

and three sets of terms classified with respect to their ambiguity. These experiments

gives several insights on the usability of the ranking prediction. Firstly, as excepted,

the ranking error worsen when ambiguity increases. Indeed, experiments based on the

lists of terms med and high which contains ambiguous terms obtains worst and less

stable results. However a finer analysis on the average ranking error with respect to the

ambiguity of terms to be ranked did not revealed any clear error pattern. Secondly, the

most active terms are the easiest to rank. More precisely, the error in top-50 is acceptable

and growth such that it is pointless to use the prediction for the ranks beyond 200. Finally

the capacity for the ranker to predict newcomers in the top-30 is tested. Less than half

of the newcomers would be detected with the proposed methods.

Conclusion

This chapter presents experiments related to three activity prediction problems. A sig-

nificant effort was necessary to collect data at a large scale during a year. The different

steps of preparation for the collected data are presented in this chapter. The three activ-

ity problems presented in Section 2.2 are studied. More precisely the features proposed

in Chapter 2 are used to train supervised machine learning algorithms. The ability to

predict the future activity is tested with respect to two different experimental settings.

The first experimental setting allows to compare the activity prediction on Twitter and

a bulletin-board-system. The second experimental is dedicated to twitter only. The ex-

periments show that the prediction is feasible for the three activity prediction problems.

However a cautious study of the results reveals that there are several settings for which

the prediction fails to be accurate.

Regarding the bulletin-board-system, the experiments show that the buzz classifica-
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tion and the magnitude prediction are accurately predicted. More precisely, the most

important feature is the target feature itself. Here the target feature is the number of

page-views. It is hard to assess if this observation can be generalized to many bulletin-

board-system. Indeed, we do cannot know the the number of page-views for other

bulletin-board-systems. In this case, the proposed formalization is of no use.

Regarding Twitter, the experiments show that it is harder to predict the future ac-

tivity of a term. Three labeling functions are proposed for the buzz classification. These

three labeling function cover different applicative scenarios, and the error in prediction

varies accordingly. The absolute label function, defined in Equation 2.3, obtain the

better results. Indeed, this function labels each term with respect to a fixed activity

threshold, and highly popular terms are likely to remain popular in the near future. The

growth label and the relative label describe more difficult applicative scenarios. In-

deed, for these two functions, the buzz is measured as an increase of activity. Although

the precision obtained for these two labeling functions is acceptable, the recall is very low,

especially for the moderate growth thresholds. Hence, the trained classifiers would miss

an important share of the positive examples, presumably, the keyword which had the most

sudden activity growth. The magnitude prediction is also tested against Twitter-data.

Experiments shows that this regression fails to predict the activity of the most instable

terms as well as the feebly popular terms. The typical error for those term might prevent

an industrial use of the proposed approach. On the contrary the prediction obtains better

results with the terms that have more than 4096 contents per week. The experiments

on the rank prediction were done with three sets of terms classified with respect to their

ambiguity. As excepted, the average ranking error worsen when ambiguity increases.

Indeed, experiments based on the lists of ambiguous terms med and high obtains worst

and less stable results. A finer analysis on the average ranking error of terms in the med

and high lists did not revealed any clear error pattern that would relate the ambiguity of

a term to the ranking error. Indeed, terms with the highest and lowest ambiguity might

obtain arbitrary high or low ranking error. On the contrary terms with mean ambiguity

are less prone the extreme ranking error.

These experiments outlines that the generic framework, and the feature based on

it, are able to capture the most obvious activity change, no matter the chosen activity

prediction problem or social-media. However, for the most difficult cases, as for example

a sudden change in activity, relevant features are yet to be defined.
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Figure 3.12: The ranking error is presented with respect to the term-ambiguity. The

results are presented for the terms in the med and high lists. The ranking error is

binned by 10, hence the bottom-left-most square presents the correct ranking for ranks

one to ten. The top line presents the ranking error of a naive baseline that repeats the

ranks observed at the end of the observation period. The bottom line presented the

ranking error of a pair-wise method with support vector classifier. The left side of this

figure presents the ranking error for terms in the med list, and the right presents the

ranking error for the terms in the high list.
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Figure 3.13: The ranking error is presented with respect to the activity level during

the observation period. The ranking method is a naive baseline that repeats the ranks

observed at the end of the observation period. The results for the terms of the low and

med lists are presented top line. The results for the terms of the high list are presented

on bottom line. The ranking error is binned by 10, hence the bottom-left-most square

presents the correct ranking for ranks one to ten.
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Figure 3.14: The ranking error is presented with respect to the activity level during

the observation period. The learning-to-rank method is pair-wise with support vector

classifier. The experiment is cross-validated and average results are presented. With this

representation a perfect ranking produces the identity line. The results for the terms of

the low and med lists are presented top line. The results for the terms of the high list are

presented on bottom line. The ranking error is binned by 10, hence the bottom-left-most

square presents the correct ranking for ranks one to ten.
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Figure 3.15: The ranking error is presented with respect to the activity level during

the observation period. The learning-to-rank method is point-wise with a random forest

regressor. The experiment is cross-validated and average results are presented. With this

representation a perfect ranking produces the identity line. The results for the terms of

the low and med lists are presented top line. The results for the terms of the high list are

presented on bottom line. The ranking error is binned by 10, hence the bottom-left-most

square presents the correct ranking for ranks one to ten.
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Conclusions and future work

This study is dedicated to three different activity prediction problems that cover different

applicative needs. In these problems the activity is measured for topics such as “smart-

phones” or “laptop”, as presented in Chapter 1. These activity prediction problems are

defined with a generic framework that is presented in Chapter 2. That framework allows

to define a social-media-mining problem independently of an actual social-media. Hence

it is easier to adapt a solution to several social-media. This requirement was driven by

the envisaged industrial applications of this study. More generally, this approach is sen-

sible when one considers the increasing number of different social-media. The activity

prediction problems are tackled with supervised machine learning algorithms. Numerous

experiments are realized to determine which settings yields the best prediction of the

activity. Chapter 3 presents these experiments.

Chapter 1 introduces the social-media-mining from a practitioner point of view.

Hence, this chapter lists several definition attempts of a social-media. In addition prac-

tical matters are discussed, as for instance: the automated collection of data from social-

media; or the principles of the machine learning. The state of the art on the activity

prediction in social-media presents three research axes: firstly the spikes of collective

attention, secondly topic popularity, and thirdly the user-generated-content popularity.

These studies belongs to the second research axis.

Chapter 2 introduces a generic framework that describes various social-media. In this

chapter three activity prediction problems are presented. Each of these definitions is

tailored for specific applicative requirements. The magnitude prediction is a regression

problem that aims to predict the activity that will be observed in a social-media. The

buzz classification is a binary classification problem that aims to predict which topics

will have a burst in activity in the near future. The rank prediction is a learning-to-rank

problem that aims to predict the relative importance of each topic. In addition, features
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based on the generic framework are defined in order to tackle these three activity predic-

tion problems with supervised machine learning algorithms. The generic framework uses

topic-models to group together user-generated-contents that are related to each others,

but none particular topic model is required. In this study, the topic-model amounts to

a simple look-up in a product-data base applied to each token of each user-generated-

content. The user-network associated to a social-media is not described in the generic

framework. Indeed, to keep an up-to-date version of the user-network is a non acceptable

burden in the envisaged industrial applications of this study.

Chapter 3 presents the collection of the data and the different preparation steps. The

data is collected in two social-media: Twitter the most widely used micro-blogging sys-

tem; and a bulletin-board-system dedicated to high-tech subjects. The collection of data

lasted 51 weeks and was shared publicly. Two experimental settings are defined and

tested. The first experimental settings is used to compare the results on Twitter and

the bulletin-board-system. This comparison is made on a long time-scale and with three

different languages. The second experimental setting uses Twitter-data solely. In order to

increase the reproducibility, this experimental setting is based on user-generated-contents

collected with respect to a list of unambiguous English terms over a ten consecutive weeks.

A cross-validation method that takes into account the time of observations is defined.

Indeed, the problems that are studied are time dependent and classical cross-validation

methods might be inaccurate. An unsupervised method to extract buzz candidates based

on the past activity levels is also proposed. The influence of the ambiguity on the activity

prediction is studied. Wikipedia is used to determine the ambiguity of keyword. Con-

trasted results are obtained. In the bulletin-board-system, the experiments show that

the most of the predictive power lies in the target feature, hence the proposed features

and formalization are not necessary. On the contrary, Twitter revealed more interesting

results. The precision obtained for the labeling functions that describe a growth in ac-

tivity is acceptable. However, the recall is very low, especially for the moderate growth

thresholds. Hence, the trained classifiers would miss an important share of the positive

examples. In this situation, the keywords which had the most sudden activity growth

are not likely to be detected. The ambiguity influences the results of the rank-prediction,

however the precise role of the ambiguity remains to be determined.

This study proposed a unified representation for social-media that is used to define

three different activity prediction problems. Based on a large scale data collection on two
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social-media, this study enlighten those situations which are the hardest to deal with when

one aims to predict the future activity of a topic. This work opens research perspectives

that are briefly summarized below. Firstly the unified representation for social-media

could be extended so that it allows to take into account non textual user-generated-

contents. Moreover, one could leverage partial knowledge of the user-network. Hence,

one could extended the unified representation for social-media so that include partial

knowledge of the user-network. Secondly, one could investigate on topic models that

would be updated continuously as user-generated-contents are captured. Indeed, topical

evolutions highlight interest-shifts that might be leveraged for the activity prediction.

Thirdly, one might investigate potential correlation between the activity and: (a) the

users popularity levels; (b) the user communities, and (c) the topic evolutions. Finally,

the unified representation for social-media might be used to tackle other social-media-

mining problems within different social-media.
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